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Abstract
Recent developments in multiprocessor systems have heightened the need for applications
to be scalable. Many concurrent applications rely on binary search trees (BST) as a fundamental building block, resulting in an increased interest in designing scalable concurrent
BSTs. This thesis studies several aspects of concurrent BST design, including facilitating
simple and efficient implementation, enhancing BST functionality and performing rigorous
performance evaluation.
This thesis starts by presenting innovative uses of epoch-based synchronization that
elegantly solve challenging synchronization problems that arise when developing concurrent BSTs. Specifically, we show how two epoch-based synchronization schemes, read
copy update (RCU) and epoch-based reclamation (EBR), can be used beyond memory
reclamation.
The first epoch-based synchronization scheme, RCU, provides scalable synchronizationfree reads that execute concurrently with updates. To guarantee the consistency of such
reads, an RCU update transitioning the data structure between certain states must wait
for the completion of all existing reads. This thesis presents Citrus, the first RCU-based
data structure that allows concurrent updaters. The use of RCU synchronization leads to
a simple design that greatly resembles sequential BST. We also present Predicate RCU,
an RCU variant in which an update waits only for the reads whose consistency it affects. We explore the trade-offs in implementing PRCU, describing implementations that
reduce wait times with varying overhead on readers. We apply PRCU to Citrus and
show experimentally that PRCU improves the performance of Citrus in update heavy
workloads.
The second epoch-based synchronization scheme, EBR, is an efficient memory reclamation scheme that can be applied to any data structure in an unmanaged programing
language. This thesis presents novel technique to add range queries to existing concurrent
data structures that use EBR. The idea is to use information regarding deleted nodes
that is naturally stored in the EBR scheme. We produce three range query algorithms,
which use locks, transactional memory and lock-free techniques, respectively. We apply
our range query technique to a variety of concurrent BSTs, which cannot be used with
previous techniques. Experimental evaluation shows that our range query technique outperforms previous solutions.
1
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The last part of this thesis focuses on experimental evaluation of concurrent BSTs.
We perform a detailed performance analysis of ten state-of-the-art BSTs, using both microbenchmarks and an in-memory database system benchmarks. We find and explain
significant unexpected performance differences between BSTs with similar tree structure
and search implementations, which we trace to subtle performance-degrading interactions
of BSTs with systems software and hardware subsystems. We further derive a prescriptive approach to avoid this performance degradation, as well as algorithmic insights on
concurrent BST design.

2
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Abbreviations and Notations
n
p
C
s
π
σ
P
D
op
k
v, u, w
Key(v)
v→u
ρC (v, u)
|ρC (v, u)|

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Set C (v)

—

Range C (v)

—

Number of threads
Thread
Configuration
Step
Execution
Execution prefix
Predicate
Domain
Data structure operation
Key
Data structure node
Key of node v
Node u is a child of node v
The path from node v to node u in configuration C
The length, in edges, of the path from node v to node u in configuration C
The set of keys in the data structure that are reachable from node v in
configuration C
The range of keys in the data structure that are reachable from node v
in configuration C
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Chapter 1

Introduction
With the rise of multiprocessor systems, the construction of efficient multi-threaded code
has become a central issue for the performance of programs and services. Concurrent
search trees serve as the main data structures in multi-core applications, such as inmemory databases [88], key/value stores [66], and operating systems’ address space management [28]. The problem of designing fast and scalable concurrent search trees, particularly binary search trees (BSTs), has received significant attention [5, 19, 28, 29, 37, 39,
55, 56, 75, 80]. The importance of BSTs calls for efficient BST implementations as well
as methodologies for evaluating them. This thesis considers both issues. First, we present
how to use the novel epoch-based synchronization technique to design a relatively simple
and provably correct BST implementation as well as extend BSTs functionality. Second,
we present an in-depth analysis of concurrent BSTs, highlighting the subtle hardware/software interactions that modern BSTs are vulnerable to.
State-of-the-art concurrent BSTs are implemented using a variety of of synchronization
techniques, including the well studied fine-grained locking, lock-free and software transactional memory (STM). A novel synchronization technique is epoch-based synchronization,
where the execution is divided into epochs, such that in each epoch each active thread
goes through at least one quiescent state, in which it does not hold references to shared
data. In the context of concurrent data structures, any state outside of the data structure
operation is a quiescent state. For example, consider the following scenario on a linked
list: a query operation Q traverses the list while a delete operation D removes node v
from the list. After D unlinks v from the list it needs to reclaim the memory back to the
operating system, however, other operations, such as Q, might still hold a reference to v.
Therefore, v’s reclamation is executed only after every other thread has gone through a
quiescent state, by waiting for at least two epochs to complete before reclaiming v.
Two dominant epoch-based synchronization schemes are read copy update (RCU) and
epoch-based reclamation (EBR). Both schemes are widely used for memory reclamation,
but their full potential has not been realized. This thesis presents two examples of difficult
synchronization problems in concurrent search trees that can be solved by unconventional,
4
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yet simple, use of these epoch-based techniques.
The first epoch-based synchronization scheme, RCU, was proposed as an alternative to
readers-writer lock synchronization, which favors read-only operations even further. RCU
allows readers to proceed even while writers are modifying the data they are reading, and
places the burden of maintaining correctness solely on the updates, who must guarantee
that readers observe a consistent state of the data structure. To achieve this, a read-side
critical section is wrapped by the rcu-enter and rcu-exit functions. Updates can use a waitfor-readers function as a barrier, to wait until all preexisting readers finish their read-side
critical sections.
RCU does not provide means to synchronize between concurrent updates to the data
structure. Previous RCU-based concurrent data structures prohibit concurrent updates,
either pessimistically, using a coarse-grained lock [28], or optimistically, using transactional
memory [55]. At best, the data structure is partitioned into segments, e.g., buckets in a
hash table [86], each guarded by a single lock, disallowing concurrent updates to the same
segment.
This thesis presents Citrus, a concurrent BST, which is the first RCU-based data
structure that allows truly concurrent updates [5]. Updates synchronize using fine-grained
locks, while queries proceed without taking locks, in parallel with updates, relying on RCU
to ensure correctness. The combination of RCU synchronization with fine-grained locking
of modified nodes yields a simple design, greatly resembling the sequential algorithm, and
a (relatively) simple proof of correctness.
Citrus uses RCU to overcome a difficult issue in concurrent internal BSTs, removing
an internal node with two valid children, which requires replacing the node with its successor. Instead, Citrus copies the successor to the new location, and uses wait-for-readers to
wait for on-going searches, before removing the successor from its previous location. This
ensures that concurrent searches never miss the successor, either in the previous location
or in its new location.
A notable disadvantage of RCU, especially when combined with other fine-grained
synchronization mechanisms, is its inherently global nature. An updater calling wait-forreaders must wait for all pre-existing read-side critical sections. For example, in Citrus,
it would be more efficient to wait only for searches that are trying to find the successor. To address this problem, we present Predicate RCU (PRCU), an RCU variant in
which an update waits only for the reads whose consistency it affects, specified by a usersupplied predicate [6]. PRCU leverages implementation-specific semantics, known to the
data structure designer, to enable faster updates.
We present several PRCU implementations, exploring tradeoffs between wait-for-readers time and read overhead. We apply PRCU to Citrus and show experimentally that
PRCU significantly shortens wait-for-readers time, leading to a notable improvement in
Citrus’s performance in update heavy workloads.
The second epoch-based synchronization scheme, EBR, is a memory reclamation scheme
5
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that can be used with any data structure. It requires little effort by the programmer, and
can be extremely fast [20]. EBR is a popular choice in unmanaged languages such as C
and C++, where one must manually perform memory reclamation.
At a high level, in EBR, the current epoch is represented by a global epoch counter.
Whenever a node is deleted from the data structure, it is placed in a limbo list associated
with the epoch in which it was deleted. After the epoch counter has been incremented,
all nodes that were deleted more than two epochs ago can safely be freed. The fascinating
thing about EBR is that, it essentially implements an efficient algorithm for saving all
nodes deleted during a given operation. This can be used to implement range queries,
which return all of the keys in some range [low, high] that are in the dictionary.
This thesis present a general technique for adding support for linearizable range queries
to an existing concurrent dictionary [8]. In this technique a range query first traverses
the data structure and saves each key that was inserted before the range query started.
Then, the range query traverses the EBR limbo lists to find nodes that it missed during
the data structure traversal due to concurrent delete operations.
We present several different variants of our range query technique, using different
methods to synchronize between concurrent updates and range query operations. We
demonstrate the applicability of our technique by applying it to several data structures,
including Citrus, an external BST and a non-binary search tree. We show experimentally
that our range queries are extremely fast and impose low overhead on the original data
structure.
Both Citrus and the range query technique show that epoch-based synchronization
can be used beyond just memory reclamation, revealing its hidden potential. These examples show that a deep understanding of an algorithm’s properties can lead to new
observations that in turn can lead to innovative applications.
Several complexity models were introduced in order to evaluate concurrent algorithms.
These include the remote memory references (RMR) complexity, in which it suffices to
count remote accesses to evaluate the algorithm, and the contention model [38], in which
the total time complexity counts both the number of accesses to memory as well as the
number of stalls due to contention. These complexity models are an accepted way of
measuring the complexity of simple synchronization algorithms such as mutual exclusion.
Unfortunately, under these complexity models different concurrent BST implementations
are indistinguishable.
Consequently, the common practice for evaluating concurrent BSTs is through experimental evaluation, where the suggested algorithm is run under several workloads and
its throughput (number of operations executed per time interval) is calculated. A major drawback of experimental evaluation is its high dependence on many factors that are
unrelated to the algorithm, including the specifics of the implementation, the setup environment and architecture parameters such as cache layout and hardware prefetchers. For
instance, Mytkowicz et al. [74] showed that the UNIX environment size and linking order
6
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could significantly slow down or speed up performance. Measurement bias is even more
prominent when the analysis is lacking in statistical rigor, and can easily lead to incorrect
conclusions [4, 74].
The domain of concurrent BSTs is also prone to measurement bias that can be caused
by seemingly insignificant implementation details. In principle, modern concurrent BSTs
have a simple performance story: searches are read-only and so run in parallel, with
writes to shared memory occurring only when modifying the data structure. However,
this thesis shows that in practice, obtaining the full performance benefits of optimistic
search trees is not so simple. For example, the concurrency literature reports significant
performance differences for BSTs with similar structure and traversal techniques. David
et al. [33] demonstrated that an external concurrent BST outperforms another external
concurrent BST in a low contention workload, since its updates perform less writes to
shared memory. Gramoli [46] showed that an internal unbalanced concurrent BST greatly
outperforms a balanced internal concurrent BSTs in a read-only workload. Ramachandran
and Mittal [80] reported a 35% difference between two internal search trees in a read
dominated workload.
The last part of this thesis aims to understand the performance of concurrent BSTs. We
wish to find whether (and which) performance anomalies represent fundamental differences
between algorithms or fixable implementation issues. To this end, we perform a thorough
analysis of ten state-of-the-art concurrent BST implementations on large scale x86-64
hardware [9]. We use profiling techniques such as hardware counters and cache usage
analysis on a variety of synthetic microbenchmarks and application benchmarks.
Our results echo the message of prior work [4, 74], showing that the domain of concurrent data structures is affected by the experimental setup. Our analysis reveals multiple
performance-degrading interactions of BSTs with systems software and hardware subsystems. These interactions range from pathological memory layouts, through negative
caching and prefetching effects, to algorithmic properties that expose fundamental differences between BSTs. We then derive a prescriptive approach to avoid this performance
degradation. Our results therefore call for further research to help bridge the gap between
the principles and practice of multi-core performance, to simplify the task of deploying a
concurrent data structure and reasoning about its performance.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Abstract data types and data structures

An abstract data type (ADT) defines high level semantics for data storage and manipulation. Each ADT is a set of operations, defined by their parameters (the operation input)
and behavior (the operation return values). These semantics can be implemented by different concrete representations of the data, providing different complexity and performance
characteristics.
A dictionary ADT is a collection of key-value pairs, in which each key appears at most
once and keys are totally ordered (they are values of an ordered data type). It supports
the following operations:
insert(key,val ): if key is not in the set then it adds (key, val) to the set; returns true if key
was not in the set previously and false otherwise.
delete(key): if key is in the set then it removes (key, val) from the set; returns true if key
was in the set previously and false otherwise.
contains(key): returns val if (key, val) is in the set; otherwise, it returns ⊥.
An update operation is either an insert or a delete.
A data structure defines the concrete representation and organization of the data in
memory. A tree is a data structure in which each data item, referred to as a node, (i)
points to zero or more other nodes, (ii) every node other than the root is pointed to by
exactly one node and the root is not pointed to by any node. A binary tree is a tree in
which each node v points to at most two other nodes, that are referred to as the left child
and right child of v. In a binary tree, the left (resp., right) sub-tree of node v is the tree
whose root is the left (resp., right) child of v.
A binary search tree (BST) is a binary tree such that each node v has a key from
a totally ordered domain, Key(v), and it is used to implement a dictionary ADT. In an
internal BST, key-value pairs are stored in all nodes and the BST property states that,
8
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all nodes in the left sub-tree of v have keys smaller than the key of v, and all nodes in
the right sub-tree of v have keys larger than the key of v. In an External BST, the leaves
store key-value pairs, and internal nodes store routing keys (these keys are not part of the
dictionary and the tree might contain an internal node and a leaf with the same key). In
an external BST, the BST propety states that, all nodes in the left sub-tree of v have keys
smaller than the key of v, and all nodes in the right sub-tree of v have keys larger than or
equal to the key of v.
The successor of node v is the node u with the smallest key among the nodes with
keys larger than or equal to Key(v). In an internal BST, if v is an internal node then its
successor u is the leftmost node in the right sub-tree of v.

2.2

Concurrent shared-memory system

A concurrent shared-memory system consists of threads p1 , ..., pn , that communicate by
applying primitives to shared variables. A concurrent data structure implementation provides a set of operations, each invoked with possible parameters and returning a response.
The invocation of an operation leads to the execution of an algorithm, directing the thread
to execute a sequence of atomic steps. Each atomic step is an instance of a shared memory
primitive, an invocation or a response.
Shared memory primitives include reads and writes as well as strong atomic operations
such as fetch-and-add (F&A) and compare-and-swap (CAS). A F&A operation receives an
address a and a value v, it atomically reads the value of the address, which it also returns,
and increment it by v. A CAS operation receives an address a, an expected value exp and
a new value new, it atomically checks if a contains the value exp, if so it writes new to a
and returns exp. Otherwise it returns the value of a.
A configuration describes the state of all local and shared variables. In the initial
configuration, all variables hold an initial value.
An execution π is an alternating sequence of configurations and steps, C0 , s1 , ..., si , Ci , ...,
where C0 is the initial configuration, and each configuration Ci is the result of executing
the step si in configuration Ci−1 . A prefix σ of π is a sub-sequence of π starting in C0 and
ending with a configuration. An interval of π is a sub-sequence that starts with a step and
ends with a configuration. The interval of an operation op starts with the invocation step
of op and ends with the configuration following the response of op or the configuration at
the end of π, if there is no such response.
Correctness of concurrent data structures A concurrent data structure implementation D is a linearizable [54] implementation of an ADT if the following holds: for each
concurrent execution π of D, for each operation op ∈ π, there is a linearization point,
which is step or a configuration in the interval of op, such that if each operation took
place in its linearization point then in the resulting sequential execution (i) each operation
9
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returns the same value as it does in π and (ii) the returned values of all operations respect
the semantics of the ADT.
Progress guarantees of concurrent data structures A concurrent data structure
implementation may provide one of the following progress guarantees. A deadlock-free
implementation guarantees that if all threads take infinitely many steps and threads do not
crash then some thread makes progress (finishes an operation). A lock-free implementation
guarantees that if all threads take infinitely many steps then some thread makes progress
(even if some threads crash). A wait-free implementation guarantees that if a thread does
not crash then it finishes its operation after a finite number of steps.

2.3

Multiprocessor organization and architecture

The systems studied in this work implement a non-uniform memory access (NUMA)
architecture. In such systems, the memory is distributed between the processors while
maintaining a single shared address space. As a result, access time depends on the location
of data in memory, accessing the local memory is faster while accessing a remote memory
is significantly slower.
Memory hierarchy The system’s memory is divided into levels, the lowest levels are
large but provide slow response time, while higher levels are fast yet small. We present the
memory hierarchy provided by our systems, starting from main memory as the lowest level
(additional lower levels, such as secondary storage, are out of the scope of this thesis). At
the top, the hierarchy includes three levels of caches, denoted L1 , L2 and L3 , that contain
copies of portions of main memory. The topmost cache levels, L1 and L2 , are private to
the processor, while the L3 , also known as the last level cache (LLC), is shared by several
or all processors.
Memory is transferred between levels of the hierarchy in blocks of fixed sized, called
cache lines. Thus, the main memory is divided into cache lines, each with its own address.
A memory access request by a thread is interpreted to a cache line address and an offset
within the cache line. The processor tries to satisfy the request from caches (in order from
highest to lowest). A cache hit denotes a request that is satisfied by the cache and a cache
miss denotes a request that cannot be satisfied. If a cache miss occurred in cache Li then
once the request is satisfied by lower levels the cache line is added to Li . If Li is full an
old cache line is evicted from Li to make room for the new line. Usually, the least recently
accessed line is evicted.
To provide fast cache lookups the cache is divided into equal sized cache sets. If the
number of cache lines that can fit into each set is N then the cache is denoted N-way
associative cache. Each cache line is mapped to one cache set, thus, it can only reside in
one of the set’s ways.
10
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An additional technique used by processors to accelerate access response time is
prefetching. The processor tries to anticipate the addresses that will be requested by
the thread and fetches (transfers) them to the one of the caches in advance. A common
prefetching techniques is adjacent-line prefetching that transfers the next cache line along
with the requested cache line.
Memory management The system’s memory is allocated to programs on a per-request
basis. A thread, running as part of a program, can only access memory that was allocated
to this program. Since memory is finite, programs must return unused memory back to the
system. The action of returning memory to the system is denoted reclamation. Accessing
memory location that was reclaimed, and not re-allocated since its reclamation, leads a
memory error. A memory reclamation scheme is used by concurrent programs to ensure
that memory is reclaimed only when no thread can access it.

11
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Chapter 3

RCU and Predicate RCU
Semantics
This chapter presents the formal definition and semantics of the recent synchronization
mechanism Read-copy update (RCU) [72] and its novel variant Predicate RCU (PRCU) [5].
A detailed description of RCU and PRCU implementations, followed by a comprehensive
evaluation, appear in Chapter 5.

3.1

RCU

Read-copy update (RCU) is a synchronization mechanism allowing concurrent readers and
updates. RCU strives to minimize the synchronization overhead on readers, by placing the
burden of maintaining correctness on updates. To this end, updates atomically transition
the data structure between consistent states, thereby guaranteeing that a reader always
observes some consistent state. Typically, this means that an object is updated by copying
it, updating the copy, and atomically swinging a pointer from the old object to the new
(updated) object—hence the term read-copy update.
An RCU-protected read operation is delimited by wait-free rcu-enter and rcu-exit operations and is referred to as a read-side critical section. We say that a thread enters the
read-side critical section when its rcu-enter returns, and exits the critical section when it
invokes rcu-exit. Times when a reader is not inside a read-side critical section are denoted
quiescent states. A time period during which every thread goes through a quiescent state
is called a grace period. The RCU wait-for-readers method waits for a grace period to
occur, i.e., it returns only after all pre-existing readers have exited their critical section
by calling rcu-exit. The RCU safety property (Figure 3.1) formalizes this:
Definition 3.1 RCU safety property. If a read-side critical section r is entered before
the invocation of a wait-for-readers then r is exited before the return of the wait-for-readers [45, 48].
12
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rcu-enter

rcu-exit

wait-for-readers
rcu-enter
rcu-enter

rcu-exit
rcu-exit

Figure 3.1: RCU safety property: semantics of wait-for-readers.
In RCU an object is typically updated by copying it, thereby creating excess memory
objects. To reclaim the memory of the old objects, wait-for-readers primitive is used. (The
idea is that the old object can be reclaimed after all existing reads, which might hold a
reference to it, have completed.) wait-for-readers can also be used as a general algorithmic
building block [5, 86, 55].
Waiting for a grace period is inherently expensive, both in execution time and memory
accesses, making wait-for-readers calls a synchronization bottleneck. Further, there is
no promise of returning soon after the grace period, and some RCU implementations
exploit this to obtain zero-overhead reads at the price of extremely long wait-for-readers
times. RCU overcomes the wait-for-readers bottleneck for memory reclamation, its main
traditional use case, by providing the call-rcu method, that defers the reclamation to the
end of the grace period without blocking the calling thread. Internally, call-rcu records
the desired action (passed as a callback function) and periodically checks whether a grace
period has occurred, at which point it invokes the callback. Still, wait-for-readers must be
used when strict memory bounds are required, since call-rcu can accumulate unbounded
amounts of unreclaimed memory until a grace period occurs.

3.2

Predicate RCU

An RCU update executing wait-for-readers must wait for the completion of all existing
reads. Unfortunately, these waiting periods quickly become a bottleneck. Predicate RCU
(PRCU) aims to address the inherent lack of scalability of wait-for-readers, by providing
an interface to specify which reads a wait-for-readers should wait for. The observation
behind this approach is that an update invoking wait-for-readers only needs to wait for
reads whose consistency it might affect, but is forced to wait for all reads because of the
conservative wait-for-readers interface.
The PRCU interface, enables an algorithm to express precisely which reads it wishes
to wait for. For simplicity, we describe PRCU methods as accepting values from a data
structure-specific domain, D. However, these values are opaque to PRCU, and so we envision PRCU implementations accepting a generic encoding of values (say, 64-bit integers)
that can be applied to different algorithms.
Similarly to the RCU interface, the PRCU interface consists of the methods:
1. prcu-enter(v) and prcu-exit(v), where v ∈ D. Similarly to RCU, the interval between
13
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prcu-enter(v1 )

prcu-exit(v1 )

wait-for-readers(P)
prcu-enter(v2 )
prcu-enter(v3 )

prcu-exit(v2 )
prcu-exit(v3 )

Figure 3.2: Predicate RCU safety property: semantics of wait-for-readers(P), where
P(v2 ) = 0, P(v3 ) = 1.
a prcu-enter(v) and a matching prcu-exit(v) is named a read-side critical section on
v. For simplicity, we do not allow nesting of read-side critical sections, but it is
straightforward to support.
2. wait-for-readers(P), where P : D → {0, 1} is referred to as the predicate. We say that
P(v) holds if P(v) = 1.
We say that a thread enters the read-side critical section when its prcu-enter(v) returns,
and exits the critical section when it invokes prcu-exit(v).
A PRCU implementation must satisfy the following safety property:
Definition 3.2 (PRCU safety property) If a read-side critical section on v, rv , is entered
before the invocation of a wait-for-readers(P) and P(v) holds, then rv is exited before the
return of the wait-for-readers(P).
That is, wait-for-readers(P) blocks until the completion of all existing read-side critical
sections of values v for which P(v) holds, see Figure 3.2.
Our experience is that domain values for read-side critical sections that wrap concurrent data structure operations map naturally to the semantics of the data structure, and
are therefore straightforward to define. In general, however, it may not be possible to a
priori define a domain value. In such cases, programmers can define a special value, called
wildcard, for which every predicate always holds. Wildcards enable PRCU to “fall back”
into standard RCU mode, in which a wait-for-readers(P) waits for all readers.
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Chapter 4

Citrus: An RCU-based Search
Tree with Concurrent Updates
RCU and its variant PRCU do not provide means to synchronize between concurrent
updates to the data structure. Previous RCU-based concurrent data structures prohibit
concurrent updates, either pessimistically, using a coarse-grained lock [28], or optimistically, using transactional memory [55]. At best, the data structure is partitioned into
segments, e.g., buckets in a hash table [86], each guarded by a single lock, disallowing
concurrent updates to the segment.
A natural approach would be to combine fine-grained synchronization among updates
together with RCU between readers and updates. Fine-grained synchronization means,
for example, employing fine-grained locks, acquired and released according to some locking
policy, e.g., two-phase locking [40] or hand-over-hand locking [15, 84].
We have found several examples showing that these fine-grained approaches fail to
ensure a consistent way to order updates and readers, complicating the task of designing
a concurrent data structure. These examples consider read-only operations that access
several items in the data structure, e.g., partial snapshots [11], range queries or other
iterators [77]. Fig. 4.1 shows an example in which two readers, r1 and r2 , attempt to
collect all the values between 6 and 16 (perform a range query), by in-order traversal,
while two updates delete leaves 9 and 12. In (a), r2 already traversed the left sub-tree
while r1 has not yet started its traversal. After 9 is deleted (b), r1 finishes traversing the
tree while r2 did not take additional steps, and 12 is deleted before both readers complete
(c). Since each reader may observe a different permutation of the writes to the data
structure, the values returned by r1 and r2 are such that they observed the updates in
different order.
This counter-example and others we have found, hold for read-only operations that
atomically access several locations. They do not hold when the operation only searches
for a particular data item, e.g., in a dictionary. This observation led us to design the first
(to our knowledge) RCU-based concurrent data structure, which allows truly concurrent
15
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r1 = {10}
r2 = {7, 9, 10}

r1 = {7, 10, 12, 15}
r2 = {7, 9, 10}

r1 = {7, 10, 12, 15}
r2 = {7, 9, 10, 12}

Figure 4.1: RCU readers may observe a different permutation of the writes to the data
structure.
updates. Additionally, the update efficiency can be enhanced by using Predicate RCU.
This chapter presents, Citrus, a binary search tree implementing a dictionary ADT
with concurrent updates (insert and delete) and contains queries. Updates synchronize
using fine-grained locks, while contains proceeds without taking locks, in parallel with updates, relying on PRCU to ensure correctness. The combination of PRCU synchronization
with fine-grained locking of modified nodes yields a simple design, greatly resembling the
sequential algorithm, and with a (relatively) simple proof of correctness.
Citrus implements an internal BST, and it is unbalanced. A contains searches for a
key as in the sequential data algorithm, without taking any locks. Instead, it is enclosed
within an PRCU read-side critical section. The same holds for the search at beginning
an update. An unsuccessful update (insert that finds its key or delete that does not find
its key), returns immediately. Otherwise, the update is located where the change should
be done. A new node is always inserted as a leaf, requiring little synchronization. A
delete, on the other hand, may need to remove an internal node. When the node has two
children, this is done by replacing the node with its successor in the tree. This scenario
requires coordination with concurrent searches that could miss the successor in both its
previous location and in its new location, necessitating delicate synchronization in some
concurrent search trees [19, 26, 29, 37, 56, 80]. Citrus easily circumvents this pitfall by
copying the successor to the new location, and using wait-for-readers to wait for on-going
searches, before removing the successor from its previous location.

4.1

The Citrus Algorithm

A primary goal of Citrus is to avoid locking when searching for a key, either in contains
or at the beginning of an update. This is implemented in an auxiliary function get,
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Figure 4.2: Internal BST delete(k) operation when a node has one child.
which starts at the root and searches down the tree in a manner similar to the sequential
algorithm, except that it is performed inside a read-side critical section, wrapped with
prcu-enter and prcu-exit.
A contains simply invokes get to find the key; if the key is found, it returns the value
stored in the node returned by get; otherwise, it returns ⊥.
An insert invokes get, and returns false if get finds the key. Otherwise, a new node
with the key is inserted as a leaf, added to the tree as the child of the last node in get’s
search.
A delete invokes get, and returns false if get does not find the key. If the key is found
in node v, then there are two cases. If v has at most one child, the node is removed by
redirecting the child field of v’s parent to point to v’s child (see Fig. 4.2); this is called
bypassing later in the proof. Otherwise, v has two children and it is replaced with its
successor in the tree, which is stored in the leftmost node in the right sub-tree of v.
Moving the successor, when v has two children, requires synchronization with a concurrent get searching for the successor, which may return a false negative response. For
example, let op be a delete operation of key k and let op 0 be an operation that invoked
get in order to find key k 0 . Assume that the tree structure is as shown in Fig. 4.3(a). If
op 0 is traversing the subtree T2 while the successor (with key k 0 ) is moved, resulting in the
tree structure presented in Fig. 4.3(b), then op 0 will be unable to find the key k 0 . This is
a false negative since the key k 0 is in the tree.
To overcome this problem, delete first inserts a copy of the successor node in the deleted
key’s location. Then the delete waits for concurrent searches by executing wait-for-readers,
and only then, removes the old successor node. Searches that start before wait-for-readers starts, can find the successor in its previous location, where it remains until they
complete. Searches that start after wait-for-readers starts, can find the new copy of the
successor (Fig. 4.4).
Note that during a delete, there might be two copies of the successor—in the original
and in the new locations. This motivates the following weak BST (WBST) property
(formally stated in Definition 4.1): all descendants in the left sub-tree of v have keys
smaller than the key of v, and all descendants in the right sub-tree of v have keys larger
17
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Figure 4.3: Internal BST delete(k) when a node has two children in a sequential execution.
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Figure 4.4: Citrus delete(k) when a node has two children. wait-for-readers(P) is invoked
between (b) and (c).
than or equal to the key of v. The WBST property allows multiple nodes with the same
key. If all nodes with the same key hold the same value, as in our implementation,
preserving the WBST property ensures that contains is correct, as it returns the value
of some duplicate node, and ignores the others. Updates rely on locks and validation,
which ensure that they do not erroneously modify the wrong copy of the node. These
synchronization mechanisms are described in detail in the remainder of this section.
Updates synchronize among themselves by acquiring locks on updated nodes. An insert
acquires a lock on the parent node of the newly inserted node. A delete acquires locks on
the node to be removed and its parent. When deleting a node with two children nodes, a
delete also acquires locks on the successor of the deleted node and the successor’s parent.
A delete operation that uses a successor holds its locks while calling wait-for-readers. To
avoid PRCU related deadlocks, locks are acquired outside the read-side critical sections.
An example of a PRCU related deadlock that could occur if locks are acquired inside readside critical sections is as follows. Let op be the delete operation presented in Fig. 4.4.
Let op 0 be an insert trying to add a new key k 00 such that k < k 00 < k 0 . If op 0 started
traversing T2 before op added the copy of the successor to the tree, and after op locked
the successor, then op finishes it’s traversal at the successor. Next, op 0 tries to add k 00
as a child of the successor, but it is be blocked by op when trying to acquire a lock on
the successor. If op 0 tries to acquire the lock on the successor inside its read-side critical
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Figure 4.5: Example of an incorrect insert operation due to a concurrent delete operation.
section, then op call to wait-for-readers will be blocked by the read-side critical section of
op 0 , resulting in a deadlock. op 0 cannot finish its read-side critical section until op releases
its lock on the successor, and op cannot finish the wait-for-readers operation and release
its locks until op 0 finishes its read-side critical section.
Locking outside the read-side critical section creates a window of vulnerability, for
example, if an insert reaches the node with key k, but a concurrent delete operation
removes this node from the tree before insert locks it (see Fig. 4.5). If insert continues,
the new key will not be part of the tree. We overcome this problem by validating the
nodes after locking them. Validation checks that the locked nodes were not deleted from
the tree and that they still have a parent-child relation. If validation fails, the operation
releases all locks and restarts from the root. Validating that a node was not removed
is done locally, using a marked field indicating that the node was deleted (in a manner
similar to [51]).
Validating the parent-child relation is also done locally by checking the child pointer
of the parent node. When the operation validating is an insert, the child pointer of the
parent should be ⊥ (null pointer). A tag is added to each child field, in order to avoid
an ABA problem (a child pointer changed to non-⊥ when a leaf is inserted, then back to
⊥, when the leaf is removed by a delete). This means a total of two tag fields in each
node, one for each child. A tag field is initialized to zero, and incremented every time the
corresponding child field is set to ⊥.

4.1.1

Detailed description

The algorithm is presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.10. A Node type is defined in Line 1, each
node contains a key, Key(v), and a value. The key and value of a node are immutable,
which means they never change. The child field is a pointer array of size two and the tag
field is an integer array of size two. Two constants, left and right are defined in Lines 3-4.
These constants are used when accessing the child and tag arrays. A helper function new
is declared in Line 7, it allocates a new node and initializes its fields according to the
provided arguments. Nodes are initialized as unmarked and their tags are initialized to
zero.
Two dummy key values −1, ∞ are used to avoid corner cases, when the tree has fewer
19
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than two nodes; for every key k, −1 < k < ∞. The root of the tree always points to a
node with key −1, this node has a right child with key ∞; all other nodes are in the left
sub-tree of ∞ (Fig. 4.6).
Root

−1
∞
v

<k

k

>k
successor

Figure 4.6: Internal BST with dummy nodes.
All operations use function get to search for a key k, by a downwards traversal of the
tree inside a PRCU read-side critical section on k. It starts by initializing two pointers to
the tree, prev and curr, pointing to the dummy nodes at the top of the tree (recall the tree
structure presented in Fig 4.6) (Lines 11-12). An additional variable, currentKey, is used
to save the key of curr. Each iteration of the while loop (Lines 14-19) takes a step down the
tree, and updates prev, curr, currentKey and an additional direction variable accordingly.
The traversal ends when prev is a leaf node (and curr is ⊥) or when curr contains the key
given as an argument (currentKey = k ). Once the traversal ends, the tag value of prev
(that is associated with direction) is saved in variable tag. It is important to save the tag
inside the read-side critical section, and this property is later used in the proof. Lastly,
get returns prev, tag, curr and direction variables. If the key k exists in the tree, then curr
is the node containing k. If the key does not exist, curr is ⊥ and prev is the last node
found in the search.
A contains simply invokes get. If the key is not in the tree, it returns ⊥ (Line 26). If
the key is found, it returns the value associated with it (Line 27).
Before going over the code of the update operations, we present two helper functions
used in the code, incrementTag and validate. The incrementTag function is used to maintain
the tags of nodes. Recall that tags are used to track the number of times a child pointer
had a ⊥ value. incrementTag receives as arguments a node, curr, and a direction. If the
child of curr in this direction is ⊥, it increments the tag associated with this direction. The
validate function is used to validate nodes after they are locked. It receives as arguments
two nodes, prev and curr, a direction and a tag. It checks the following conditions, (i) prev
is reachable from the root (using the marked field, Line 34) (ii) curr is the child of prev
in the provided direction (Line 34). (iii) If curr is not a node (equals ⊥), check that the
the tag field of prev in the provided direction is equal to tag to prevent ABA problems
(Line 35).
An insert invokes get. If the key is found, it returns false (Line 42). If the key is not in
the tree, insert locks prev (Line 43) and then validates it (Line 44). A insert calls validate
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5

type node t {key : 64-bit int, child [2] : pointer, tag[2] : 64-bit int,
marked : bit, lock : mutex, value : 64-bit int, : 64-bit int}
type left : 0
type right : 1
Global variables: root : node t

7

new(key, value, lef t child, right child)

9

get(key)
prcu-enter(key)
prev = root
curr = root.child[right]
currentKey = curr.key
while curr 6= ⊥ and currentKey 6= key do
prev = curr
direction = (currentKey > key ? lef t : right)
curr = prev.child[direction]
i f curr 6= ⊥ then
currentKey = curr.key
tag = prev.tag[direction]
prcu-exit(key)
return prev, tag, curr, direction

1
2
3
4

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

24
25
26
27

29
30
31

33
34
35
36
37

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

. The root is never ⊥
. The root’s right child is never ⊥

contains(key)
(−, −, curr, −) = get(key)
i f curr = ⊥ then return ⊥
return curr.value

. The key was not found

incrementTag(curr, direction)
i f curr.child[direction] = ⊥ then
curr.tag[direction] = curr.tag[direction] + 1
validate(prev, tag, curr, direction)
i f prev.marked or prev.child[direction] 6= curr then return f a l s e
i f curr = ⊥ and prev.tag[direction] 6= tag then return f a l s e
. If only one node was sent to validate, validate the tag to prevent ABA problem
return true
insert(key, value)
while true do
(prev, tag, curr, direction) = get(key)
i f curr 6= ⊥ then return f a l s e
lock(prev)
i f validate(prev, tag, ⊥, direction) then
node = new(key, value, ⊥, ⊥)
prev.child[direction] = node
unlock(prev)
return true
unlock(prev)

. The key was found

. Create a new leaf node

Figure 4.7: Citrus algorithm, types and get, contains, incrementTag, validate and insert
functions.
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Figure 4.8: Example of a failed validation of insert operation due to a change in the tag
field. Let op be an insert(17) operation that finished its traversal at v. In (b) a concurrent
insert(18) successfully added a node with key 18 as a child of v. In (c) a concurrent
delete(15) operation deleted the node with key 15 by using its successor. Inserting key 17
as a child of v is no longer correct, thus, op’s validation will fail due to the change in the
left tag of v.

with curr equal ⊥, since it tries to validate that it is valid to replace this ⊥ value with
a new node. Therefore, the validation can fail due to one of the following: (i) prev is no
longer reachable (as demonstrated in Fig. 4.5), (ii) between the return from prcu-exit and
the lock acquisition some other insert operation successfully added a new node at this
location (thus prev.child[direction] 6= ⊥), (iii) between the return from prcu-exit and the
lock acquisition some other insert operation successfully added a new node at this location
that was later moved/deleted by a successful delete operation (thus prev.tag[direction] 6=
tag). The last condition is important if the delete moved a key, because it might invalidate
the correctness of inserting the new node in this location (as demonstrated in Fig. 4.8).
If validation fails, the operation restarts; otherwise, the new node is created (Line 45) and
added to the tree (Line 46).
A delete invokes get. If the key is not found, it returns false (Line 53). If the key is
found, prev and curr are locked (Lines 54, 55) and validated (Line 56). The validation
can fail since either (i) prev is no longer reachable, or (ii) prev is no longer the parent of
curr. If validation fails, delete unlocks prev and curr and restarts.
If curr has at most one child (Line 57), curr is marked (Line 58) and deleted (Line 60),
as described in Fig. 4.2. If curr had no children, then the write in Line 60 changed one of
prev child pointers from a non-⊥ value to ⊥, thus, incrementTag is called in Line 61.
If curr has two children (Line 64), the operation tries to delete curr by using a successor.
It finds the successor succ and its parent prevSucc, by traversing the leftmost branch of
curr’s right sub-tree (Lines 65–71). Traversing the leftmost branch means always following
the left child pointer. The traversal to find succ does not need a read-side critical section
since it is oblivious to the keys stored in the nodes. There are two cases regarding the
location of succ: either succ is the immediate right child of curr (immediate successor see
Fig 4.9(a)), or it is a far successor (see Fig 4.9(c)).
Once found, prevSucc and succ are locked (Lines 73 and 74). If succ is an immediate
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Figure 4.9: Two cases for the location of the successor in a delete operation. Case I:
immediate successor (succ is the right child of curr) (a-b). Case II: far successor (c-d).

successor the lock acquisition of prevSucc is skipped since it equals curr and already locked.
Next, prevSucc and succ are validated (Line 75). We first call validate to check that prevSucc
and succ are reachable and that prevSucc is the parent of succ. We then check that succ
is still the successor of curr, by requiring that succ’s left child is ⊥. If validation fails,
all nodes are unlocked and the delete restarts; otherwise, a deletion using a successor is
executed (Lines 76–90). A new node with succ’s key and curr’s children is created (Line 76)
and locked (Line 77). Then, curr is marked (Line 78) and replaced by node (Line 79).
Next, the delete waits for pre-existing readers whose consistency it might affect, by
invoking wait-for-readers(P), where P(v) = Key(curr) < v ≤ Key(succ) (Line 80). It is
straightforward to see that is it important to wait for readers that search for the key
Key(succ) which was moved by the delete operation. The argument for searches of keys in
the range (Key(curr),Key(succ)) is more complex. Recall that since succ is the successor
of curr, the tree does not contain any keys in this range. Thus, there is no reason to
wait for contains operation on these keys. However, an insert operation for a key in this
range might be traversing curr’s right sub-tree. If such insert successfully completes its
operation, without retrying, it would violate the BST property. If the delete operation
waits for this insert then the insert’s traversal would finish at the node succ, which will be
marked by the delete, ensuring validation failure and retry of the insert operation.
Once delete returns from wait-for-readers(P), succ is removed from the tree. First, succ
is marked (Line 81). If succ is the right child of curr, then curr equals prevSucc, and succ
cannot be removed by changing a pointer of curr since curr is no longer reachable (see
Fig. 4.9(b)). In this case, succ is also the right child of node (which is reachable), and
succ is removed by changing node’s right child to point to succ’s right child (Line 84).
Otherwise, succ is deleted by changing prevSucc’s left child to point to succ’s right child
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(Line 87). In both cases, succ’s right child might be ⊥, and tags are maintained by calling
incrementTag.
Memory reclamation Memory reclamation is a complex and important task in unmanaged languages such as C and C++. It requires identifying for each object a time
in which (i) the object is no longer reachable from shared memory and (ii) no thread
holds a reference to the object. The original use case of RCU was to facilitate memory
reclamation, by providing a mechanism to identify (ii). In order to use RCU for memory
reclamation the following invariant must hold: a thread does not hold any reference to
shared object outside of the read-side critical section. This invariant does not hold for
Citrus, thus, in order to use RCU for memory reclamation purposes, a different instance
of RCU is required (and an additional rcu-enter and rcu-exit calls that wrap each ADT
operation). In Citrus, identifying (i) is simple, curr is no longer reachable after one of
Lines 60 or 79, succ is no longer reachable after one of Lines 84 or 87. This will be formally
proved in the following section.

4.2

Linearizability of Citrus

Fix an execution π of Citrus. We show that the implementation is linearizable [54]
by identifying, for each operation, a linearization point, inside its interval, so that the
responses of the operations are consistent: that is, they are the same as if the operations
were performed atomically in their linearization points.
The following notation is used in the proof. Let u, v be two nodes in the tree, v → u
left

right

indicates that u is a child of v, v → u when u is the left child of v and v → u when u
d
is the right child of v; generally, v → u, d = left means that u is the left child of v, and
analogously if d = right. There is a path from node v to node u in configuration C, if
there is a sequence of nodes v = v0 , v1 , ..., vm = u, m > 0, such that for every i, 0 ≤ i < m,
vi → vi+1 in C. In this case, we define ρC (v, u) = v0 , ..., vm . The length of the path,
denoted |ρC (v, u)|, is the number of edges in the path, m.
A node v is reachable in configuration C if there is a path from the root to v in C. A
key k is reachable in configuration C if there is a reachable node v such that k = Key(v);
recall that Key(v) never changes. The set of reachable keys stored in the sub-tree rooted
at v, in a configuration C, is denoted Set C (v); Set C (root) is the set of reachable keys in
the whole tree. We now formally define the WBST property:
Definition 4.1 (Weak BST property) The weak BST (WBST ) property holds in conleft

figuration C if for every internal node v, if u is a node such that v → u and k ∈ SetC (u)
right

then k < Key(v) and if v → u and k ∈ SetC (u) then k ≥ Key(v).
The WBST property holds in an execution prefix σ if the WBST property holds in every
configuration C in σ.
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delete(key)
while true do
(prev, −, curr, direction) = get(key)
i f curr = ⊥ then return f a l s e
. The key was not found
lock(prev)
lock(prev)
i f validate(prev, −, curr, direction) then
i f curr.child[lef t] = ⊥ or curr.child[right] = ⊥ then
. curr has at most one child
curr.marked = true
notN oneChild = (curr.child[lef t] 6= ⊥ ? lef t : right)
prev.child[direction] = curr.child[notN oneChild]
incrementTag(prev, direction)
release all locks
return true
else
. curr has two children
prevSucc = curr
. Start searching for the successor
succ = curr.child[right]
next = succ.child[lef t] /
. Safe to access since succ 6=⊥
while next 6= ⊥ do
prevSucc = succ
succ = next
next = next.child[lef t]
succDirection = (curr = prevSucc ? right : lef t)
i f curr 6= prevSucc then lock(prevSucc)
. Do not lock twice
lock(succ)
i f validate(prevSucc, −, succ, succDirection) and succ.child[lef t] = ⊥ then
node = new(succ.key, succ.value, curr.child[lef t], curr.child[right])
lock(node)
curr.marked = true
prev.child[direction] = node
wait-for-readers(P(v) = curr.key < v ≤ succ.key)
succ.marked = true
i f prevSucc = curr then
. succ is the right child of curr that is unreachable, use node instead
node.child[right] = succ.child[right]
incrementTag(node, right)
else
prevSucc.child[lef t] = succ.child[right]
incrementTag(prevSucc, lef t)
release all locks
return true
release all locks
. Validation failed, release locks and retry

Figure 4.10: Citrus delete function.
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prev

node

prevSucc
succ

curr

succ

(a) Line 60

(b) Line 84

(c) Line 87

Figure 4.11: Bypassing steps in Citrus delete operation. The dotted line represent the
value before the step. The figure for Line 60, (a), presents one possibility for values of
direction and notNoneChild.
If the WBST property holds in a configuration C, then the range of keys in the sub-tree
of node v, denoted Range C (v), can be defined by induction on ρC (root, v): Range C (root)
= (−∞, ∞). Range C (root.child[right]) = [−1, ∞). If the parent of node v is node u such
that Key(u) = k and Range C (u) = [minu , maxu ) then:
right

• if u → v then Range C (v) = [k, maxu ).
left

• if u → v then Range C (v) = [minu , k).
d

Let u, v, w be nodes such that u → v → w, d ∈ {left,right}, and node v has only one
child, in configuration C ∈ π. A primitive write operation s that immediately follows C
d
is a bypass of node v if u → w in the configuration that follows s in π (recall Fig. 4.2).
The write in Line 60 is a bypass of the node curr, and the writes in Line 84 and Line 87
are a bypass of the node succ (see Fig. 4.11).
In order to distinguish between variables of different operations, we denote by varop the
variable var of operation op. The operation is omitted when it is clear from the context.
Only updates execute primitive writes, and when an update op writes to a field of node v,
v is locked by op. Therefore, the fields of node v cannot be modified by another operation
until the lock on v is released.
The next lemma shows that each node has a single parent. This means that reachable
nodes make a binary tree. This allows a delete to make a node unreachable in a single
write to a child field.
Lemma 4.1 A node that is reachable in a configuration C ∈ π has one reachable parent
in C.
Proof: Assume that the property does not hold throughout π, and let C be the last
configuration in which the property holds; note that C might be the initial configuration.
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Let s be the step immediately following C; s must be a primitive write to a child field of
a locked node, in an update op. Let d be the value of directionop . We consider all possible
writes.
Case 1: s is the step in Line 46 of an insert operation. s adds a parent to node, which
previously had no parent in the tree and has no children, thus, maintaining the property.
d
Case 2: s is a step in a delete operation. By the validation in Line 56, prev → curr.
Sub-case (a): s is a bypass in one of Lines 60, 84 and 87. Let v be the node being
bypassed in s. Since C is the last configuration where the property holds, v has at most
one reachable parent in C, u. If v is reachable in C, then the bypassing operation makes v
unreachable, and maintains the number of reachable parents for other nodes. In particular,
in the configuration that follows s, v’s child has a single reachable parent, u. Thus, the
property is maintained.
Sub-case (b): s is the write in Line 79.
In configuration C curr and node have the
same children, and node is not reachable. The write in s replaces curr with node. For any
node other than curr and node, s does not change the number of parents per node, and
the property is maintained.
Lemma 4.1 implies that all reachable nodes are organized in the form of a binary tree.
Later in the proof, we will use this observation without referring to the lemma explicitly.
Updates use validate to ensure that they operate on nodes in the tree. The next lemma
argues that if a node is not reachable in a configuration, then its marked bit is true. Note
that a node is unmarked when it is added to the tree, and marked before it is removed.
Since updates operate on locked nodes, this suffices to prove the lemma, even though
marking a node and removing it are not performed atomically.
Lemma 4.2 If a node v is reachable in configuration C ∈ π and v is unmarked in configuration C 0 ∈ π that follows C, then v is reachable in C 0 .
Proof: Assume that the property does not hold throughout π, and let Clast be the last
configuration in which the property holds; note that Clast might be the initial configuration. Let s be the step immediately following Clast ; s must be a primitive write to a child
field of a locked node, in an update op. Let d be the value of directionop . We consider all
possible writes. Let C 0 be the configuration that immediately follows s. If the property
does not hold in C 0 , then there is a node v such that v is unmarked and unreachable in
C 0 , but is reachable in a configuration C that precedes C 0 .
Case 1: s is the step in Line 46 of an insert operation. We show that s does not affect
the reachability of previously reachable nodes. Which leads to a contradiction, since, if
there exist a node v such that v is unmarked and unreachable in C 0 then it is also unmarked
and unreachable in Clast . By the validation in Line 44, prev has no child in direction d,
hence, s does not affect previously reachable nodes. Since node was created by op, it is
unreachable in any configuration that precedes C 0 . Also, node is unmarked. Thus, even if
s makes node reachable, it does not affect the property in question.
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d

Case 2: s is a step in a delete operation. By the validation in Line 56, prev → curr.
Sub-case (a): s is a bypass in one of Lines 60, 84 and 87. Let v be the node being
bypassed in s. Bypassing can only affect the reachability of v. If s is the write in Line 60,
then v is curr and it is marked in Line 58. Otherwise, v is succ and it is marked in Line 81.
Once marked, a node does not become unmarked (the algorithm never writes false to a
marked field). Thus, the only node that might become unreachable due to s is v and it is
marked before s, a contradiction.
Sub-case (b): s is the write in Line 79. When s is executed, node has the same children
as curr (due to the initialization of node in Line 76). The write in s replaces curr with
node. Thus, s does not affect the reachability of any node other than curr. curr is marked
in Line 78. Since the only node that might become unreachable due to s is curr and it
is marked before s, curr cannot violate the property. Since node was created by op, it is
unreachable in any configuration that precedes s. Also, node is unmarked. Thus, even if
s makes node reachable, it does not affect the property in question.
The counterpositive of Lemma 4.2 says that if a node v is unreachable in configuration
then either (i) it is unreachable in every configuration C that precedes C 0 or (ii) it is
marked.
An operation op accesses a node v when op reads one of v’s fields. To ensure that get
with key k is linearizable, we prove that all nodes accessed by get are in the tree at some
point during its interval (Lemma 4.3) and that if k is in the tree throughout a search from
the root, then it is reached (this follows from Lemma 4.8, proved later).
C0

Lemma 4.3 Let π 0 be the interval starting from the first access to a child field of the root
by operation op and ending in an access to node v by op in step s, then v is reachable in
some configuration C ∈ π 0 that precedes s.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of nodes accessed by op during the
traversal from the root to node v. In the base case, the root is always reachable.
For the induction step, assume that the lemma holds after op accessed ` − 1 nodes.
Let v be the `’th node accessed by op and let u be the (` − 1)’th node accessed by op.
right

Suppose, without loss of generality, that op read u → v in step s0 .
By the induction hypothesis, u is reachable in some configuration in π 0 ; let C be the
last such configuration. If s0 precedes C, then u is reachable in the configuration C 0 that
immediately follow s0 . Additionally, v is a child of u in C 0 . A child of a reachable node is
also reachable, thus, v is reachable in C 0 . Since the pointer read in step s0 precedes any
access to v, C 0 precedes s (Fig. 4.12(a)).
If s0 does not precede C, then u is made unreachable by a step s00 that precedes s0 . We
argue that v is the right child of u in configuration C (Fig. 4.12(b)). Suppose, by way of
contradiction, that u has some other right child w 6= v in C (or no right child and w = ⊥).
right

Since op read u → v, there is an update that sets the right child of u to v before s0 .
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(a) u is reachable when u → v is read.

u is made
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u→v
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(b) u is unreachable when u → v is read.

Figure 4.12: The executions considered in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Configuration C is
the last configuration such that u is reachable.
Since u is reachable in C and unreachable in the configuration following s00 , Lemma 4.2
implies that u is marked before s00 . The update that made u unreachable does not change
u’s children fields (by the code, no operation writes to child fields of curr or succ). Every
later update validates that a locked node is unmarked before writing to one of its children
fields (prev is validated to be unmarked in insert and delete and prevSucc is validated to
be unmarked in delete, when necessary). Since u is marked, any update that might write
to u’s right child field restarts without changing u, which is a contradiction.
When u becomes unreachable, v is the right child of u. Since C is the last configuration
in π 0 in which u is reachable, both v and u are reachable in C ∈ π 0 and C precedes s0 that
precedes s, as required.
The next lemma shows the correctness of tag validation. If an operation reads the tag
of a child pointer, and another operation sets the child pointer to ⊥ before the operation
locks the node, then the tag is incremented during this interval.
Lemma 4.4 Let π 0 be the interval starting with the step of Line 20 by op, in the beginning
of an update operation, and ending with the configuration immediately following the lock
acquisition of prev by op. Let d denote the value of directionop . If prevop .child[d] is set to
⊥ during the interval π 0 then prevop .tag[d] 6= tagop in every configuration in the interval
of op after π 0 .
Proof: During π 0 , op does not hold a lock on prevop . Hence, prevop .child[d] must be set
to ⊥ by an operation op 0 6= op.
Since an insert sets a child field to non-⊥ values op 0 is a delete.
Similarly, Line 79 of delete sets a child field to non-⊥ values, since node is never ⊥.
A delete calls incrementTag after all other writes to a child field. Therefore, if prevop
child in direction d is set to ⊥ by op 0 , then prevop .tag[d] is incremented before op 0 unlocks
prevop . This implies that prevop .tag[d] is incremented during π 0 . Additionally, all the
writes to tag fields are in incrementTag function, which only increment tag values (the
values of the tag field are never decremented). The lemma follows since op reads the value
of tagop in Line 20, which is the first step of π 0 .
Searches, implemented in get, follow the sequential algorithm, so it is critical to show
that the tree maintains the WBST property. This is proved by induction on the prefixes
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of the execution π, in Lemma 4.6. A critical step in the proof is to show that an insert
adds a node in the right location. This relies on Lemma 4.5, proved next, showing that
if the search of an insert ends up in the wrong location, due to a concurrent delete, then
its validation fails. This property is guaranteed by the RCU mechanism of waiting for all
pre-existing readers.
Lemma 4.5 Let op be an insert operation with key k that successfully validates prevop and
currop , and let σ be the execution prefix that ends in configuration C that immediately follows the return from validate. If the WBST property holds in σ, then k ∈ RangeC (prevop ).
Proof: If the path traversed by op is the same as ρC (root, prevop ), then, by the WBST
property, k ∈ Range C (prevop ). Otherwise, the path traversed by op is different from
ρC (root, prevop ), thus, it was changed by a concurrent update operation. We consider the
interval πop starting with the step where op read the root (Line 11) and ending in C. We
are interested in πop since any change made to the tree before πop will be reflected in the
path traversed by op. Assume by contradiction that k ∈
/ Range C (prevop ), and let s0 be the
first update by operation op 0 that violated this property. Note that in this proof, prevop
denotes the last node in the traversal of op, even when we consider configuration in which
op did not yet reach this node. By definition s0 ∈ πop . Let C 0 denote the configuration
immediately following s0 , k 0 denote the key of op 0 and d0 denote the value of directionop0 .
Consider every possible write to a child field.
Case 1: s0 is the step in Line 46 of an insert operation. By the validation in Line 44,
prevop0 has no child in direction d0 . Since the WBST property holds in σ, op 0 adds a leaf
to the tree, which cannot change the range of other nodes, including prevop .
d’

Case 2: s0 is the step in a delete operation. By the validation in Line 56, prevop0 →
currop0 .
Sub-case (a): s0 is a bypass in one of Lines 60, 84 and 87. The range of a node is
defined by induction on the path from the root to the node. In each step of the induction
(each node in the path), the range decreases. Thus, removing a node v in the path increases
the range of nodes that follow v. Therefore, bypassing only increases the ranges of other
nodes and k ∈ Range C (prevop ) is maintained.
Sub-case (b): s0 is the write in Line 79. When s0 is executed, nodeop0 has the same
children as currop0 (due to the initialization of nodeop0 in Line 76). The write in s0 , replaces
currop0 with nodeop0 . node has the same key, ksucc , as succop0 . The node succop0 and its
parent prevSuccop0 are found by traversing the leftmost branch of the right sub-tree of
currop0 . Since the WBST property holds in σ, this traversal starting at currop0 ’s right
child finishes at the location of the successor of currop0 . Since op 0 accesses prevSuccop0 ,
Lemma 4.3 implies that prevSuccop0 is reachable after some prefix of π ending before
the validation of prevSuccop0 in Line 75. By the validation in Line 75 and Lemma 4.2,
prevSuccop0 is reachable in configuration C 0 . By the validation in Line 75, succop0 is the
left child of prevSuccop0 , thus, it is also reachable in configuration C 0 . Additionally, by the
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validation in Line 75, succop0 has no left child, implying, that succop0 is the successor of
currop0 in configuration C 0 . Therefore, Key(succop ) = ksucc ≥ k 0 .
Replacing currop0 with nodeop0 that has a larger key ksucc , increases the range of possible
keys in the left sub-tree of currop0 and reduces the range of possible keys in the right subtree of currop0 . The keys that were removed from the range of right subtree of currop0 are
[k 0 , ksucc ) (these keys are now part of the range of the left sub-tree of currop0 ). Thus, if
k < k 0 or k ≥ ksucc , then replacing currop0 with nodeop0 maintain the range of prevop , and
k ∈ Range C (prevop ) still holds.
Since s0 affects the range of prevop , currop0 is on the path traversed by op. Thus, if
k 0 = k then op finds the key k, contradicting the assumption that it validates prevop (there
is no validation if unsuccessful insert operation).
Suppose that k 0 < k < ksucc and k ∈
/ Range C (prevop ). Note that op 0 calls wait-for-rea0
ders(P), where P(v) = k < v ≤ ksucc , thus wait-for-readers(P) waits for op’s read-side
critical section. We show that the validation of op must fail leading to a contradiction.
We consider two cases.
If op reached prevop after op 0 called wait-for-readers(P) (the step in Line 80) then since
0
op holds a lock on succop0 and the WBST holds, the traversal of op ends at succop0 (prevop
= succop0 ). When op tries to lock prevop it will wait for op 0 to unlock succop0 . op 0 marks
succop0 in Line 81, thus, the validation of op will fail since prevop is marked.
Otherwise, op reached prevop before op 0 called wait-for-readers(P). Since s0 invalidates
the range of prevop , prevop is in the subtree of currop0 (otherwise s0 does not affect the range
of prevop ). Since s0 is the first write to violate the range of prevop , prevop is in the right
sub-tree of currop0 in the configuration that immediately precedes s0 . Therefore, by the
WBST property, Key(prevop ) ≥ k 0 . Once op 0 locked and successfully validated prevSuccop0
and succop0 , by the WBST property, the tree does not contain any other node with key in
[k 0 , ksucc ). (A key in [k 0 , ksucc ) must be in the left sub-tree of succ which is ⊥).
If Key(prevop ) is in [k 0 , ksucc ), then prev became unreachable during πop . By Lemma 4.3,
prevop was reachable in some configuration in πop . By Lemma 4.2, prevop is marked and
the validation of op fails, as required. In the rest of the proof, we assume that prevop is
reachable in C 0 , otherwise, as we seen in the previous case, the validation fails, as required.
If Key(prevop )> ksucc and op reached prevop before op 0 called wait-for-readers(P), then
by the WBST, succop0 is in the left sub-tree of prevop . Additionally, directionop is left. In
order for op to validate prevop successfully, it has to have a ⊥ left child when it is locked
by op. Since op 0 calls wait-for-readers(P), op reads the left tag of prevop before op 0 removes
the successor. Thus, if the left child of prevop is ⊥ when prevop is validated by op, then it
is set to ⊥ after op reads the left tag. By Lemma 4.4, prevop .tag[left] 6= tagop and validate
fails, as required.
The WBST property now follows by a simple induction. Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 are used
to show that the correct successor replaces a deleted node with two children (bypassing a
node with one child clearly preserves the WBST property), while Lemma 4.5 is used to
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show that new nodes are inserted in the correct place.
Lemma 4.6 The WBST property holds after every prefix σ of π.
Proof: Assume that the WBST property does not hold throughout π, and let C be the
last configuration in which the property holds; note that C might be the initial configuration. Let s be the first step that invalidates the property; s must be a primitive write
to a child field of a locked node, in an update op. Let d be the value of directionop . We
consider all possible writes.
Case 1: s is the step in Line 46 of an insert operation. The WBST property holds for
σ, and by Lemma 4.5, k ∈ Range C (prev). Since node has the key k and is added as a child
of prev, the WBST property is maintained. (This case mimics the sequential algorithm.)
d

Case 2: s is a step in a delete operation. By the validation in Line 56, prev → curr.
Sub-case (a): s is a bypass in one of Lines 60, 84 and 87. Bypassing a node maintains
the WBST property, as in the sequential algorithm.
Sub-case (b): s is the write in Line 79. When s is executed, node has the same children
as curr (due to the initialization of node in Line 76). The write in s replaces curr with
node, which has the same key, k 0 , as succ. The node succ and its parent prevSucc are found
by traversing the leftmost branch of the right sub-tree of curr. Since the WBST property
holds in the prefix of π that ends in configuration C, this traversal starting at curr’s
right child finishes at the location of the successor of curr. Since op accesses prevSucc,
Lemma 4.3 implies that prevSucc is reachable after some prefix of π ending before the
validation of prevSucc in Line 75. By the validation in Line 75 and Lemma 4.2, prevSucc
is reachable in C. By the validation in Line 75, succ is the left child of prevSucc, thus, it is
also reachable in C. Additionally, by the validation in Line 75, succ has no left child in C,
implying that succ is the successor of curr in C. s replaces curr with a node that has the
same key as the successor of curr. This implies that the WBST property is maintained.
The next lemma is used to prove that if a node v with key k remains in the tree
throughout a get, then v is found. The reason is that the path to v never gets longer, and
that even if a node u that used to be on the path from the root to v, is read, there is still
a path from u to v.
Lemma 4.7 If there is a path from u to v in configuration C ∈ π and v is reachable
in a configuration C 0 ∈ π that follows C, then there is a path from u to v in C 0 and
|ρC 0 (u, v)| ≤ |ρC (u, v)|.
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that v is reachable in some configuration that
follows C, but the properties are not maintained. Let C 0 be the last configuration in which
both properties hold; note that C 0 might be the the same configuration as C. Let s be
the step immediately following C 0 ; s must be a write to a child field of a locked node, by
an update op. Let d be the value of directionop . We consider all possible writes.
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Case 1: s is the step in Line 46 of an insert operation. By the validation in Line 44,
prev has no child in direction d, thus, op adds a leaf to the tree, which does not change
the reachability of v from u nor the length of existing paths in the tree.
d
Case 2: s is a step in a delete operation. By the validation in Line 56, prev → curr.
Sub-case (a): s is a bypass in one of Lines 60, 84 and 87. By the conditions of the
lemma, v is reachable in the configuration that immediately follows s. By Lemma 4.1 the
node being bypassed is unreachable after s. Therefore, the node being bypassed is not v.
If the node being bypassed is u, then s does not change any child field on the path from u
to v, and the path and its length are maintained. If the node being bypassed is any other
node in ρC 0 (u, v), this only shortens the path and the lemma holds.
Sub-case (b): s is the write in Line 79. Both children of curr become the children of
node, in Line 76, and curr is replaced with node by s. Therefore, only curr may become
unreachable. By Lemma 4.1, curr has a single parent prev, and curr becomes unreachable
by s. By the conditions of the lemma, v is reachable in the configuration that immediately
follows s. Thus v 6= curr. If curr = u, then s does not change any child field on the path
from u to v, and the path and its length are maintained. If curr is any other node in
ρC 0 (u, v) and C 00 is the configuration immediately following s, then node ∈ ρC 00 (u, v), the
path exists and its length remains the same.
We linearize the successful updates as follows:
• A successful insert is linearized with its primitive write in Line 46.
• A successful delete is linearized with its primitive write in Line 60 or in Line 79.
(Exactly one of these lines is executed in a successful delete.)
Definition 4.2 Let s1 , s2 , ... be the primitive writes in π in which successful updates are
linearized, in their order in π. For every i ≥ 1, let Ci be the configuration immediately
preceding si and let Ci0 be the configuration immediately following si . A successful insert
linearized at si is consistent if k ∈
/ SetCi (root) and k ∈ SetCi0 (root), and a successful delete
linearized at si is consistent if k ∈ SetCi (root) and k ∈
/ SetCi0 (root).
The next lemma helps to prove that successful inserts are consistent. It shows that if
the key was inserted by another operation during the get of an insert then either (i) get
finds the key or (ii) the key is inserted as a child of the last node in the search. Case (i)
of the lemma is later used to linearize unsuccessful contains and delete.
Lemma 4.8 Let π 0 be the read-side critical section of get(k), and suppose that every
successful update linearized before the last configuration of π 0 is consistent. Let C be the
first configuration in π 0 such that k ∈ SetC (root) and assume that k ∈ SetC 0 (root), for
every configuration C 0 ∈ π 0 that follows C. If C precedes the last access to a child field
by get then, (i) get returns curr such that k = Key(curr). Otherwise, (ii) get returns prev
d

such that prev → v and k ∈ SetC (v) where d is the value of direction.
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Figure 4.13: Execution and tree structure considered in the proof of Lemma 4.8.
Proof: Let v be the closest reachable node to the root in C such that k = Key(v), and
let v 0 be the value of prevop in C or the root if C precedes Line 11 of get. We claim that
v 0 ∈ ρC (root, v). If prevop is the root then v 0 ∈ ρC (root, v), by the definition of a path.
Otherwise, C does not precedes Line 11 of get. Since C is not the first configuration of π 0 ,
v was inserted to the tree by an insert operation (the other operation that might insert a
node to the tree is delete, but this node has the same key as some other reachable node).
Since the WBST property holds in π and insert adds leaves, v 0 ∈ ρC (root, v).
If C does not precede the last access to a child field by get, then by the WBST property
v is in the sub-tree of v 0 in direction d as required.
If C precedes the last access to a child field by get, then get must reach a node with
key k. Suppose otherwise that get does not reach a node with key k. If v is reachable in
the last configuration of π 0 , then ρC (v 0 , v) (the path from v 0 to v in configuration C) does
not get longer (Lemma 4.7). Since the WBST property holds in π, get traverses this path.
Hence, if a node with key k is not found, then v is unreachable in the last configuration
of π 0 .
Let s ∈ π 0 be the primitive write by operation op 0 that makes v unreachable. Let
Cs be the configuration immediately preceding s in π 0 and let Cs0 be the configuration
immediately following s in π 0 ; v is reachable in Cs and unreachable in Cs0 . By the validation
in Line 44, insert does not make a node unreachable, and hence, only delete can make v
unreachable. By the conditions of the lemma k ∈ Set Cs0 (root) and the delete is consistent,
thus, op 0 has key k 0 6= k. The only other way a delete makes a node unreachable is when
v = succop0 and s is the primitive write of either Line 84 or Line 87. Let s0 ∈ π 0 be the
primitive write by operation op 0 that adds nodeop0 to the tree. Let Cs0 be the configuration
immediately preceding s0 in π 0 and let Cs0 0 be the configuration immediately following s0
in π 0 (Fig. 4.13(a)).
Since op 0 accesses prevSuccop0 , Lemma 4.3 implies that prevSuccop0 is reachable after
some prefix of π ending before the validation of prevSuccop0 in Line 75. By the validation
in Line 75 and Lemma 4.2, prevSuccop0 is reachable. By the validation in Line 75, v =
succop0 is the left child of prevSuccop0 , thus, it is also reachable. Since v is reachable
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in configuration Cs0 and op 0 finds v by a traversal starting at node currop0 , Lemma 4.7
implies that currop0 ∈ ρCs0 (root, v) (Fig. 4.13(b)). According to Line 76, nodeop0 has the
same children as currop0 , and therefore, nodeop0 ∈ ρC 0 0 (root, v) (Fig. 4.13(c)). Since v is
s
the closest reachable node to the root with key k in C, C precedes s0 . wait-for-readers(P),
where P(v) = k 0 < v ≤ k, is invoked by op 0 after op started its read-side critical on k
section, thus, the RCU property implies that s is executed after the last configuration of
π 0 . This contradicts the assumption that v is unreachable in the last configuration of π 0 .

The next lemma proves that only one node needs to be made unreachable in order for
delete to be consistent.
Lemma 4.9 Let v be a node that is successfully validated by an operation op. Let σ be the
prefix ending with the configuration C that immediately follows the return from validate. If
all successful updates linearized in σ are consistent, then there is no other reachable node
v 0 such that Key(v) = Key(v 0 ).
Proof: Since v is accessed by op during validate, Lemma 4.3 implies that v is reachable
in some configuration that precedes C. If v is the first argument passed to validate then by
the validation, v is unmarked and Lemma 4.2 implies that v is reachable in C. Otherwise,
by the validation, v’s parent is unmarked and reachable in C, implying that v is also
reachable in C.
Since the linearization point of insert is its first primitive write and every insert that is
linearized in σ is consistent, insert that is linearized in σ does not add a node with a key
that already exists in the tree.
The only other operation that adds nodes to the tree is a delete copying a successor.
We argue that multiple nodes with the same key exist only while delete holds locks on
both duplicates, implying that if op locked a node v with key k, then this is the only node
with key k in the tree in the configuration following the return from lock(v). Note that
op invokes validate while holding the lock on v.
Let op 0 be delete(k 0 ) that has a successor succop0 with key k. succop0 is locked in Line 74
and nodeop0 is locked in Line 77, before nodeop0 is inserted into the tree (Line 79). Either
Line 84 or Line 87 is executed before the locks on nodeop0 and succop0 are released. We
argue that, in both cases, op 0 removes succop0 from the tree (Fig. 4.14). Both Line 84 and
Line 87 are a bypass of succop0 , which has a single parent by Lemma 4.1. Therefore, we
need to prove that nodeop0 is reachable in the configuration immediately preceding Line 84
and prevSuccop0 is reachable in the configuration immediately preceding Line 87.
The Bypass in Line 84: Since op 0 accesses prevop0 , Lemma 4.3 implies that it is reachable in some configuration preceding the step of Line 56. By the validation in Line 56 and
Lemma 4.2 prevop0 is reachable (until it is unlocked). Therefore prevop0 is reachable in the
configuration immediately preceding Line 79, making nodeop0 reachable in the configuration immediately preceding the bypass in Line 84.
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Figure 4.14: The execution considered in the proof of Lemma 4.9. Multiple nodes with
key k are reachable during the dotted interval.
The Bypass in Line 87: Since op 0 accesses prevSuccop0 , Lemma 4.3 implies that it is
reachable in some configuration preceding the step of Line 75. By the validation in Line 75
and Lemma 4.2 prevSuccop0 is reachable (until it is unlocked). Therefore prevSuccop0 is
reachable in the configuration immediately preceding the bypass Line 87.
Lemma 4.10 All successful updates are consistent.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the linearization points, s1 , s2 , .... For every j ≥
1, let Cj be the configuration immediately preceding sj and Cj0 be the configuration
immediately following sj .
Base case: Let op be the update operation that executed s1 . A successful update op
is linearized at its first primitive write, hence, there is no write before s1 . Let k be the
key of op, and note that k ∈
/ Set C (root) for every configuration C preceding s1 , and by
Lemma 4.3, op cannot access a node with key k, hence, op is a successful insert. Since op
accesses prev, by Lemma 4.3, prev is reachable in some configuration preceding the step of
Line 44. Since prev is validated in Line 44 and is unmarked, Lemma 4.2 implies that prev
is reachable in C1 and k ∈ Set C10 (root). Thus, s1 is consistent.
For the induction step, assume that the successful updates linearized at s1 , s2 , ..., si−1
are consistent, and consider the successful update op linearized at si .
Case 1: si is the step in Line 46 of an insert(k) operation. Since op accesses prevop ,
Lemma 4.3 implies that prevop is reachable in some configuration preceding the step of
Line 44. Since prevop is validated in Line 44 and it is unmarked, Lemma 4.2 implies that
it is reachable in Ci . The write in Line 46 adds nodeop as a child of prevop , thus, k =
Key(nodeop ) ∈ Set Ci0 (root).
Assume, by way of contradiction, that k ∈ Set Ci (root) (thus, making op inconsistent).
Let sj , j < i be the last linearization point of a successful insert with key k. By the induction hypothesis, every previously linearized update is consistent, and since k ∈ Set Ci (root),
no delete(k) is linearized between sj and si . Additionally, for every configuration C that
follows Cj and precedes Ci , k ∈ Set C (root).
If Cj0 precedes the last access to a child field by the get sub-function of op, then
Lemma 4.8 implies that k = Key(currop ) Therefore op returns false in contradiction to op
being a successful update.
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Otherwise, sj was executed after op reached prevop . Since the WBST property holds
in π, sj inserts the new node in the sub-tree of prevop in direction d (where d is the value
of direction). If op read the tag of prevop before sj then the validation in Line 44 fails
either because prevop .child[d] 6= ⊥ or prevop .tag[d] 6= tagop (Lemma 4.4). If op read the tag
of prevop after sj and op also validated that prevop .child[d] = ⊥ then some other operation
deleted the node inserted by sj . Recall that no delete(k) operation is linearized between
sj and si , thus, the node was removed by a delete(k 0 ) operation op 0 with successor succop0 ,
such that k = Key(succop0 ). If op read the tag of prevop before op 0 executed Line 31 in
the call to incrementTag then the validation in Line 44 fails because prevop .tag[d] 6= tagop .
Assume by contradiction that op reads the tag of prevop after op 0 executed Line 31 in the
call to incrementTag. The read of the tag in op is executed inside its read-side critical
section on k. Thus, the call to wait-for-readers(P(v) = k 0 < v ≤ k) by op 0 in Line 80 has
to wait for op. The call to incrementTag by op 0 is after the call to wait-for-readers, thus, a
contradiction.
Case 2: si is the step in a delete(k) operation. The if statement in Line 53 implies
d

that k = Key(curr). By the validation in Line 56, prev is unmarked and prev → curr
(where d is the value of direction). Since op accesses prev, Lemma 4.3 implies that prev is
reachable in some configuration preceding the step of Line 56. Furthermore, Lemma 4.2
implies that prev is reachable in Ci . Since prev is the parent of curr, curr is also reachable
in Ci , and k ∈ Set Ci (root). By Lemma 4.1 prev is the only reachable parent of curr.
si is the step in Line 60 or 79. In both cases, si changes the child of prev in direction
d, thus, curr is unreachable in Ci0 . By the induction hypothesis, all successful updates
linearized at s1 , s2 , ..., si−1 are consistent. Together with the fact that op validates curr,
this implies that curr is the only reachable node with key k in Ci (Lemma 4.9) Therefore,
k∈
/ Set Ci0 (root).
An operation op with interval π 0 , of the remaining types (contains and failed updates),
is linearized as follows:
• If op is a failed contains or a failed delete, then curr = ⊥.
If k ∈ Set C (root) for every configuration C ∈ π 0 , then k ∈ Set C (root) for every configuration C ∈ π 00 , where π 00 is the read-side critical section of op. By Lemma 4.8(i),
op reaches a node with key k, which is a contradiction. Therefore, k ∈
/ Set C (root),
0
for some configuration C ∈ π . The linearization point of op is after the last C 0 ∈ π 0
such that k ∈
/ Set C 0 (root), and before the successful insert with the same linearization
point, if such insert exists. This linearization point is clearly consistent.
• If op is a successful contains that returns a node v’s value or a failed insert that
reached node v with key k, then it is linearized after the last configuration C ∈
π 0 such that v is reachable in C, and before the successful delete with the same
linearization point, if such delete exists.
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In op, curr = v, and by condition of the while loop in get (Line 14), k = Key(v). By
Lemma 4.3, curr is reachable in some configuration C 0 ∈ π 0 , and the linearization
point exists. This linearization point is consistent since k ∈ Set C (root) and if op is
a successful contains, it returns v.value.
Together with Lemma 4.10, this proves the linearizability of Citrus.
Theorem 4.11 The Citrus algorithm is a linearizable implementation of a binary search
tree.
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Chapter 5

RCU and PRCU Implementation
and Evaluation
This chapter presents a brief overview of RCU implementations followed by an in depth
description of several PRCU implementations with different trade-offs between wait-forreaders time and overhead imposed on read operations.
In our first PRCU implementation, EER-PRCU, wait-for-readers evaluates P for each
reader and waits only for those readers P holds for, which requires readers to post their
value to memory. EER-PRCU reduces wait-for-readers time by 10× with read overhead
comparable to that of existing RCU algorithms [35]. However, its wait-for-readers time
complexity is linear in the number of threads, even if no waiting is needed.
Our second implementation, D-PRCU, aims at breaking this barrier by exploiting the
domain of values presented to PRCU by the data structure. Here, a read interprets its
value, v, as an index to a table, C, of shared counters, incrementing C[v] when starting and
decrementing it on completion. A wait-for-readers then essentially waits until the counters
of values for which P holds (i.e., {C[v] | P(v) = 1}) are zero. The idea is to provide PRCU
with a predicate that holds over few values, thus drastically reducing wait-for-readers work,
particularly in cases in which no waiting is needed. In such cases, wait-for-readers time
decreases by 100×. In update-heavy workloads, this more than compensates for the cost
of reader counter updates, yielding an overall performance gain.
Our final implementation, DEER-PRCU, represents a middle ground between EERPRCU and D-PRCU: Like D-PRCU, it uses the domain of data structure values, but it
maintains a table of counters for each reader. DEER-PRCU thus has linear wait-for-readers
time complexity like EER-PRCU, but lower read overhead than D-PRCU. In addition,
DEER-PRCU alleviates cache coherency-related ping pongs that occur in EER-PRCU
because DEER-PRCU readers do not always post their presence to the same memory
location.
This chapter concludes with a detailed evaluation of the performance of these implementations, highlighting the trade-offs of the different PRCU implementations.
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5.1

RCU implementations

Tree RCU (Linux kernel implementation [71]): Conceptually, Tree RCU maintains
a bit string with a bit per thread. A wait-for-readers operation sets all the bits, and a thread
entering a quiescent state clears its bit. (wait-for-readers operations are serialized.) A grace
period occurs when all bits are clear. The bit string is implemented in a hierarchical tree
manner: A leaf packs several thread bits, and each level up contains a bit per child,
indicating if all the bits of the child leaf are cleared. The last thread to clear its bit in a
leaf clears the leaf’s bit in the parent, repeating this up the tree as long as is keeps clearing
the last bit on the path to the root. By polling the root node, wait-for-readers detects the
grace period.
Performance: Tree RCU leverages its in-kernel implementation to obtain zero overhead
rcu-enter and rcu-exit. It achieves this by defining special code locations, such as during
context switch code, as quiescent states, relegating the bit checking to this code only.
However, wait-for-readers times become long, possibly tens of milliseconds, since they are
tied to the OS scheduling.
Tree RCU is not suitable for general purpose userspace code, in which quiescent states
cannot be easily identified. Additionally, idle or sleeping threads, e.g., threads that are
busy waiting for a lock, need to occasionally clear their bit.
URCU: The userspace RCU library [35] uses a global grace period counter. Each thread
maintains a variable indicating whether or not it is inside a read-side critical section
together with a snapshot of the grace period counter at the beginning of the critical section.
A thread calling wait-for-readers acquires a global lock protecting the grace period counter,
increments the counter and waits for each thread that is currently inside a read-side critical
section that started before the current grace period.
Performance: URCU abandons the zero read overhead approach; its rcu-enter writes
to memory and issues a memory fence. In exchange for this, it gains faster wait-for-readers
time and generality. However, URCU’s global wait-for-readers lock prevents wait-for-readers
performance from scaling [5].
Batching: Both Tree RCU and URCU employ batching to compensate for the serialization of wait-for-readers operations: if a wait-for-readers operation, w, arrives while another
waiter, w0 , is running but before w0 has seen any quiescent state, then w can “piggyback”
on w0 ’s grace period, instead of waiting after w0 completes. However, URCU batches
waiters in a FIFO queue, which is itself a contended bottleneck, and thus URCU wait-forreaders remains unscalable. In addition, batching cannot decrease the fundamentally long
grace period time of Tree RCU.
Distributed counters RCU [5]: This is a highly scalable implementation of a subset of
the RCU API, rcu-enter, rcu-exit and wait-for-readers, that supports multiple RCU waiters
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without synchronization among them. Instead of a global grace period counter, each
thread maintains a local critical section counter. A thread calling wait-for-readers waits
for each thread to increment its local counter or indicate that it is no longer inside a
read-side critical section.
Performance: The read overhead is comparable to URCU, a write and memory fence.
wait-for-readers operations scale much better than in URCU, since they are read-only.

5.2

Predicate RCU implementations

This section describes several PRCU implementations with different trade-offs between
wait-for-readers time and overhead imposed on read operations.
For simplicity, we assume the standard memory model we presented in Section 2.2,
which is often referred to as a sequentially consistent memory model. In practice, an
implementation must prevent hardware and compiler reordering of memory operations.
Our evaluation platform, x86 processors, implement a total store ordering (TSO) memory
model [76] that can reorder a load with a prior store to a different address. Our pseudo
code thus indicates where memory fence instructions should be placed to prevent such
reordering. We omit compiler fences used to prevent instructions from escaping out of
read-side critical sections and across wait-for-readers(P) calls. We leave to future work
the placement of fences for memory models weaker than TSO, such as those of ARM and
POWER processors.

Practical considerations
To facilitate efficient predicate evaluation, we require the implementation of wait-for-readers(P) to accept its predicate in the form of a function in the underlying programming
language, e.g. a C function pointer. PRCU assumes such a predicate-encoding function
has no side effects, and wait-for-readers(P) may invoke P any number of times during its
execution. (Users should thus strive to implement predicates efficiently.)
A PRCU implementation may wish to exploit structural properties of P to implement
wait-for-readers(P) more efficiently. To this end, an implementation may accept additional specialized predicate encodings that succinctly expose the desired properties. Our
implementations support two such specialized predicates: (1) singletons, which hold only
for a single value and are encoded as that value, and (2) iterable predicates, which hold
over some set of values {v1 , v2 = next(v1 ), v3 = next(v2 ), . . . , vk }, where next : D → D
is referred to as the iterator. Iterable predicates are encoded as (v1 , vk , next), where the
iterator is passed as a function object. (Note that a singleton is an iterable predicate, but
for simplicity we distinguish the two.)
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type node {value : 64-bit, time : 64-bit int}
Shared variables for thread p: nodep : node
prcu-enter(v)
nodei .value = v
nodei .time = time()
. TSO requires a memory fence here
prcu-exit(v)
nodei .time = ∞
wait-for-readers(P)
. TSO requires a fence here, to make updater’s writes visible
t0 = time()
f o r each pj 6= pi do
i f P(nodej .value) then
while true do
t = nodej .time
i f t > t0 then break

Figure 5.1: EER-PRCU: code for thread pi

5.2.1

EER-PRCU

In EER-PRCU, wait-for-readers(P) evaluates P for each existing reader and waits only for
those readers P holds for. To this end, EER-PRCU maintains an array of single-writer
multi-reader nodes, one for each thread. A prcu-enter(v) writes v into a field in the node
associated with the invoking thread, while a wait-for-readers(P) scans the array and waits
for any thread whose node contains a value for which P holds.
We implement waiting using time-based quiescence detection which works by waiting
until a thread posts in memory that it has entered or exited a read-side critical section
at a time after wait-for-readers(P)’s invocation time. Time-based quiescence detection is
an optimization to the per-thread counters used in the distributed counters RCU variant.
This technique requires some global clock, represented as a monotonically increasing time
method, which we discuss how to implement shortly.
Figure 5.1 presents the EER-PRCU pseudo code. In addition to the value field, a
thread maintains a time field, which either contains a time value read in the execution
interval of prcu-enter, or if the thread is not inside a read-side critical section, contains ∞.
To wait for a reader, a wait-for-readers(P) spins, reading this time field until it reads a value
t > t0 , where t0 is the time in which the wait-for-readers(P) started (Line 14). The waiting
process is read-only, and thus scales well to concurrent invocation of wait-for-readers(P).
Proposition 5.1 EER-PRCU satisfies the PRCU safety property.
Proof: Let w be a wait-for-readers(P) invocation by thread pi , and let rv be a read-side
critical section on v, where P(v) holds. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that rv ’s prcuenter completes before w’s invocation, and yet w completes before rv invokes prcu-exit.
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Thus, rv is invoked by thread pj 6= pi and so pi reads v from nodej .value (Line 16) (since
rv has not completed at this point). w therefore runs Line 19 until reading a time t strictly
greater than w’s t0 . Since rv still has not completed at this point, t is the value written
by rv ’s prcu-enter. This is a contradiction, since time is monotonically increasing.
Compared to the OS kernel-level RCU [72], in which rcu-enter is a no-op with zero overhead, EER-PRCU imposes additional overhead by updating the node, which in practice
requires issuing a memory fence to prevent reordering of the node updates with the subsequent reads done in the critical section. (Comparable read overhead exists in other RCU
implementations, which have abandoned the zero overhead approach to provide userspace
functionality [35] or shorter grace periods [70]). In exchange for this small read overhead,
EER-PRCU obtains a read-only wait-for-readers(P) implementation which thus scales as
the number of concurrent wait-for-readers(P) instances grows. However, the time complexity of wait-for-readers(P) is linear in the number of threads in the system, even if waiting
turns out to be unnecessary.
The time function is implemented by reading the machine’s timestamp counter (TSC), a
cheaply-accessible x86 hardware counter that is architecturally defined as suitable for timekeeping purposes [57]. Other approaches exist for architectures without such a hardware
counter. For example, the clock can be implemented based on an epoch count [43], or
one can use thread-private clocks instead of a global clock, as in the distributed counters
RCU [5].

5.2.2

D-PRCU

D-PRCU tries to exploit the domain of the predicate to reduce the number of memory
locations a wait-for-readers(P) scans when looking for relevant readers e.g., to O(1) locations. This makes wait-for-readers(P) scalable in the number of threads, because frequently
no waiting is required, which turns the act of detecting this case into the critical path of
wait-for-readers(P).
The idea in D-PRCU is to track all readers with the same value v in the same memory
location C[v], allowing wait-for-readers(P) to scan only locations C[v] for which P(v) holds.
To do this efficiently, D-PRCU requires a specialized predicate that succinctly encodes
.
P −1 = {v | P(v) = 1}. Such predicates often arise naturally.
D-PRCU aggressively trades off short wait-for-readers(P) times with higher read overhead. This trade-off pays well for update-heavy workloads but is likely not appropriate
elsewhere.
Conceptually, a D-PRCU reader interprets v as an index to a table, C, of shared
counters, atomically incrementing C[v] in prcu-enter and decrementing it in prcu-exit1 .
1
The pseudo code implements an atomic counter updates using fetch-and-add, which is available on x86
machines. On architectures without fetch-and-add, the counter can be updated using a compare-and-swap
loop.
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type node {gate : bit, readers[2] : int, lock : mutex}
Global variables: C[...] : node
Private variables for thread p: bp : bit
prcu-enter(v)
bp = C[hrcu (v)].gate
fetch-and-add(C[hrcu (v)].readers[bp ], 1)
. TSO requires a memory fence here
prcu-exit(v)
fetch-and-add(C[hrcu (v)].readers[bp ], −1)
wait-for-readers(P = (v1 , vk , next))
. TSO requires a fence here, to make updater’s writes visible
f o r each v ∈ {v1 , ..., vk } do
drain(hrcu (v))
drain(j)
C[j].lock()
g = C[j].gate
wait(C[j].readers[¬g] = 0)
C[j].gate = ¬g
wait(C[j].readers[g] = 0)
C[j].unlock()

Figure 5.2: D-PRCU with iterable predicate: code for thread pi
A wait-for-readers(P) then scans C[v] for each v ∈ P −1 , and waits until C[v] becomes
zero. To implement this scanning, we assume an iterable predicate; dealing with a general
predicate is described later.
Due to practical concerns, the implementation (Figure 5.2) deviates from the above
description in two ways. First, we use a more complex waiting protocol, explained below,
to prevent wait-for-readers(P) from waiting forever at some C[v], which can happen if
prcu-enter(v) invocations during the wait-for-readers(P) execution interval keep C[v] > 0
at all times. Second, since the domain D is opaque to PRCU (and may be huge), we use
a hash function hrcu : D → [|C|] to map values into C.2
We use a protocol similar to that of SRCU [70]. A node C[v] contains two counters,
readers[i], i ∈ {0, 1}, and a gate bit that specifies which counter readers should increment.
A reader remembers the gate value, b, it observes when entering the read-side critical
section (Line 6), and uses it to decrement the same counter when exiting the critical
section. To wait at node C[v], wait-for-readers(P) reads g, the value of the gate, and
then waits for readers[¬g] to be 0 (Lines 20–21). This “drains” any readers that read
¬g from the gate, since new readers arriving do not increment readers[¬g]. Next, wait2
Hashing introduces the possibility of multiple values in P −1 mapping to the same C element, but
wait-for-readers(P) can easily avoid waiting at the same node twice. We omit this detail from the pseudo
code.
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for-readers(P) toggles the gate and then waits for readers[g] to be 0 (Lines 22–23). This
now drains readers that read g from the gate, ensuring that—pending enough steps by
readers—wait-for-readers(P) does not wait forever. (Note that concurrent wait-for-readers(P) operations synchronize using a lock in each node.) The following establish the
safety of the waiting protocol.
Lemma 5.1 Let w be a wait-for-readers(P) operation, and let rv be a read-side critical
section on v entered before w’s invocation. Then, if w reads 0 from C[j].readers[0] and
from C[j].readers[1], where j = hrcu (v), rv is exited before w completes.
Proof: Let i be the value rv reads from C[j].gate in prcu-enter (Line 6). Because rv ’s
prcu-enter(v) completes before w starts, C[j].readers[i] > 0 when w starts. Then w reading
0 from C[j].readers[i] implies that rv has decremented C[j].readers[i] by that time, i.e.,
rv has invoked prcu-exit during w’s execution.
The PRCU safety property follows immediately from Lemma 5.1.
Proposition 5.2 D-PRCU satisfies the PRCU safety property.
Our evaluated D-PRCU implementation adds an optimistic waiting optimization to
algorithm presented in Figure 5.2. The idea is to hope that readers will drain naturally,
and thus avoid acquiring the lock and toggling the gate bit. Thus, a wait-for-readers(P)
waits at node C[v] by first spinning for a while, reading both of C[v]’s counters, until it
has observed 0 in each counter. It moves to the full protocol only after timing out in
this loop. Lemma 5.1 implies the safety of this optimization. Optimistic waiting increases
concurrency among wait-for-readers(P) operations and reduces their latency, particularly
when no waiting is required, i.e., both counters are zero to begin with.
The amount of read overhead D-PRCU imposes on reads depends on the workload.
Concurrent readers accessing the same value turn the relevant counter into a contended
bottleneck, as with standard read/write locks [28]. In contrast, when readers access disjoint values, a counter update becomes an uncontended atomic operation, which is relatively cheap on modern machines. Even in the uncontended case, since different values
map to distinct counters, the chance of the counter update entailing a cache miss increases.
Thus, even if all readers’ accesses are uncontended, there is still higher overhead on reads
compared to EER-PRCU. In exchange for this, wait-for-readers(P) time becomes almost
negligible, which can more than compensate for the read overhead in an update-heavy
workload.
For completeness, we describe how D-PRCU supports general predicates. Given a
non-specialized predicate P, wait-for-readers(P) applies the waiting protocol at each node
of C. This likely obviates the benefit of D-PRCU over EER-PRCU, as we expect |C| to
be greater than the number of threads, to reduce chance of contended counters.
D-PRCU can benefit from a couple of standard optimizations, which we leave for
future work: First, expanding the C table, to reduce hash collisions and contention on
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a counter. (Doing this requires a global wait-for-readers, in which updates wait until all
readers start using the new table.) Second, batching in the wait protocol [70]. Here, if
a wait-for-readers(P) operation, w, finds the lock of node C[v] taken but the lock holder,
w0 , has not yet read 0 from any of the counters, then w can “piggyback” on w0 and avoid
going through the wait protocol once the lock is released.

5.2.3

DEER-PRCU

The DEER-PRCU implementation incorporates the idea of exploiting a specialized predicate’s domain into EER-PRCU, with the goal of alleviating a cache coherency-related ping
pong problem in EER-PRCU: A reader and wait-for-readers(P) require conflicting rights
to the cache line of the reader’s node—exclusive access for the reader as opposed to read
access for the wait-for-readers(P). As a result, both reader and wait-for-readers(P) incur a
cache miss when accessing the node.
DEER-PRCU uses specialized predicates to alleviate cache line ping pongs. Each
reader r maintains an array noder of EER-PRCU-style nodes, updating the value and
time in node noder [hrcu (v)] when entering a read-side critical section on v. (We update
the value to support general predicates, as explained below.) A wait-for-readers(P) scans
only the times in nodes noder [hrcu (v)], v ∈ P −1 , for each reader r. Consequently, a
reader and wait-for-readers(P) that do not conflict semantically also do not conflict at the
memory operation level. Figure 5.3 shows the complete implementation. The waiting
protocol differs from EER-PRCU in that it terminates only after observing t0 < t 6= ∞, as
that implies that any pre-existing read-side critical section has completed. We thus have:
Proposition 5.3 DEER-PRCU satisfies the PRCU safety property.
DEER-PRCU exploits the fact that the noder arrays are single-writer to support general predicates more efficiently than D-PRCU. A reader r writes its current value, v, to
noder [hrcu (v)], which allows wait-for-readers(P) to evaluate P for each noder [j] node and
wait if required. Unlike D-PRCU, these arrays can be small as there is no concern of hash
collisions due to concurrent accesses—we use 16 elements in our DEER-PRCU implementation, which enables quick scanning by wait-for-readers(P). (We omit general predicate
support from the code.)

5.3

Evaluation

This section presents an in-depth evaluation of the performance of RCU and PRCU variants in the context of Citrus. For clarity of the presentation, we present the results in
several parts. First we start by evaluating Citrus using several RCU implementations,
to highlight the importance of a scalable wait-for-readers operation. Next, we take the
best performing variant of RCU-Citrus and compare it to other RCU-based search trees.
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type node {value : 64-bit int, time : 64-bit int}
Shared variables for thread p: node p [...] : node
prcu-enter(v)
nodei [hrcu (v)].value = v
nodei [hrcu (v)].time = time()
. TSO requires a memory fence here
prcu-exit(v)
nodei [hrcu (v)].time = ∞
wait-for-readers(P = (v1 , vk , next))
. TSO requires a fence here, to make updater’s writes visible
t0 = time()
f o r each pj 6= pi do
f o r each v ∈ {v1 , ..., vk }
while true do
t = nodej [hrcu (v)].time
i f t > t0 then break
i f t 6= ∞ then break . pj entered the critical section while we are running

Figure 5.3: DEER-PRCU with iterable predicate: code for thread pi
Since Citrus is the only RCU-based search tree that allows concurrent updates, other
RCU-based search trees do not scale, even with very mild update contention. The third
and main part of this section is the evaluation of PRCU-Citrus. In this part, we compare the best performing variant of RCU-Citrus with the three PRCU-Citrus variants,
showing the different trade-offs discussed in Section 5.2. Lastly, we compare PRCU to the
novel RCU-based synchronization technique Read-Log-Update [67].
An in depth study of the performance of state-of-the-art concurrent search trees not
based on RCU, including Citrus, appears in Chapter 7.

5.3.1

Evaluation methodology

All experiments were run on a 2-socket Intel E7-4830 v3 with 12 cores per socket and 2
hyperthreads (HTs) per core, for a total of 48 threads, and 128GB of RAM. The machine
runs Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. All implementations were compiled using gcc version 4.8.4, with
optimization level O3. All memory was allocated using the jemalloc library, to avoid
synchronization bottlenecks during memory allocation.
We follow the experimental methodology established in [33, 46]. For every test, each
thread ran for three seconds, continuously executing randomly chosen operations with
a randomly and uniformly chosen key. Experiment sets were run with four key ranges,
[0, 2 · 104 ], [0, 2 · 105 ], [0, 2 · 106 ] and [0, 2 · 107 ]; in all sets, the tree was pre-filled to the
size of half the key range with keys selected uniformly at random. We ran the following
workloads: Read-only workload, with 100% contains operations. Extreme-read-dominated
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workload, with 98% contains, insert and delete each 1%. Read-dominated workload, with
90% contains, insert and delete each 5%. Mixed workload, with 50% contains, insert and
delete each 25%. Update only workload, with insert and delete each 50%. For readability,
we present the results of a subset of these workloads (we choose the appropriate workloads
for each section).
We report the overall throughput (total number of executed operations divided by the
running time). Each experiment was run five times for each combination of operation
distribution, key range and thread count. We report the arithmetic average as the final
result. (The error margins, omitted for readability, are small.)

5.3.2

RCU-Citrus

We compare the three RCU implementations described in Section 5.1 in the context of
Citrus. First, Tree RCU, our implementation of the Linux kernel hierarchical RCU
algorithm [71]. While Tree RCU is not suitable for general userspace code, as explained in
Section 5.1, we manage to apply it in our restricted setting by treating the states between
data structure operations and while waiting for locks as quiescent. (Note that as a result,
our Tree RCU has significantly shorter grace periods than the Linux Tree RCU.) Second,
URCU, Desnoyers and McKenney’s userspace RCU implementation [35], an optimized
RCU implementation available as open source. Finally, Time RCU, an optimized version
of the distributed counters RCU which uses time-based quiescence detection (using the
system’s timestamp counter (TSC) as the PRCU implementations do).
The results are shown in Fig. 5.4. In all workloads, Time RCU Citrus achieves better
or comparable throughput to other RCU techniques. It obtains up to 1.35×, 1.8× and 2.3×
better throughput than the next performing RCU variant in the extreme-read-dominated,
read-dominated and mixed workloads (respectively).

5.3.3

RCU-Citrus compared to other RCU-based trees

We consider two RCU-based trees, the Relativistic Red-black tree [55] and Bonsai [28].
The Relativistic Red-black [55] tree is an internal balanced tree, using RCU wait-for-readers operation in its delete operation, when deleting a node with two children, similarly to
Citrus. Its rebalancing steps also create copies of nodes, however, since copies are added
to the tree lower than the original node, wait-for-readers operation is not needed. RCU
was used in a different way in Bonsai [28], an internal balanced tree algorithm. Inspired
by functional programming, Bonsai never modifies the tree in place, creating instead a
new instance for the changed data structure.
Bonsai and the Relativistic Red-black tree use a global lock to prohibit concurrent
updates, in contrast to Citrus, which allows concurrent updates to different nodes of
the tree.3 Since both Bonsai and the Relativistic Red-black tree do not allow concurrent
3

We were unable to run the Relativistic Red-black tree variant [55] using transactional memory to
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Figure 5.4: Throughput of Citrus with different RCU implementations. The x-axis
represents the number of concurrent threads.
updates, we considered only workloads with minimal update contention. We evaluated an
additional Single-writer workload, in which one thread executes updates, 50% insert and
50% delete, while all other threads execute contains operations. The single writer workload
was designed to favor Bonsai and the Relativistic Red-black tree.
Both Bonsai and the Relativistic Red-black tree explicitly support memory reclamation, however, we ran them with memory reclamation disabled (any steps that are required
only for memory reclamation support were removed). Disabling memory reclamation reduced overheads and improved their performance. In Bonsai, the read-side critical sections
were only necessary for memory reclamation, thus, the calls to rcu-enter and rcu-exit were
removed.
The results are shown in Fig. 5.5. For the read-only workload and smaller trees, the
overhead of RCU read-side sections, which includes a memory barrier, is apparent. Bonsai,
optimistically handle conflicting updates.
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Tree size
104
105
106
107

Citrus
L1 L2 L3
7
2
0
13
8
0
20 14
2
27 22
9

Bonsai
L1 L2 L3
13
6
0
20 14
0
27 22
4
37 30 12

Red-black
L1 L2 L3
11
5
0
16 11
0
22 17
4
32 23 10

Table 5.1: Cache misses per read operation in the single-writer workload.

which do not incur this overhead, outperforms the red-black tree and Citrus by 1.32×
to 1.39×. This overhead becomes less significant in the larger trees that do not fit into
cache. The shortcomings of RCU-based trees with coarse-grained locks are seen already
with extreme read-dominated workload. Both red-black and Bonsai do not scale even
with a low update contention. Though the single writer workload favors Bonsai and the
Relativistic Red-black tree, Bonsai does not perform well, possibly due to its functional
programming style, which reconstruct parts of the tree after every update. To verify this,
we measured the cache misses incurred during read operations. The results, presented in
Table 5.1, show excessive cache misses that can be explained by exaggerated creation of
new nodes during the run.

5.3.4

PRCU-Citrus

In this section, we evaluate the benefit of shorter wait-for-readers operation provided by
PRCU. To this end, we compare RCU-Citrus to PRCU-Citrus, using the three PRCU
variants. For an RCU implementation we use Time-RCU, for two reasons: First, it is
essentially EER-PRCU without the predicate evaluation, which allows teasing apart the
impact of using the predicates. Second, Time-RCU performs better than Tree-RCU and
URCU on workloads with updates, and so enables a fairer comparison against RCU.
To apply D-PRCU and DEER-PRCU, we need to express P as an iterable predicate. If the key domain, D, is finite or countably infinite, P can be expressed as
(succD (k), k 0 , succD ), where succD is the successor function over D—e.g., succD (x) = x + 1
over the integers. However, because D-PRCU requires P to hold over few values to obtain
sub-linear wait-for-readers time, this naive approach works only if the interval (k, k 0 ] is
small. To obtain good performance we use a compressed domain, in which the intervals
will usually be small. The idea is to hash the keys so that both of an interval’s endpoints likely fall into the same bucket. For example, with integer keys we can divide D
to equally sized intervals, mapping all keys in each interval to the same bucket. That is,
a search for k calls prcu-enter/prcu-exit with value v = bk/Sc, and a delete() that needs
to wait for searches in (k, k 0 ] uses the predicate P(x) = x ∈ (bk/Sc, bk 0 /Sc]. The factor
S can be fixed, derived from properties of the workload, or with the assistance of PRCU.
Our evaluation uses the latter approach, using either the size of D-PRCU’s counter table
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Figure 5.5: Throughput of RCU based trees. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent threads.

(S = |C|) or the size of DEER-PRCU’s node array. The D-PRCU implementation uses
a 1024-counter table. The DEER-PRCU implementation uses a 16-entry node array for
each thread.
Figure 5.6 shows the throughput of the tested implementations, exposing several
trends. First, EER-PRCU is comparable or outperforms RCU, obtaining up to 1.1×
better throughput than Time RCU. Second, D-PRCU Citrus gains advantage as the update rate increases. It is worse than Time RCU on the read-dominated workload, equals
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Figure 5.6: Throughput of Citrus with different PRCU implementations. The x-axis
represents the number of concurrent threads.

EER-PRCU in the mixed workload, and outperforms EER-PRCU on the write-only workload by 1.1× (large tree) to 1.7× (smaller tree). Third, EER-PRCU and DEER-PRCU
perform comparably, with an advantage to EER-PRCU in read-dominated workloads that
shrinks as the update rate increases, shifting to an advantage to DEER-PRCU in the
write-only workload, about 1.4× on the smaller tree.
To explain these performance trends, Figure 5.7 by depicts the wait-for-readers latency
and the resulting time Citrus spends in wait-for-readers. In the read-dominated workload,
compared to Time RCU, EER-PRCU has 3.8× shorter wait-for-readers times, D-PRCU
is 38× shorter, and DEER-PRCU is 3× shorter. Consequently, the overall time PRCUbased versions spend in wait-for-readers reduces by these factors. However, these versions
spend little time in wait-for-readers—which is rarely invoked in this workload (< 1% of
operations)—and so throughput improvement is modest compared to wait-for-readers time
decrease. Moreover, D-PRCU’s shortest wait-for-readers time does not translate to the
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best performance because of the read overhead it imposes.
These trends change in the mixed and write-only workloads, as wait-for-readers is invoked more often (∼ 12.5% of operations in the mixed workload and ∼ 25% of operations
in write-only workload invoke wait-for-readers). As a result, the D-PRCU version obtains
the best performance.

Read overhead The overhead that RCU/PRCU impose on reads consists of two factors:
First, the cost of rcu-enter and rcu-exit, unrelated to any interaction with wait-for-readers
operations. We quantify this cost by comparing the read-only throughput of the tested
implementations (Figure 5.6, which we analyze below). Second, cache coherence related
costs, that occur as a result of wait-for-readers accessing book-keeping data that a reader
updates. This cost is not observable in a read-only workload. We measure the cache
coherence costs using simulated wait-for-readers versions of the tested implementations,
in which wait-for-readers performs no memory accesses and only waits the same average
number of cycles that the real version waits for. The throughput of the simulated waitfor-readers version thus accounts only for the cost imposed by waiting in wait-for-readers,
without the cache coherence overhead created by accesses to book-keeping data.
In the following, we analyze the overhead imposed by both of the above factors.

Read-only cost The read-only cost is fixed, and so the overhead it imposes diminishes
as read operations become longer. Figure 5.6 quantifies this by comparing the readonly throughput of the tested implementations. On the smaller tree (10K nodes), Time
RCU, EER-PRCU and DEER-PRCU have comparable overhead. D-PRCU obtains 0.6×
of the best performing throughput, because its reads update the shared counter table.
In contrast, on the larger (10 million nodes) tree, D-PRCU’s obtains only 10% worse
throughput than EER-PRCU.

Cache coherence related costs Figure 5.8 depicts the throughput of each implementation, normalized to its simulated wait-for-readers variant. Throughput decrease thus
constitutes the overhead imposed by cache misses due to reader/wait-for-readers interaction in the real implementation. In the extreme read-dominated workloads, this overhead
is negligible for all implementations. As the update rate—and with it, wait-for-readers
rate—increases, so does the cache-related cost. Time RCU imposes an overhead of 11%
(large tree) to 25% (small tree). EER-PRCU has the similar overhead, because a waitfor-readers performs the same memory accesses as in Time RCU (the predicate use only
affects the decision of whether to wait). In contrast to these implementations, D-PRCU
reads pay virtually no cost for interacting with wait-for-readers. This is because D-PRCU
pays the cache coherence costs in its read-only mode due to the shared counter updates.
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5.3.5

PRCU-Citrus compared to Read-Log-Update Citrus

Read-Log-Update (RLU) [67] is a synchronization mechanism that aims to reduce the
programing difficulty associated with RCU programming while maintaining read-update
concurrency and scalability. RLU supports read-only traversals concurrently with multiple
updates. It uses a log-based mechanism, similar to the ones used by software transactional
memory [36, 81], instead of copy creation and installation used in RCU.
RLU maintains a global clock and per-object version number. Additionally, each
object might have a single-logged copy. Each operation starts by reading the global clock
to determine which version of each object to read, old or logged version. An updater locks
and logs objects it wishes to update. Once successfully locked and logged, it applies its
updates to logged objects, in its local log (essentially to local copies). It commits these
changes by incrementing the global clock, making all its logged updates visible to new
readers. In order to maintain a maximum of two copies per object, an updater then waits
for pre-existing readers that need to use the old copy of objects, by calling wait-for-readers.
Once pre-existing readers finished, the old copy is removed (and freed, thus, RLU enables
zero overhead on memory reclamation of objects). The versioning, logging and waiting
mechanism is hidden from the programmer, that uses a simple read, lock, update and
commit functionality.
Matveev et al. [67] present RLU-Citrus, the Citrus algorithm transformed to use
RLU instead of RCU/PRCU. The same implementation can be attained by transforming the sequential internal BST algorithm to use RLU. Unlike PRCU-Citrus, RLUCitrus requires a wait-for-readers call for each successful update operation, insert and
delete (PRCU-Citrus calls wait-for-readers only for some of its successful delete operations), making the expensive wait-for-readers calls a major bottleneck. To overcome this
bottleneck, RLU provides a deferred commit mechanism that commits an update only if
a write conflict is detected or some threshold is reached. This mechanism improves RLU
scalability at the expense of correctness, since deferred updates are non-linearizable.
For completeness of the evaluation, we compare PRCU-Citrus to both the original
RLU-Citrus as well as deferred RLU-Citrus, denoted DRLU-Citrus. We use a threshold of ten deferred operations as in [67]. Since RLU enables fast memory reclamation, we
kept memory reclamation enabled (which did not change or improved performance in all
workloads).
The results appear in Figure 5.9. RLU read overhead is comparable to DEER-PRCU
(as seen in the read-only workload). However, its update overhead is significantly larger,
hindering its scalability. In the mixed workloads, both RLU and DRLU do not scale (even
with very large trees and minimal update contention).
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Figure 5.7: wait-for-readers cycles with different PRCU implementations. The x-axis represents the number of concurrent threads.
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Chapter 6

Harnessing Epoch-based
Reclamation for Efficient Range
Queries
Concurrent dictionaries are of great interest in applications such as relational databases,
where they can be used as fast indexes. Realistic database workloads make heavy use of
range query operations, which return all of the keys in some range [low, high] that are
in the dictionary. In the well known TPC-C benchmark, which simulates a large scale
online transaction processing application for a wholesale supplier, approximately 45% of
all the transactions perform range queries over database indexes. Unfortunately, most
concurrent dictionary implementations do not support range queries, so they cannot be
used as database indexes.
This chapter presents a general technique to add support for linearizable range queries
to an existing concurrent dictionary. The main challenge in implementing range queries
is appropriately handling concurrent modifications to the data structure. If the data
structure does not change throughout a range query operation, then a range query can
be accomplished by a simple traversal over the relevant key range in the data structure.
However, in the presence of concurrent updates, a traversal is unlikely to be linearizable.
It turns out that range queries can be implemented by reusing the information stored
in the data structure’s epoch-based reclamation (EBR) scheme, specifically, its limbo lists,
as follows. A thread performs a range query by traversing the data structure and collecting
the set of keys it contains. Then, it traverses the limbo lists to locate any keys that it
may have missed due to concurrent deletion operations.
The subtlety is as follows, whenever a range query encounters a node in the data
structure, or in a limbo list, it needs a way to determine whether the node was inserted
or deleted before or after the range query. We solve this problem by adding a global
timestamp, which is incremented by each range query, and augmenting each node with an
insertion time and a deletion time that contains the value of the timestamp at the exact
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moment the node was inserted or deleted.
This timestamping mechanism allows us to linearize range queries at the increment
of the timestamp. Explicitly knowing when each range query is linearized allows us to
design a novel technique for experimentally validating the correctness of our range query
implementations.
We present several different variants of our technique: one that uses locks, one that
uses hardware transactional memory (HTM), and one that offers wait-free range queries
(for data structures with wait-free traversals). (Additionally, on a system with an approximately fair scheduler, where each thread takes steps infinitely often, and data structure
traversals do not starve, our lock-based algorithms are immune to starvation.) Our technique can be applied to many more data structures than previous approaches.
We show how range queries can be added to a large variety of data structures, including
several advanced data structures that cannot be used with the previous leading techniques
for adding range query support, such as internal and external BSTs and (a,b)-tree. We
also perform experiments demonstrating that our range queries are extremely fast for small
up-to extremely large ranges, matching the performance of techniques designed specifically
to take a snapshot of an entire data structure.

6.1

Data structure traversal

We consider data structures in which the keys of nodes are not changed directly; Instead,
to change a node’s key, one replaces the node with a new copy. We assume the existence
of a data structure traversal procedure. This traversal procedure serves as the skeleton of
a range query algorithm. The traversal determines which nodes are visited, and in which
order. When the traversal visits a node, it invokes a function visit provided by the range
query algorithm. We assume that the traversal procedure satisfy the following property.
Definition 6.1 Collect property: The traversal procedure must visit each node that
contains a key in [low, high] and is in the data structure at all times throughout the
traversal. The traversal must not visit any node whose key was never in the data structure
throughout the traversal.
It is straightforward to argue that sorted lists (resp., skip-lists) satisfy the Collect
property, since it follows almost immediately from the structural properties of the list
(resp., bottom level in the skip-list). However, it is much more difficult to reason about
trees. For instance, consider an internal BST in which a key k at an internal node u is
deleted by locating its successor k 0 at a leaf v, swapping the two nodes, and deleting v.
In such a data structure, a traversal can visit u before it is swapped with v, then visit
u again after they are swapped, missing v altogether, and violating Collect. One can
imagine similar problems arising because of rotations in balanced trees.
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contains(key)
node = root
while node 6= ⊥
nodekey = node.key
i f key = nodekey then return node.value
e l s e i f key < nodekey then node = node.lef t
e l s e i f key > nodekey then node = node.right
return ⊥
traversal(low, high)
s = empty stack
s.push(root)
while not s.isEmpty()
node = s.pop()
i f node 6= ⊥ then
nodekey = node.key
i f low ≤ nodekey ≤ high then visit(node)
// Only explore subtrees that intersect [low, high]
i f low < nodekey then s.push(node.lef t)
i f high > nodekey then s.push(node.right)

Figure 6.1: Internal BST contains operation and a modified DFS traversal with pruning.
In the rest of this section, we show how one can perform traversals that satisfy the
Collect property for a large class of tree-based data structures.

6.1.1

Depth-first search (DFS) traversal

Consider a binary search tree that implements a dictionary and satisfies the BST property.
Suppose search operations in this tree are exactly the same as in a sequential BST. Note
that this describes many state-of-the-art concurrent search trees (e.g., [33, 39, 75, 22]).
Figure 6.1 shows the search operation and traversal procedure for an internal BST. We
give a short proof that this traversal procedure satisfies Collect. This procedure and
proof are easily extended to handle external BSTs, and trees in which nodes contain many
keys. For internal trees that satisfy only the WBST property (see Definition 4.1), such as
Citrus, a necessary, but not always sufficient, change is to continue traversing the right
sub-tree of nodes that have key equal to high. Meaning, changing the less than sign in
Line 19 to less than or equal. Section 6.3 presents a traversal procedure for Citrus.
The crucial observation is that each path followed during a traversal can be viewed as
a search. Thus, if a traversal misses a node that is in the data structure, we can construct
an execution that performs an incorrect search (leading to a contradiction).
Theorem 6.1 The traversal procedure in Figure 6.1 satisfies Collect for an internal
binary search tree that implements a dictionary and uses the contains operation in Figure 6.1.
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Proof: To obtain a contradiction, suppose an invocation T of traversal(low, high) violates the Collect property. There are two cases.
Case 1: Some node u with key k ∈ [low, high] is in the data structure at all times
throughout T , but T does not visit u. Suppose we add, to this execution, an invocation S
of contains(k) that begins at the same time as T , by reading the root pointer (at Line 2).
We schedule this read so it happens at the same time as T reads the root pointer (at
Line 11). Thus, S and T both visit the same root node.
Next, S and T both read the key nodekey contained in that node (lines 4 and 15
respectively). Without loss of generality, suppose k < nodekey, so S will read node.left
(at Line 6). Since low ≤ k, we have low < nodekey, so T will also read node.left (at
Line 18). We schedule S’s read of node.left so it happens at the same time as T ’s read.
Thus, both the search and the traversal visit the same node.
By repeating this process inductively, we can schedule all of S’s reads so they return
the same values as reads performed in T , until S reaches a node with key k or reaches a
leaf. Consequently, S visits a subset of the nodes visited by T . Therefore, since T does
not visit u, neither does S.
By the BST property, no other node in the tree can contain k. So, S will return ⊥,
despite the fact that u is in the data structure at all times throughout the search. This
contradicts our assumption that searches are correct.
Case 2: T visits a node u whose key k 0 was never in the data structure throughout
T . Using the same approach as above, we can construct a contains(k 0 ) operation that
visits u, and consequently returns u’s value, contradicting our assumption that searches
are correct.
The above proof works only for trees that implement contains using the code given in
Figure 6.1. However, our technique for adding range query operations will work with any
traversal procedure that satisfies the Collect property. The data structure constraints
described above are sufficient, but not necessary, to design a traversal procedure that
satisfies Collect. Our proof simply provides a solution “for free” for a large class of
trees. This section provides one example for a traversal procedure that satisfies Collect
and a simple proof technique.

6.2

Algorithm

We now describe our technique for adding range query operations to a data structure.
We define a new range-query provider abstract data type (ADT) and give three implementations of it. Then, we explain how it can be used to implement range queries. We
make the following assumptions about the data structure:
1. There is a traversal algorithm that satisfies COLLECT.
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2. Every update operation that changes the set of keys is linearized at a write or CAS,
and the programmer knows where this write or CAS occurs in the code.

6.2.1

Range-query provider ADT

All processes operating on a data structure share a range-query provider, and range queries
use it to collect the sets of keys that they will return. A range-query provider offers
operations: traversalStart(low, high), traversalEnd(), visit(node), updateWrite(addr, newval,
inodes, dnodes) and updateCAS(addr, oldval, newval, inodes, dnodes).
A process invokes traversalStart(low, high) at the start of a range query. (In our
implementations, the range query is linearized at this invocation.) Then, the process
traverses the data structure, and invokes visit(node) for each node it visits. After the
traversal, the process invokes traversalEnd(), which returns all keys in [low, high] that
were in the data structure when the range query was linearized.
updateWrite and updateCAS are not used by range query operations. Instead, they
are used by update operations to relay information to range queries about when nodes
are inserted and/or deleted. In each update operation that changes the set of keys in
the data structure, a process must invoke updateWrite(addr, newval, inodes, dnodes) or
updateCAS(addr, oldval, newval, inodes, dnodes) instead of the original write ∗addr =
newval or CAS(addr, oldval, newval) where the update would have been linearized. The
argument inodes (resp., dnodes) should contain pointers to all nodes that will be inserted
(resp., deleted) by the update.

6.2.2

Epoch-based reclamation ADT

We specified the range-query provider ADT without mentioning EBR to allow implementations that do not rely on EBR. However, all of our implementations harness EBR to
achieve high efficiency. So, we briefly describe the EBR ADT that we assume.
EBR provides four operations: startOperation, endOperation, retire and getLimboLists.
The first three are standard in all implementations of EBR. startOperation and endOperation are invoked at the beginning and end of each data structure operation, and retire(node) is invoked after a node is removed from the data structure. The retire and
getLimboLists operations can be invoked only between startOperation and endOperation.
Intuitively, getLimboLists returns all limbo lists containing nodes deleted during the current data structure operation. The programmer need not be aware of getLimboLists, as it
is only invoked by our range-query provider implementations. We produced an efficient
implementation of this ADT. Details appear in Section 6.4.

6.2.3

Lock-based implementation

This implementation uses unbounded timestamps, and locks that can be acquired either
by several threads at once in shared mode or by a single thread in exclusive mode. There
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Figure 6.2: Lock-based range-query provider: example execution.

is a global timestamp T S, which is protected by a global lock L. Each node is augmented
with fields itime and dtime, which record the timestamp when the node was inserted
and deleted, respectively. Initially, each of these fields contains a special value ⊥, which
indicates that the timestamp has not been set. For simplicity, we assume that each node
contains one key, denoted node.key. (However, it is straightforward to support multiple
keys per node, as we explain later.)
Each update acquires L in shared mode (allowing concurrency) and reads T S atomically with the write or CAS where the update is linearized. Then, after this write or CAS,
it sets the itime (resp., dtime) fields of the nodes it inserted (resp., deleted).
Each range query acquires L in exclusive mode to increment T S from t to t0 , and is
linearized at this increment. We think of the range query as occurring between t and t0 , so
that updates at time t occur before the range query, and updates at time t0 occur after the
range query. The range query traverses the data structure, invoking visit(node) for each
node it encounters. visit(node) uses the node’s itime and dtime to determine whether it
was in the data structure when the range query was linearized. If so, visit saves the node
in the range query so it can be returned by traversalEnd. Finally, it traverses the limbo
lists maintained by EBR to locate any keys in the range that were deleted after the range
query and were missed during the traversal.
Figure 6.2 shows an example execution with a range query over [4, 13], which is linearized before an insert(6) and delete(12). The RQ invokes visit(2) and visit(5), saving 5 in
the range-query provider since its node was inserted at time 4, which is before the range
query. It then invokes visit(6), but 6 is not saved since its node was inserted at time 9,
after the range query. After the delete(12), the RQ invokes visit(8) and visit(15), saving 8
since its node was inserted at time 2, before the range query. Finally, traversalEnd visits
all nodes deleted during the range query, and sees that 12 was deleted at time 9, after the
range query. So, it returns 12, along with the previously saved keys.
Pseudocode for our implementation appears in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. We first assume
that the data structure physically deletes nodes at the same time as it logically deletes
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their keys. Then, we will show how to handle data structures in which nodes are first
logically deleted, and later physically deleted (possibly by a different thread).
Recall that a process invokes retire(node) to add node to a limbo list only after node
is removed from the data structure. Thus, one must take care to avoid the following
situation. Suppose a process p performs an updateCAS or updateWrite that deletes a node
during a range query by another process q, and q’s range query misses this node during
its traversal. Before p can add the node to a limbo list (using retire), q traverses the limbo
lists, and fails to find the node. In this case, q’s range query will fail to return the key
stored in this node, even though it was in the data structure when the range query was
linearized.
To avoid this situation, updateCAS begins by announcing any nodes that would be
deleted by the update in a single-writer multi-reader array, before deleting these nodes.
By having updateCAS announce the nodes it will attempt to delete, we ensure that any
node deleted during a range query can always be found, either in the data structure, or
in process’ announcements, or in the limbo lists.
After announcing, updateCAS acquires L in shared mode, reads T S, performs the CAS
where the update is linearized (the update CAS ), and releases L. If the CAS succeeds, then
updateCAS sets the itime (dtime) fields of the nodes it inserted (deleted). Any deleted
nodes are added to the current limbo list using retire (performing memory reclamation for
the underlying data structure). Then, updateCAS removes its announcements.
One might wonder why nodes’ itime fields are not set before the update CAS. This
approach would also work, as long as the nodes being inserted can only be accessed by
the thread that successfully inserts them. However, in some data structures (especially
lock-free ones), threads help one another perform operations, so several threads can all
attempt to insert the same node(s), and end up writing conflicting values to their itime
fields. By having a thread write to these nodes’ itime fields only after performing the
update CAS successfully, we ensure that only one thread writes to the itime field of each
node.
updateWrite is very similar to updateCAS. It begins by announcing any nodes that
would be deleted by the update. After announcing, updateWrite acquires L in shared
mode, reads T S, performs the write where the update is linearized, and releases L. Next,
it sets the itime (dtime) fields of the nodes it inserted (deleted) and adds the deleted
nodes to the current limbo list. Lastly, updateWrite removes its announcements.
(Note that we do not change the linearization points of updates. We simply add extra
steps surrounding them.)
traversalStart(low, high) simply acquires L in exclusive mode, then increments T S and
immediately releases L. It is linearized at the increment of T S.
visit(node) invokes a helper function tryAdd(node, ⊥, FromDataStructure). tryAdd first
waits until node.itime has been set. Then, it uses the itime to determine whether the
node was inserted before or after the range query. If it was inserted after the range query,
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then tryAdd terminates without saving node.key in the range-query provider. Finally, if
node.key is in [low, high], tryAdd adds node.key to the range-query provider.
traversalEnd starts by collecting pointers to all of the announcements made by other
threads. (Each announcement is a pointer to a node, and traversalEnd collects pointers to
these announcements, so it can re-read them later, to see if they still point to the same
nodes.) Note that it must collect the announcements before searching the limbo lists for
missing nodes, since threads first announce nodes they are planning to delete, and only
later add them to the limbo lists, after successfully deleting them. Thus, by searching first
in the data structure, then in the announcements, then in the limbo lists, we guarantee
that we will not miss any nodes deleted during the range query.
For each announcement pointer annptr that traversalEnd collects, it invokes tryAdd(∗annptr,
annptr, FromAnnouncement). Each such invocation waits until itime is set, and terminates if the node was inserted after the range query. Then, it additionally waits at Line 61
until either dtime is set, or the node is no longer announced (by thread that originally
announced it). Note that we cannot simply wait until dtime is set, because the node was
found in the announcements of some process, which only indicates that the thread would
like to delete the node. It does not guarantee that the node will be deleted. Thus, dtime
might never be set.
After waiting in the loop at Line 61, if dtime is still not set, then the loop exited
because the node is no longer announced by p. If p had deleted the node, then it would
have set its dtime before removing its announcement. Thus, tryAdd rereads node.dtime,
after seeing that the announcement was removed, to determine whether p deleted the
node.
If node.dtime is still not set, then p has not deleted the node. So, either (1) a different
thread deleted the node, or (2) it has not been deleted. In case (1), traversalEnd will find
the node in another process’ announcements, or in a limbo list. In case (2), the node
will have been found during the data structure traversal, and saved in the range-query
provider by a previous call to tryAdd. In all other cases, node.dtime is set. If it determines
that the node was deleted before the range query, then tryAdd terminates without saving
node.key to the range-query provider. Otherwise, tryAdd checks if node.key ∈ [low, high],
and, if so, saves it in the range-query provider.
Next, traversalEnd traverses the limbo lists, and invokes tryAdd(node, ⊥, FromLimboList) for each node. These invocations of tryAdd are similar to the invocations for
announced nodes, except that we can simply wait until dtime is set, since we know that
each node has already been deleted. Finally, traversalEnd returns the saved nodes at
Line 48.
Correctness Observe that the linearizability argument for the original data structure
operations goes through unchanged, since we do not change the linearization point of any
operation.
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26
27
28
29
30

Global variables: T S, L
Shared variables for thread p: announcep [1...]
Private variables for thread p: timep , lowp , highp , resultp
updateCAS(addr, oldval, newval, inodes, dnodes)
Announce all of the nodes in dnodes in announce p
L.acquireShared()
ts = T S
res = CAS(addr, oldval, newval)
L.release()
i f res = oldval then
f o r each node ∈ inodes do node.itime = ts
f o r each node ∈ dnodes
node.dtime = ts
retire(node)
Remove all announcements in announce p
return res
updateWrite(addr, newval, inodes, dnodes)
Announce all of the nodes in dnodes in announce p
L.acquireShared()
ts = T S
∗addr = newval
L.release()
f o r each node ∈ inodes do node.itime = ts
f o r each node ∈ dnodes
node.dtime = ts
retire(node)
Remove all announcements in announce p
return

// Read TS atomically with CAS

// Add node to the appropriate limbo list

// Read TS atomically with write

// Add node to the appropriate limbo list

Figure 6.3: Lock-based range-query provider, variable definitions and operations executed
by updaters.
First, we argue that nodes’ timestamps are accurate.
Lemma 6.2 Let v be a node that was inserted (deleted) at step s. If the value of v.itime
(v.dtime) is different from ⊥ then the value of v.itime (v.dtime) is equal to the value of
T S in the configuration that immediately precedes s.
Proof: Each update that changes the data structure holds L in shared mode when it
reads ts = T S (at Line 8 or 22) and performs the write or CAS where it is linearized.
Therefore, the timestamp ts, which is written to any nodes inserted or deleted by the
update, is the exact value of the timestamp when the update was linearized.
Lemma 6.3 For each key k ∈ [low, high] that was in the data structure when the range
query was linearized, (i) there is an invocation I of tryAdd on some node u that contains k
and was in the tree when the range query was linearized, (ii) I saves k in the range-query
provider.
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Proof: Since we have assumed a traversal procedure that satisfies Collect, if u was
in the data structure throughout the entire traversal, then we will invoke tryAdd on it. If
u was in the data structure when the range query was linearized, but was subsequently
deleted (and the traversal did not visit it), then traversalEnd will find it either in the
announcements of the thread that deleted it, or in a limbo list, and invoke tryAdd on it.
Finally, we argue that I saves k in the range-query provider (for each I and k). Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that I does not save u.key = k to the range-query provider.
Three cases arise, the first two of which are straightforward. Case 1: I saw at Line 52
that u was inserted after the range query, or saw at Line 58 or Line 68 that u was deleted
before the range query. This contradicts our assumption that u was in the data structure
when the range query was linearized. Case 2: I saw at Line 69 that u.key ∈
/ [low, high].
This contradicts our assumption that u.key = k ∈ [low, high].
Case 3: I saw dtime = ⊥ at Line 66. In this case, some thread p announced u and later
removed its announcement without setting u.dtime. This implies that p did not delete u.
Note that I must have been invoked by traversalEnd, after the data structure traversal.
If no other thread deleted u, then the traversal must have already invoked visit(u), which
invoked tryAdd, which saved u.key in the range-query provider (a contradiction). On
the other hand, if another thread deleted u, then u will be found in another process’
announcements, or in a limbo list, and it will be passed to another invocation of tryAdd.
Thus, each case leads to a contradiction.
Theorem 6.4 Range query operations are linearizable.
Proof: By Lemma 6.3, the result of a range query contains all of the keys in [low, high]
that were in the data structure at its linearization point. It remains to prove that the range
query does not contain any keys that were not in the data structure at its linearization
point. The Collect property of traversals ensures that the range query does not visit any
nodes that were never in the data structure, thus, the range query only visits nodes with
keys that were in the data structure at some point during the execution. Since timestamps
are correct (Lemma 6.2.3), the range query does not add to its result keys of nodes that
were inserted after its linearization point or deleted before its linearization point.
Optimizations Recall that tryAdd does not save nodes with dtime < timep to the rangequery provider. Suppose each thread has its own limbo lists, and they are implemented as
linked lists, with insertion at the head, as in the distributed EBR algorithm DEBRA [20].
Then the nodes in limbo lists will be sorted in descending order by dtime. Consequently,
while traversalEnd is traversing the limbo lists, before it invokes tryAdd, it can check if
node.dtime 6= ⊥ and node.dtime < timep . If so, it can immediately stop traversing that
limbo list, since all other nodes in the list were deleted before the range query.
Additionally, we can modify traversalEnd so that it attempts to skip any nodes deleted
after the data structure traversal has finished (meaning they were either inserted after the
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range query, or were definitely visited during the data structure traversal). We do this by
reading T S at the start of traversalEnd, storing it in a variable endT S, and skipping any
nodes in the limbo lists with dtime > endT S.
Supporting logical deletion We now show how our lock-based range-query provider
can be modified to support data structures in which nodes are marked as logically deleted,
and are later physically removed.
In such data structures, a deletion operation is typically linearized at the step where
it marks a node (the marking step). Consequently, updateWrite or updateCAS should be
used to perform the marking step, not the physical deletion. And, the dnodes argument
to these operations should contain pointers to all nodes to be logically deleted by the
operation.
We briefly describe the changes to the pseudocode in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. updateWrite
and updateCAS should no longer perform the announcement of nodes in dnodes or invoke
retire to add nodes in dnodes to the current limbo list, because these nodes are now only
logically deleted by the CAS. Instead, each update that attempts to physically deletes
node(s) must perform its announcements before it attempts to do so, must invoke retire
on any node that it successfully deletes, and finally, must remove its announcements. To
facilitate this, we add three operations to our range-query provider: announcePhysicalDeletion(dnodes), physicalDeletionSucceeded(dnodes) and physicalDeletionFailed(dnodes). announcePhysicalDeletion should be invoked some time before a thread physically deletes any
of the nodes in dnodes. physicalDeletionSucceeded (resp. physicalDeletionFailed) should be
invoked some time after the physical deletion of all nodes in dnodes occurs (after the
thread fails to physically delete the nodes in dnodes).
The remaining changes appear in tryAdd. At Line 55, we previously knew that the
node was not deleted when the range query was linearized, simply because we found the
node while traversing the data structure. With logical deletion, this is not necessarily true,
so we check whether the node has been logically deleted. (We assume the data structure
provides a predicate called isLogicallyDeleted(node) for this purpose.) If the node is not
logically deleted, then it was not deleted when the range query was linearized. Otherwise,
we wait until node.dtime is set, and use it to determine whether the node was deleted
before or after the range query (similar to Line 57 and Line 58).
Note that, in certain algorithms with logical deletion, one thread can physically delete
a node that was logically deleted by another process. In such an algorithm, the nodes in
limbo lists will not necessarily be ordered by dtime, so the first optimization described
above might not be applicable.
Supporting logical insertion Certain data structures additionally decouple physical
insertion from logical insertion. For example, in the skip-list we study in our experiments,
a node is essentially inserted into each level of the skip-list, starting at the top, and it
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is only considered to be in the data structure once it has been inserted into the bottom
level. In data structures with logical insertion, a node should have its itime set when
it is logically inserted (rather than when it is physically inserted). Of course, when a
range query visits a node that has not yet been logically inserted, it should ignore that
node. It turns out that our implementation naturally supports data structures with logical
insertion, if one always uses updateCAS or updateWrite to perform the step that logically
inserts a node. Since our implementation waits until a node’s itime field is set before
determining whether it should be included in a range query (and the itime is set after the
node is logically inserted), no additional checks are needed in tryAdd.

Supporting nodes that contain multiple keys
It is straightforward to generalize the preceding description to data structures in which each node can contain many
keys. One must simply modify tryAdd in the obvious way: Instead of checking whether
node.key ∈ [low, high] (and, if so, saving it), one checks whether any of the node’s keys
are in [low, high] (and saves them). The rest of the algorithm is unchanged.
Initially, it might be somewhat surprising that it suffices to have an itime and a dtime
for each node, rather than for each key. However, it turns out that we need only determine
whether a given node is in the data structure at a particular point in time in order to
compute range queries. If a node is in the data structure when the range query occurs,
then all of its keys are in the data structure at that time. And, if a node is not in the
data structure when the range query occurs, then its keys are either (a) not in the data
structure at that time, or (b) are present in other nodes which are in the data structure
at that time. For example, suppose a node is no longer in the data structure when the
range query occurs (meaning it was deleted before the range query), because a thread has
replaced it with a new copy that contains one fewer key (effectively deleting a single key).
In this example, we can completely ignore the deleted node, even though not all of its keys
were deleted, since any keys that remain in the set after the deletion can be found in the
new node.

6.2.4

HTM-based implementation

Some recent Intel and IBM processors provide transactional memory (TM) shared memory
primitives, also referred to as hardware transactional memory (HTM) (since they are
provided by the hardware). TM allows blocks of code to be executed as transactions
that either commit and take effect atomically, or abort and have no effect on shared
memory [52].
Current HTM implementations are very fast, but they offer no progress guarantees,
and transactions can abort for any reason. Thus, it is necessary to pair code that uses
HTM with a fallback code path to be executed if a hardware transaction aborts. (Typically,
transactions are attempted several times in hardware before the fallback code is executed.)
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We show how HTM can be used to substantially improve the performance of our lockbased range-query provider. The most significant bottleneck in our implementation is the
acquisition of locks (in shared mode) in updateCAS and updateWrite. We use HTM to
mostly avoid the acquisition of locks in updateCAS and updateWrite.
Figure 6.5 presents our HTM-based implementation of updateCAS and updateWrite.
Each transaction first checks if L has been acquired in exclusive mode, and aborts if it
has. Then, the transaction reads the global timestamp and executes the original CAS or
write of the original linearization point. If L is acquired in exclusive mode at any time
during the transaction, the transaction will abort. If the transaction fails to commit after
a fixed number of attempts (30 in our experiments), we execute the original code.
Note that the transaction only needs to read L. Consequently, it scales much better
than the original algorithm in update-heavy workloads (as we will see in the experiments).

6.2.5

Lock-free implementation

There are two blocking components of the original lock-based range-query provider: the
lock L, and the loops in tryAdd that wait until a node’s itime and dtime fields are set.
In this section, we show how these blocking components can be modified to produce a
lock-free range-query provider.
One easy way to produce a lock-free range-query provider is to use a powerful lock-free
synchronization primitive such as k-CAS [50]. A k-CAS operation atomically performs
CAS on k distinct memory addresses. So, for example, we could replace the lock-based
code between Line 7 and Line 14 of Figure 6.3 with code that reads T S, then uses k-CAS
to atomically: perform the original update CAS, set all itime and dtime fields in nodes
being inserted/deleted, and verify that T S has not changed since it was last read. This
would eliminate the use of locks, as well as the waiting in tryAdd (since itime and dtime
would be set atomically, with the update). However, k-CAS is relatively expensive, so this
approach would be slow in practice.
Instead, we opt for a more lightweight approach. The idea is to replace the critical
sections in updateCAS, updateWrite and traversalStart with lock-free code that accomplishes
the same thing, and then to handle missing itime and dtime values in a more intelligent
way.
We use the lock-free double-compare-single-swap (DCSS) primitive of Harris et al. [50].
DCSS takes 5 arguments: two addresses a1 and a2 , two expected values e1 and e2 , and
one new value n2 . It atomically reads a1 and a2 , checks if they contain e1 and e2 , and
if so, writes the new value n2 into the second address a2 . DCSS allows us to atomically
perform the update CAS only if T S contains a specific timestamp.
Thus, we can replace the critical section in updateCAS with a loop that repeatedly
reads T S and performs DCSS until the DCSS either succeeds, or fails because the original
update CAS performed by the underlying algorithm would also have failed (not simply
because T S has changed). Similarly, we can replace the critical section in updateWrite
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with a loop that repeatedly reads T S and the value of addr and performs DCSS until the
DCSS succeeds (the original write does not fail, thus, if the DCSS failed due to the value
of addr we retry the DCSS operation with the new value of addr). The critical section in
traversalStart can simply be replaced with a fetch-and-add instruction on T S.
It remains to eliminate any waiting for itime and dtime values to be set. We accomplish
this with a small modification to the DCSS implementation. We start by describing the
original DCSS implementation which appears on the left side of Figure 6.6.

Harris’ DCSS implementation At a high level, DCSS creates a descriptor, and then
attempts to lock a2 by using CAS to replace the value in a2 with a pointer to its descriptor.
Since the DCSS algorithm replaces values with descriptor pointers, it needs a way to
distinguish between values and descriptor pointers (in order to determine when helping is
needed). So, it steals a bit from each memory location and uses this bit to flag descriptor
pointers.
We now give a more detailed description. DCSS starts by creating and initializing a
new descriptor des at line 4. It then flags des at line 5. We call the result fdes a flagged
pointer. DCSS then attempts to lock a2 in the loop at lines 6-9. In each iteration, it tries
to store its flagged pointer in a2 using CAS. If the CAS is successful, then the operation
attempt invokes DCSSHelp to complete the operation (at line 10). Now, suppose the CAS
fails. Then, the DCSS checks whether its CAS failed because a2 contained another DCSS
operation’s flagged pointer (at line 8). If so, it invokes DCSSHelp to help the other DCSS
complete, and then retries its CAS. DCSS repeatedly performs its CAS (and helping) until
the DCSS either succeeds, or fails because a2 did not contain e2 . (Note that the DCSS
operation can be helped only after it successfully performs the CAS to store its descriptor
pointer in a2 .)
DCSSHelp takes a flagged pointer f des as its argument, and begins by unflagging f des
(to obtain the actual descriptor pointer for the operation). Then, it reads a1 and checks
whether it contains e1 (at line 28). If so, it uses CAS to change a2 from f des to n2 ,
completing the DCSS (at line 29). Otherwise, it uses CAS to change a2 from f des to e2 ,
effectively aborting the DCSS (at line 31). Note that this code is executed by the process
that created the descriptor, and also possibly by several helpers. Some of these helpers
may perform a CAS at line 28 and some may perform a CAS at line 29, but only the first
of these CAS steps can succeed.
When a program uses DCSS, some addresses can contain either values or descriptor
pointers. So, each read of such an address must be replaced with an invocation of a
function called DCSSRead. DCSSRead takes an address addr as its argument, and begins
by reading addr (at line 20). It then checks whether it read a descriptor pointer (at line 21)
and, if so, invokes DCSSHelp to help that DCSS complete. DCSSRead repeatedly reads
and performs helping until it sees a value, which it returns (at line 23).
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Modified DCSS implementation Our modified DCSS algorithm appears on the right
side of Figure 6.6. We make a straightforward modification: we add a payload to each
descriptor when it is created. The payload contains pointers to all nodes that the DCSS
would insert/delete if it succeeds. We also have each thread announce its descriptor at the
beginning of each DCSS, so that all threads can see what it is doing. This announcement
replaces the announcement of dnodes.
In tryAdd, whenever a thread encounters a node with an itime or dtime field that is
not set, it inspects the announced descriptors (and their payloads) to find the thread that
is currently trying to insert/delete the node. It then uses the information in the descriptor
to help the DCSS complete (using the basic DCSS helping mechanism). In the process
of helping the DCSS complete, it learns whether the DCSS was successful. When it finds
the DCSS that successfully inserted/deleted the node, it learns the correct time itime or
dtime value from the descriptor. (Recall that the arguments to the DCSS are stored in
the descriptor, and one of these arguments is the value of T S when the DCSS took place.)
There are two cases in which a thread cannot help the DCSS complete: (i) the DCSS
operation was already announced but did not yet use CAS to store the descriptor pointer
in a2 or (ii) the DCSS operation already completed, but the invocation of updateCAS or
updateWrite that started this DCSS did not yet write the timestamp to itime and dtime
fields. Without added information, the thread cannot distinguish between the scenarios
above. Even worse, there might be several threads, that read different values from T S,
trying to insert/delete the same node. To determine which thread inserted/deleted a given
node, one must be able to determine whether a given DCSS has already succeeded, failed or
is in progress. To solve this issue, we add a state field to the DCSS descriptor, that records
whether the DCSS succeeded, failed, or is still in progress. This state field is initialized to
ONGOING and is updated to SUCCEEDED or FAILED during the DCSSHelp function.
Additionally, we provide a special DCSSTryHelp operation that is called from tryAdd.
Unlike DCSSHelp, DCSSTryHelp first checks that a2 contains the descriptor pointer, and
only if it does, invokes the original DCSSHelp in order to finish helping.
The lock-free range-query provider code appears in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. As
in the lock-based version, we assume that the data structure physically inserts/deletes
nodes at the same time as it logically inserts/deletes their keys. Data structures in which
nodes are first logically deleted and later physically deleted are handled using the same
approach as in the lock-based range-query provider. For data structures that perform
physical and logical insertion separately, a small modification to tryAdd is required. We
assume the data structure provides a predicate called isLogicallyInserted(node). At the
beginning of tryAdd(node), we first invoke isLogicallyInserted(node). If the node is not yet
logically inserted, then the node cannot have been in the data structure when the range
query traversal started, so it should be ignored. Thus, we simply return from tryAdd. The
rest of tryAdd is unchanged, since the invocation of tryAdd continues only if the node has
already been logically inserted.
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Correctness We now prove linearizability for our modified DCSS operation and for our
lock-free range-query provider. We start by describing the linearization points for the
original DCSS implementation by Harris.
We call a CAS performed at Line 29 a commit CAS, and a CAS performed at Line 31
an abort CAS. Consider a DCSS operation O that creates a descriptor with flagged pointer
f des. We say that a commit CAS (resp., abort CAS ) belongs to O if it is performed (by
any thread) in an invocation of DCSSHelp(f des).
In Harris’ implementation, a DCSS operation O is linearized if:
1. Operation O returns at Line 11 without performing a successful CAS at line 7, or
2. Some thread p performs a successful commit CAS or abort CAS C belonging to O.
In Case 1, O is linearized at its last execution of Line 7 (where it performs an unsuccessful CAS). In Case 2, O is linearized at the last read at Line 28 performed by p before
C.
We briefly explain why this linearization makes sense. In Case 1, O sees that a2
does not match e2 when it performs its last CAS at Line 7, so we can linearize O as an
unsuccessful DCSS at that time. Now, we consider Case 2. Although several threads might
execute DCSSHelp, only one commit CAS or abort CAS belonging to O can be successful
(so p is unique). Additionally, before p can perform C, the thread that started O must
store a flagged pointer to O’s descriptor in a2 (via a CAS at Line 7). This descriptor
pointer serves as a “lock,” making sure that a2 is not changed until p performs C. In
particular, a2 will not change between when it is “locked” and when p subsequently reads
the value of a1 at Line 27 (which is before p performs C). So, when p performs its last
read R of a1 at Line 27, it knows the values of both a1 and a2 at that point in time (and
the success of the DCSS is determined by whether these values match the expected values
e1 and e2 ). Thus, we can satisfy the sequential semantics of O by linearizing it at R.
The linearization for our modified DCSS implementation is similar. We call a CAS
performed at Line 83 a commit CAS, and a CAS performed at Line 85 an abort CAS.
In our modified implementation, a DCSS operation O is linearized if:
1. Operation O returns at Line 66 without performing a successful CAS at Line 58, or
2. Some thread p performs a successful commit CAS or abort CAS C belonging to O.
In Case 1, O is linearized at its last execution of Line 58 (where it performs an unsuccessful CAS). Now, consider Case 2. Before p performs C, it performs a CAS on the
state of O’s descriptor at Line 81. We call this a state CAS (belonging to O). Note that
this CAS might also be performed by other threads helping O. Let q be the first thread
to perform a state CAS belonging to O. Observe that q’s state CAS belonging to O must
succeed (since O’s descriptor initially has state ONGOING, which matches the expected
value for q’s state CAS ). Just before performing this state CAS, q reads a1 at Line 79. O
is linearized at this read.
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Lemma 6.5 Our modified DCSS implementation is linearizable.
Proof: In our modified DCSS implementation, the success or failure of a DCSS operation
O is determined by the first state CAS belonging to O. We show that any value stored in
a2 by O is consistent with O’s state. (I.e., intuitively, the value of a2 is the same as it would
be in the original DCSS implementation.) Let p be a thread that performs a successful
state CAS belonging to O, d be O’s descriptor, and f d be a flagged pointer to d. We prove
that if p changes the state from ONGOING to SUCCEEDED (resp., FAILED) then no
thread performs an abort CAS (resp., commit CAS ) belonging to O. Since p performs a
successful state CAS belonging to O, in its invocation of DCSSHelp, the local variable res
contains ONGOING and the local variable state contains SUCCEEDED (FAILED), so p
will not perform an abort CAS (resp., commit CAS ). For every other thread q performing
an invocation of DCSSHelp, the local variable res contains SUCCEEDED (FAILED), so,
q will not perform an abort CAS (resp., commit CAS ) as required. Therefore, all threads
executing DCSSHelp(f d) try to CAS the same value to a2 and this value matches the state
of d (n2 for state SUCCEEDED and e2 for state FAILED).
We now proceed to prove the correctness of the lock-free range-query provider. The
proof follows the structure of the proof of the lock-based range-query provider, with some
added lemmas. Data structure operations are now linearized at the last DCSS attempt
in updateWrite or updateCAS. Recall that failed DCSS operations have no visible effect on
shared memory, thus, the original write or CAS is executed once as in the original data
strucutre.
Recall that we invoke DCSS with T S as its first address in updateCAS and updateWrite.
Consider some invocation I of DCSS with expected timestamp ts. Since our DCSS implementation is linearizable, I will succeed only if T S contains exactly the timestamp ts
when I is linearized. So, any node inserted (resp., deleted) by I is inserted (resp., deleted)
precisely when T S contains ts. Since ts is written to the itime (resp., dtime) field of any
node inserted (resp., deleted) by I, we can see that nodes’ timestamps are accurate. Thus,
we have the following.
Lemma 6.6 Let v be a node that was inserted (deleted) at step s. If the value of v.itime
(v.dtime) is different from ⊥ then the value of v.itime (v.dtime) is equal to the value of
T S in the configuration that immediately precedes s.
As we explained in Lemma 6.5, if the state of a DCSS descriptor des is SUCCEEDED
then the DCSS operation that created des has already been linearized. Since DCSS is
invoked from updateCAS and updateWrite with T S as its first address and hinodes, dnodesi
as its payload, des. EXP1 contains the value of T S when the DCSS was linearized and the
nodes in inodes (resp., dnodes) were inserted (resp., deleted) by the DCSS operation.
Lemma 6.7 Let des be a DCSS descriptor created by an invocation T of DCSS. If des. STATE =
SUCCEEDED then I was linearized at some previous step s, and (i) des. EXP1 is equal
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to the value of T S in the configuration that immediately precedes s (ii) des. PAYLOAD
contains the nodes inserted and deleted by the DCSS operation.
The next lemma proves that a node is saved in the range-query provider if and only if
it is in the data structure when the range query is linearized.
Lemma 6.8 Consider an invocation of tryAdd(v, ...) in a range query by thread p. Node
v is saved in the range-query provider if and only if it is in the data structure when the
range query is linearized.
Proof: We prove the lemma by proving both directions of the equivalence. (In the
second direction we actually prove the contrapositive.)
Claim 1: If v is in the data structure when the range query is linearized, then v is
saved in the range-query provider.
We first show that Line 153 is reached, i.e, tryAdd does not return from one of Lines 140,
148 and 151. If v.itime = ⊥ then the conditional statement of Lines 140 and 151 is evaluated to false as required. Otherwise, by Lemma 6.6 v.itime < timep , and the conditional
statement of Lines 140 and 151 is evaluated to false as required.
It remains to prove that tryAdd does not return from Line 148. Assume, to obtain a
contradiction, that the conditional statement in Line 148 is evaluated to true. Thus, there
is a thread q 6= p with descriptor desq such that desq . STATE = SUCCEEDED and v is
in the inserted nodes of desq ’s payload. Thus, by Lemma 6.7, des. EXP1 < timep and the
conditional statement in Line 148 is evaluated to false, a contradiction.
Next, we show that Line 172 is executed. If v was found in the data structure then the
empty if block is executed (Line 156), followed by the execution of Line 172 as required.
Otherwise, we show that tryAdd does not return from one of Lines 159, 167 and 170.
If v.itime = ⊥ then the conditional statement of Lines 159 and 170 is evaluated to false
as required. Otherwise, by Lemma 6.6 v.dtime ≥ timep , and the conditional statement of
Lines 159 and 170 is evaluated to false as required.
It remains to prove that tryAdd does not return from Line 167. Assume by contradiction
that the conditional statement in Line 167 is evaluated to true. Thus, there is a thread
q 6= p with descriptor desq such that desq . STATE = SUCCEEDED and v is in the deleted
nodes of desq ’s payload. Thus, by Lemma 6.7, des. EXP1 ≥ timep and the conditional
statement in Line 148 is evaluated to false, a contradiction.
Claim 2: If v is not in the data structure when the range query is linearized, then v
is not saved in the range-query provider.
If a node is not in the data structure when the range query is linearized, then it was
either deleted before the range query, or inserted after the range query. (We assume tryAdd
is not invoked on nodes that have never been in the data structure.)
Case 1: If v is inserted after the range query, then it is not saved in the range-query
provider. By Lemma 6.6, if v.itime 6= ⊥ then v.itime ≥ timep .
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If v.itime is set before p executes Line 139, then p returns from tryAdd at Line 140 as
required. Similarly, if v.itime is set before the last execution of Line 150, then p returns
from tryAdd at Line 151 as required. Otherwise, v.itime = ⊥ for the entire execution of
the loop at Line 142.
Let q be the thread that successfully inserts node v to the data structure. Since
v.itime is not set while p is executing the loop, and v.itime is set before q removes its
announcements, p will find q’s announcement where inodes contains v. Let desq denote
the descriptor p reads from q’s announcement. Hence, Line 146 is executed by p with
descriptor desq .
We show that the return value of DCSSTryHelp is SUCCEEDED. Since q successfully
inserted v to the data structure, by the correctness of the DCSS algorithm, DCSSTryHelp
does not return FAILED. Assume, to obtain a contradiction, that the return value of DCSSTryHelp is ONGOING. DCSSTryHelp can only return ONGOING if Line 89 is executed
before q successfully executes Line 58. However, since we assumed that the linearization
point of an insertion is when the node is physically inserted to the data structure, the
linearization point of q’s operation must precede p’s invocation of tryAdd. This leads to
a contradiction since q’s execution of line Line 58 precedes q’s linearization point, which
precedes p’s invocation of tryAdd, a contradiction.
Since the return value of DCSSTryHelp is SUCCEEDED, Line 148 is executed. By
Lemma 6.7, des. EXP1 ≥ timep . Thus, the condition in Line 148 holds, and p returns
from tryAdd at Line 148 as required.
Case 2: If v is deleted before the range query, then it is not saved in the range-query
provider. By Lemma 6.6, if v.dtime 6= ⊥ then v.dtime < timep .
Since v was deleted from the data structure before p was linearized, p can only encounter v in the announcements or the limbo lists (recall that we assume that the linearization point of the delete is the physical deletion.) Thus, p executes Lines 158-171. (In the
case of logical deletion, this code would be executed for any marked node, including nodes
that were found during the data structure traversals.)
If v.dtime is set before p executes Line 158, then p returns from tryAdd at Line 159 as
required. Similarly, if v.dtime is set before the last execution of Line 169, then p returns
from tryAdd at Line 170 as required. Otherwise, v.dtime = ⊥ for the entire execution of
the loop at Line 161.
Let q be the thread that successfully deletes node v from the data structure. Since
v.dtime is not set while p is executing the loop, and v.dtime is set before q removes its
announcements, p will find q’s announcement where dnodes contains v. Let desq denote
the descriptor p reads from q’s announcement. Hence, Line 165 is executed by p with
descriptor desq .
We show that the return value of DCSSTryHelp is SUCCEEDED. Since q successfully
deleted v from the data structure, by the correctness of the DCSS algorithm, DCSSTryHelp does not return FAILED. Assume, to obtain a contradiction, that the return value
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of DCSSTryHelp is ONGOING. DCSSTryHelp can only return ONGOING if Line 89 is
executed before q successfully executes Line 58. However, q’s execution of Line 58 precedes the linearization point of q’s operation, which precedes p’s invocation of tryAdd, a
contradiction.
Since the return value of DCSSTryHelp is SUCCEEDED, Line 167 is executed. By
Lemma 6.7, des. EXP1 ≥ timep . Thus, the condition in Line 167 holds, and p returns
from tryAdd at Line 167 as required.
The next lemma is the equivalent of Lemma 6.3, proved for the lock-based range-query
provider.
Lemma 6.9 For each key k ∈ [low, high] that was in the data structure when the range
query was linearized, (i) there is an invocation I of tryAdd on some node u that contains
k and was in the tree when the range query was linearized, and (ii) I saves k in the
range-query provider.
Proof: The proof of (i) is identical to the proof of Lemma 6.3 (since data structure
traversals and announcements are the same as in the lock-based algorithm). Requirement
(ii) follows immediately from Lemma 6.8.
Theorem 6.10 Range query operations are linearizable.
Proof: By Lemma 6.9, the result of a range query contains all of the keys in [low, high]
that were in the data structure at its linearization point. It remains to prove that the range
query does not contain any keys that were not in the data structure at its linearization
point. The Collect property of traversals ensures that the range query does not visit
any nodes that were never in the data structure, thus, the range query only visits nodes
with keys that were in the data structure at some point during the execution. It follows
from Lemma 6.8 that the range query does not add to its result keys of nodes that were
inserted after its linearization point or deleted before its linearization point.
We briefly explain the progress guarantees for the range-query provider’s operations.
Note that updateCAS is not wait-free, because it invokes DCSS, which is only lock-free.
However, we argue that the other range-query provider operations are all wait-free. traversalStart is straightline code, so it is wait-free. tryAdd does not wait for itime/dtime values
to be set, but it helps up to n DCSS operations, where n is the number of threads. The
helping procedure in Harris’ DCSS implementation has no loops, jumps or recursion, and
is wait-free. Thus, tryAdd is wait-free (and, hence, so is visit).
Since traversalEnd traverses the limbo lists, its progress guarantee depends on the
implementation of EBR. Suppose deleted nodes are inserted at the head of each limbo
list. Then, when traversalEnd collects pointers to the (head nodes of the) limbo lists of
other threads at Line 45, it fixes a finite number of nodes that it will traverse at the next
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line. Therefore, under this assumption (which is satisfied by DEBRA [20]), traversalEnd
is wait-free. (Note that an range query built from traversalStart, visit and traversalEnd will
be wait-free only if its traversal procedure is also wait-free.)

Optimizations Allocating and reclaiming descriptors introduces significant time and
space overhead in the DCSS algorithm. To reduce this overhead, we use the technique
introduced in [7]. This work introduced a descriptor ADT that captures the usage of
descriptors by many lock-free algorithms. It introduced a weak descriptor ADT that
can be implemented significantly more efficiently than traditional descriptors, and showed
how DCSS can be implemented with weak descriptors. This DCSS implementation uses
only a single descriptor per thread. Since each thread reuses its descriptor for each new
DCSS operation, information about previous DCSS operations is discarded, and cannot be
accessed. Each time a thread reuses its descriptor, it conceptually creates a new version of
the descriptor, and invalidates all previous versions. Any accesses to an invalid descriptor
fail. That is, they have no effect and return a special value ⊥.
The weak descriptor ADT presented in [7] can only be used if the descriptor is accessed only inside the help function. Unfortunately, our implementation of DCSS does
not satisfy this property, because of accesses to the descriptor inside DCSSTryHelp and
tryAdd (in Lines 89, 92, 144, 148, 163 and 167). However, [7] also introduces an extended
weak descriptor ADT, and shows how algorithms that access descriptors outside the help
functions can be transformed to use it. This transformation requires that failed reads
outside of help are handled properly.
We now explain how a thread responds to failed reads of descriptor fields. Immediately
after reading a field of a descriptor, a thread checks whether that read failed. If it failed,
then the thread jumps to a different line of code (depending on where the failed read
occurs), and continues executing from there. If a thread failed to read a field inside
DCSSTryHelp, at Line 89 or 92, then it will immediately return ⊥. Note that now we need
to consider this return value whenever a thread calls DCSSTryHelp. Calls to DCSSTryHelp
occur at Lines 146 and 165, so from now on we consider these lines as lines that can
potentially fail, i.e., immediately after they are executed a thread checks whether the
return value is ⊥, and if it is, then the thread jumps to a different line of code.
If a thread performs a failed read of a descriptor in an invocation of tryAdd then we
have two cases. If the failed read is at Line 144, 146 or 148 then the thread will jump to
Line 150. Otherwise, the failed access is at Line 163, 165 or 167, and the thread will jump
to Line 169.
We now show that the solution described above maintains the correctness of our lockfree range-query provider. We show that in two stages. First, we show that failed accesses
to descriptors do not cause changes to shared memory that would not have occurred in
the original implementation (with no possibility of failed reads). Second, we show that
the changes maintain the correctness of tryAdd (as described in Lemmma 6.8).
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The code transformation described in [7] ensures that failed accesses inside DCSSHelp
do not cause changes to the shared memory that would not have occurred in the original
implementation. The only possible changes to shared memory inside tryAdd are due to
the call to DCSSHelp (which might be called from DCSSTryHelp), since there are no other
primitive operations that change the shared memory in tryAdd. Thus, our use of weak
descriptors does not cause changes to the shared memory that would not have occurred
in the original implementation.
We now show that the use of weak descriptors maintain the correctness of tryAdd. In
tryAdd(v, ...), accesses to a descriptor are used to determine whether a missing v.itime or
v.dtime value is greater or less than the range query’s linearization time. Consider the
code segment in Lines 144-149. This code checks whether the current descriptor of thread
q can be used to determine the value of v.itime. This code segment contains several checks,
such that if any of them fails the code continues to Line 150. Note that Line 150 is also
the next line that is executed after a failed access to a descriptor in this segment. Suppose
a thread p tries to access another thread q’s descriptor des, in Lines 144-149, and fails.
If in the original algorithm des cannot be used to determine the value of v.itime, then
jumping to Line 150 maintains the same behavior. Otherwise, v is contained in the inodes
of des’s payload and the DCSS operation that created des was successful. Since p failed to
access des, q started a new DCSS operation. Since we assumed the DCSS operation that
created des was successful, q finished the updateCAS or updateWrite operation, and thus
updated v.time. Therefore, when p will execute Line 150 it will see that v.itime 6= ⊥ and
execute Line 151 or 152. This result in the same behavior as executing Line 148 or 149
since des. EXP1 = v.itime (by Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7). Similar arguments can be used for
the code segment in Lines 163-168.

6.3

Applying the range-query provider to Citrus

The DFS-based traversal procedure described in Section 6.1.1 cannot be simply applied to
Citrus. The correctness proof of the DFS-based traversal is dependent on the correctness
of contains. (Recall that we prove correctness by weaving a contains operation into the
execution.) In order to add Citrus’ contains operation into a given execution we need to
make sure not to violate any existing wait-for-readers operations. Initially, it might seem
like this would require the addition of a read-side critical section to the traversal operation.
Since range query traversals are expected to be longer than contains operations, this could
negatively impact the performance of delete operations.
Surprisingly, a read-side critical section is not necessary for range query traversals.
Let D be a delete(k) operation that removes a node u, by replacing it with a copy of
a successor v with key k 0 . Let T be a traversal(low, high) where k 0 ∈ [low, high]. If D
is linearized after T already visits u and D removes v from the tree before it is visited
by T , then T does not visit any node with key k 0 during its tree traversal (this does
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not violet the collect property since u was deleted and thus, is not in the data structure
throughout T ). However, by the properties of the range-query provider, T visits v in the
announcements or the limbo lists. (The corresponding deletion timestamp is the time of
the linearization point of D, which is larger than the timestamp of T .) Thus, the range
query result contains k 0 as required.
The only change required for the traversal function is due to the WBST property. The
modified code appears in Figure 6.9. The only change is in Line 10 (Line 19 in Figure 6.1)
where we keep traversing the right sub-tree if high is greater or equal to the key. We
now present the correctness proof for of the modified traversal for Citrus.
Theorem 6.11 The traversal procedure in Figure 6.9 satisfies Collect for Citrus.
Proof: To obtain a contradiction, suppose an invocation T of traversal(low, high) violates the Collect property. There are two cases.
Case 1: Some node u with key k ∈ [low, high] is in the data structure at all times
throughout T , but T does not visit u. By Lemma 4.7 there is a path from the root to u
at all times throughout T and this path does not get longer throughout T . By the WBST
property, the DFS-based traversal procedure in Figure 6.1 adds all the nodes in this path
to the stack. Thus, T visits u, a contradiction.
Case 2: T visits a node u whose key k 0 was never in the data structure throughout T .
This contradicts Lemma 4.3. (Although the traversal procedure might access more nodes
than the contains operation, the proof can be applied by induction only to the nodes on
the path from the root to u.)

6.4

Modifications to EBR

We start with a more detailed description of EBR, focusing on DEBRA [20], a highly
efficient implementation of EBR that we used as a base to our range-query provider
implementations. In EBR there is a global epoch counter and a per thread announced
epoch value. Threads can be quiescent (not performing an operation) or non-quiescent
(performing an operation). Each time a thread starts (finishes) an operation, by calling
startOperation (endOperation), it becomes non-quiescent (quiescent). A thread performing
a startOperation operation reads the global epoch counter and announces the value it read.
The thread becomes non-quiescent precisely when it announces this value. Next, it checks
if the global counter can be incremented. The global counter can be incremented only
if all non-quiescent threads announce the same value as the global counter. Quiescent
threads are ignored. This ensures that for each epoch e, for each thread p, there is a
time during e such that p was quiescent. In simple EBR implementations, a thread checks
all announced values (of all threads) every time it leaves a quiescent state. In DEBRA,
the work of checking other threads’ announcement is amortized over n invocations of
startOperation.
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EBR guarantees the following: Objects that were removed from the data structure in
epoch e can be safely reclaimed in epoch e + 2. Thus, it is sufficient to maintain three
limbo lists to store removed objects, one for the current epoch, one for each of the previous
two epochs. Each time the global epoch is incremented, the contents of the oldest limbo
list are reclaimed and it becomes the current limbo list. For efficiency, DEBRA uses per
thread limbo lists. We use listp,0 , listp,1 and listp,2 to denote the limbo lists of thread p.
Since per thread limbo lists are used, the contents of the thread’s oldest limbo list are
reclaimed when the thread announces a value that is larger than its previous announced
value (i.e., when the thread detects a change in the global epoch counter). To track which
limbo list is the current one, each thread p has a local variable indexp that counts the
number of different epochs the thread has announced. Thus, the current limbo list for
thread p is listp,indexp mod 3 (and the list to be reclaimed is listp,(indexp +2) mod 3 ). Note that
indexp might not be equal to the global epoch (or even close to it) since a thread might
be quiescent and not participate in some epochs.
In our range query technique, threads access the content of other threads’ limbo lists
to find nodes that were deleted during the data structure traversal. Thus, we need to make
sure that a thread p never traverses a limbo list of another thread q while q is reclaiming
the contents of this list. To ensure this we use a larger number of per thread limbo lists.
In order to understand the how many limbo lists are needed, we formally define several
properties of EBR.
Definition 6.2 A non-quiescent interval of thread p is the interval starting with the announcement of p (during startOperation) and ending with p’s next invocation of endOperation.
Property 6.1 Let I be a non-quiescent interval of thread p. The global epoch counter can
be incremented at most once during I.
Proof: Assume by contradiction that the global epoch counter is incremented twice
during a non-quiescent interval I of thread p. Let e be the value announced by p in the
first step of I. Let e0 and e00 be the two new values of the global epoch counter during
I. Since p announced e, p read the value e from the global epoch counter at some step
that precedes I. Further, the global epoch counter is strictly increasing (and threads’
epoch announcements are monotonically increasing), thus, e < e0 < e00 and e + 1 < e00 .
Let q be the thread that incremented the global epoch counter from e0 to e00 .Then, q
read an announcement of e00 − 1 (e00 − 1 > e) from every non-quiescent thread. This is
a contradiction since p is non-quiescent and its announcement equals e throughout the
entire duration of I.
One might suspect that due to Property 6.1 a thread q can only announce two different
values during a non-quiescent interval of p. Surprisingly, if a thread is delayed just before
its announcement, it can announce three different values. Consider the following scenario.
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(For simplicity assume only two threads p and q.) Thread q reads e from the global epoch
counter, but does not announce it. Thus, it appears to be quiescent to p. Thread p
completes several operations and increments the global epoch to a new value e0 such that
e < e0 . Thread p announces e0 and starts an operation. Thread q then announces the
value e that it read previously and finishes its operation. Next, q reads e0 from the global
epoch counter and announces it. Since p also announced e0 , q increments the global epoch
to e0 + 1 and starts a new operation. Lastly, q announces e0 + 1 and starts an additional
operation. In this scenario, q announced three different values during p’s operation. Since
p will not announce epoch e0 + 1 until its operation terminates (and p is not quiescent),
the global epoch cannot be incremented further during p’s operation.
Property 6.2 Let I be a non-quiescent interval of thread p. A different thread q can
announce at most three different values during I.
Proof: Assume, to obtain a contradiction, that a thread q announces at least four different values during I, the non-quiescent interval of p. Before each announcement q read
the value to announce from the global epoch counter, thus, q reads three different values
of the global epoch counter during I (the first read of the global epoch counter might be
before I). This contradicts Property 6.1.
Due to the EBR properties above, q might announce several different epoch values
during p’s range query. Thus, q can place deleted nodes in several different limbo lists.
We argue that p needs to traverse three such limbo lists, and hence, getLimboLists is
implemented as follows. Let L be the number of per thread limbo lists, and p be a
thread executing getLimboLists. For each thread q 6= p, p reads indexq into a private
variable iq , and returns listq,iq mod L , listq,iq −1 mod L or listq,iq −2 mod L . We now prove that
the getLimboLists operation described above, and invoked in traversalEnd as part of a range
query operation by thread p, returns all limbo lists containing nodes that were deleted
during p’s range query.
Lemma 6.12 Let R be the interval starting with the linearization point of a range query
operation by thread p and ending with the next invocation of traversalEnd by the same range
query operation. Every node that was deleted during R and added to a limbo list during R
was added to one of the limbo lists returned by getLimboLists.
Proof: First, observe that R is contained inside a non-quiescent interval of p. Consider
a thread q 6= p. p invokes getLimboLists as part of traversalEnd. Let iq be be the value
of indexq read by p during getLimboLists. We show that every node that was deleted by
q and added to one of q’s limbo lists during R is placed in listq,iq mod L , listq,iq −1 mod L or
listq,iq −2 mod L . By Property 6.2, q can announce at most three different values during
R. Let i0 < i1 < i2 < i3 denote the four possible values of indexq during R. Since
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getLimboLists is contained inside a non-quiescent interval of p, iq can only be equal to one
of i0 , i1 , i2 , i3 . We consider the following cases according to the value of iq .
Case I: iq equals i0 . Thus, q did not announce any new values during R. Hence, nodes
that are removed by q during R are placed only in listq,i0 mod L and the lemma holds.
Case II: iq equals i1 . Thus, q announced at most one new value during R. Hence,
nodes that are removed by q during R can only be placed in listq,i0 mod L and listq,i1 mod L
and the lemma holds (i0 equals iq − 1).
Case III: iq equals i2 . Thus, q announced at most two new values during R. Hence,
nodes that are removed by q during R can only be placed in listq,i0 mod L , listq,i1 mod L and
listq,i2 mod L and the lemma holds (i1 equals iq − 1 and i0 equals iq − 2).
Case IV: iq equals i3 . By Property 6.1, q can only read two different values from the
global epoch counter during R, thus, the first value announced by q was read before R.
Hence, nodes that were added to the limbo list listq,i0 mod L were removed from the data
structure before R. Therefore, nodes that are removed by q during R can only be placed
in listq,i1 mod L , listq,i2 mod L and listq,i3 mod L . Thus, i3 equals iq , i2 equals iq − 1 and i1
equals iq − 2 and the lemma holds.
We now explain exactly how many limbo lists are needed per thread. By Lemma 6.12,
p’s invocation of getLimboLists returns three of q’s limbo lists (for each thread q 6= p). The
lists getLimboLists returns are determined by the value of indexq that it reads, specifically
q’s current limbo list and its two previous lists. By Property 6.2, p can observe four
different values of indexq , so there are six possible limbo lists of thread q that getLimboLists
could return. By Property 6.2, q could also be reclaiming nodes in three of it’s limbo
lists during p’s range query. Therefore, if we don’t want p to traverse any list that q is
concurrently reclaiming nodes in, then q needs to have nine limbo lists in total.
The other change we make is: Instead of having a thread reclaim the contents of
it oldest limbo list whenever it announces a new epoch value, we have it reclaim the
contents of its fourth oldest list. This way even in the case where p reads indexq and then
q subsequently increments its index three times during p’s range query, q will not begin
reclaiming any list traversed by p.

6.5

Evaluation

Our experiments were run on a 2-socket Intel E7-4830 v3 with 12 cores per socket and
2 hyperthreads (HTs) per core, for a total of 48 threads, and 128GB of RAM. In all of
our experiments, we pinned threads to alternating sockets, and equally distributed threads
between cores on each socket. (So, hyperthreading is only used with more than 24 threads.)
The machine runs Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. All code was compiled with the GNU C++
compiler (G++) 6.3.0 with compilation options -std=c++11 -mcx16 -O3. We used the
scalable allocator jemalloc 5.0.1, which greatly improved performance. We used numactl
--interleave=all to distribute pages over NUMA nodes.
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Name
LFList
LazyList
SkipList
LFBST
Citrus
ABTree

Type
Linked-list [53]
Linked-list [53]
Skip-list [53]
External BST [22]
Internal BST [5]
Ext. (a, b)-tree [21]

Sync.
Lock-free
Locks
Locks
Lock-free
Locks & RCU
Lock-free

Log. del.
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Table 6.1: Data structures studied in our experiments.
We applied our lock-based range query algorithm (Lock ), our HTM-based algorithm
(HTM ), and our lock-free algorithm (Lock-free) to a variety of state-of-the-art data structures. Figure 6.1 gives an overview.
LazyList and SkipList use optimistic concurrency control techniques to avoid locking
during searches. Citrus uses RCU (the Time-RCU variant studied in Section 5.3.2). ABTree is a concurrency-friendly generalization of a B-tree. It is a balanced tree in which
nodes contain between a and b keys.
We compare our range query algorithms with the Snap-collector [77], a technique for
adding a linearizable wait-free snapshots to a data structure, RLU, and a non-linearizable
range query algorithm (Unsafe) that simply traverses the data structure and returns
the keys that it sees (in the desired range). Unsafe serves as an upper bound on the
performance of any range query algorithm. Note that the Snap-collector cannot be used
with LFBST, Citrus or ABTree, since they do not perform logical deletion (separately from
physical deletion). We implemented range queries using the Snap-collector for LFList
and SkipList. Since RLU requires completely redesigning the data structure, we only
applied it to two data structures: Citrus and LazyList. Note that we did not use deferred
synchronization in RLU, since it is not linearizable.
All data structures reclaimed memory using DEBRA [20]. Our experiments were
implemented in C++, which does not have automatic garbage collection. Thus, we also
used DEBRA to reclaim objects created by the Snap-collector. DEBRA has extremely
low overhead, so the Snap-collector is not penalized for allocating many objects. Our
experiments are, thus, quite charitable towards the Snap-collector.
Validating data structure iteration Our timestamps give us considerable information about an execution. It turns out that we can use this information to validate the
correctness of iteration operations (range queries over the entire data structure key range).
Suppose we want to validate the first N iteration operations performed in an execution.
We give each thread p an array with N slots, Ap,1 , ..., Ap,N . Whenever p inserts (resp.,
deletes) a node and sets its itime (resp., dtime) field to some timestamp t, its key is
added to (resp., subtracted from) Ap,t . At the end of the execution, Σtt=0 Σp (Ap,t ) is the
sum of all keys in the data structure at time t. Each thread also saves, for each iteration
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operation, the sum of all keys found in the data structure. This sum must exactly match
Σtt=0 Σp (Ap,t ), where t is the timestamp of the iteration operation. Our algorithms have
passed this test in tens of thousands of executions.
Experiment 1: one thread performing range queries. We start by running a simple microbenchmark to compare the performance of the different range query algorithms.
For each data structure, range query algorithm, and update rate U ∈ {20, 100}, we run
five timed (3 second) trials for several thread counts n. In each trial, n−1 threads perform
(U/2)% insertions, (U/2)% deletions and (100 − U )% searches on keys drawn uniformly
from [0, K), and one thread performs range queries on range [low, low + 100), where low
is uniform in [0, K − 100). (In Experiment 4, we will study mixed workloads in which
each thread performs updates, searches and range queries.) We set K = 106 for ABTree,
K = 105 for LFBST, Citrus and SkipList, and K = 104 for LFList and LazyList. Data
structures are prefilled to contain approximately K/2 keys before each trial. All data
structures contained approximately K/2 keys at the end of each trial.
Results appear in Figure 6.10. The graphs plot operations per microsecond versus
number of threads performing insertions, deletions and searches (not range queries). The
results demonstrate that Lock-free and HTM are almost as fast as Unsafe. The Snapcollector is sometimes slower than Lock-free and HTM, and sometimes performs similarly.
In some cases, Lock is considerably slower than Lock-free and HTM. This is because
of high contention on the lock L. This contention is greatly improved by the use of
transactions in HTM. It could also be improved by using a scalable NUMA-aware cohort
r/w-lock [23], instead of the simplistic single-word fetch-and-add r/w-lock that we used.
Additionally, Lock-free and HTM are significantly faster than RLU in Citrus, and in
LazyList with 100% updates. This is because each update in RLU must synchronize with
all other operations, by calling wait-for-readers, regardless of whether they access the same
data. This effect is not as noticeable in LazyList with 20% updates, because of the low
update rate.
To study the overhead of traversing limbo lists in our algorithms, we also measured
(a) how many nodes were visited in limbo lists by the first 10,000 range queries, and (b)
the total size of limbo lists at the end of each trial. For example, in LFBST, 99.7% of
these range queries only visited between 128 and 1,024 nodes in limbo lists, whereas the
limbo lists contained up to 780,000 nodes. This suggests that the optimizations described
in Section 6.2.3 are highly effective. Additionally, we found that the size of the data
structure did not significantly change how many nodes are visited in limbo bags.
Experiment 2: overhead caused by range queries. We are also interested in understanding how much overhead is added by range queries in Experiment 1. Figure 6.11
shows the results of a similar experiment in which 42 threads performed 100% updates,
and the number of threads that perform 100% range queries varies (shown on the x-axis).
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The results show that the impact of adding more range query threads is relatively small.
The trees are more affected than the lists. This is because range queries in a list are no
slower than updates (since both must traverse the list), so the loss in update throughput
is obscured by increased range query throughput.
Experiment 3: varying range query size. We also wanted to study how range query
size affects the performance of range queries and updates. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show
results for a workload in which 47 threads performed 20% updates and 80% searches, and
one thread performed 100% range queries, where the size of the range varies. Figure 6.12
shows the update throughput and Figure 6.13 shows the range query throughput. We use
a logarithmic y-axis for the range query throughput graphs, since the larger range queries
have much lower absolute throughputs.
We first compare our techniques with the Snap-collector. As Figure 6.13 shows, the
Snap-collector range queries are orders of magnitude slower, even for range queries over
the entire data structure (i.e., for iteration). This demonstrates that our techniques are
dramatically faster, not simply because they can avoid taking a full snapshot of the data
structure, but also because they incur lower overhead per visited node. Figure 6.12 shows
that our techniques also impose less overhead on updates.
Next, we compare our techniques with RLU and Unsafe. The Citrus graph shows
that Unsafe provides much faster range queries than our techniques. Interestingly, RLU’s
range queries are as fast as Unsafe’s range queries. However, as the update throughput
graph shows, RLU heavily prioritizes range queries over updates, to the point of crippling
update throughput. This is not a reasonable trade-off for many applications.
Experiment 4: mixed workload. Figure 6.14 shows results for a more realistic microbenchmark in which 48 threads each perform 10% insertions, 10% deletions, 78%
searches, and 2% range queries (over ranges of size 100). In this workload, Snap-collector
was up to several orders of magnitude slower than the other algorithms (although the
effect is much smaller in the list, since traversing the entire data structure is only twice
as expensive searching for a key, on average). This clearly demonstrates the advantage
of using a technique designed specifically for range queries, instead of using an iterator
algorithm to implement range queries.
Application benchmark: TPC-C. Figure 6.15 shows the results of running the TPCC database workload, with 48 threads and 48 warehouses, on a simple database management system called DBx (as in [92]). TPC-C features complex transactions over nine
tables with widely varying row types and population sizes, and with varying degrees of
non-uniformity in the data. Transactions perform a large number of searches, updates
and range queries. Each table is indexed by up to three different indexes on different
key fields. We replaced the database indexes with each of our data structure implemen86
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tations, and measured the number of database transactions committed per microsecond.
(Note that DBx originally used hash tables for its indexes, so it did not support arbitrary
range queries. We implemented true range query support in DBx with our indexes. Because of this, it does not make sense to compare our algorithms with the original DBx
implementation.)
We only show results for the trees and skip-list. (The other data structures are linked
lists, which would have taken days to simply initialize, due to their linear traversals.)
The results show that our algorithms perform almost as well as Unsafe. When RLU is
used, performance is much lower than when the other algorithms are used, although the
difference is smaller than in our other experiments. This is because index accesses make
up a relatively small part of the total runtime.
The Snap-collector is not shown, because it was 1000× slower than the other algorithms. This is a consequence of the fact that TPC-C has a large dataset (occupying up
to 40GB of memory), and some of the indexes are very large. Since the Snap-collector must
take a snapshot of an entire index to compute a range query, it is simply not practical.
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traversalStart(low, high)
resultp = ∅ ; lowp = low ; highp = high
L.acquireExclusive()
TS = TS + 1
timep = T S
L.release()

// Update TS

visit(node)
tryAdd(node, ⊥, FromDataStructure)
traversalEnd()
Collect pointers p1 , ..., pk to other threads’ announcements
f o r each annptr ∈ p1 , ..., pk
tryAdd(∗annptr, annptr, FromAnnouncement)
l1 , ..., lm = getLimboLists()
f o r each list ∈ l1 , ..., lm
f o r each node ∈ list do tryAdd(node, ⊥, FromLimboList)
return resultp

// note: ∗annptr is a node pointer
//Collect pointers to all limbo lists
// Traverse limbo lists

tryAdd(node, annptr, source)
while node.itime = ⊥ do wait
i f node.itime ≥ timep then return
// node inserted after range query
// Check if/when node was deleted
i f source = FromDataStructure then
do nothing
// node was not deleted when range query was linearized
e l s e i f source = FromLimboList then
while node.dtime = ⊥ do wait
i f node.dtime < timep then return
// node deleted before range query
e l s e i f source = FromAnnouncement then
dtime = ⊥
while dtime = ⊥ and ∗annptr = node do dtime = node.dtime
i f dtime = ⊥ then
// loop exited because the thread removed this announcement
// if the thread deleted node, then it has now set node.dtime
dtime = node.dtime
// reread dtime
i f dtime = ⊥ then return
// the thread did not delete node,
// but another thread might have
i f dtime < timep then return
// node deleted before range query
i f node.key ∈ [low, high] then
add (node.key, node.value) to resultp

Figure 6.4: Lock-based range-query provider, operations executed by range query.
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updateCAS(addr, oldval, newval, inodes, dnodes)
Announce all of the nodes in dnodes in announce p
retries = 0
retry :
while (L.isExclusiveLocked()) do wait
retries = retries + 1
XBEGIN(f allback)
i f (L.isExclusiveLocked()) then XABORT()
ts = T S
res = CAS(addr, oldval, newval)
XEND()
goto f inish
f allback :
i f retries < MAX HTM ATTEMPTS then goto retry
else
L.acquireShared()
ts = T S
res = CAS(addr, oldval, newval)
L.release()
f inish :
i f res = oldval then
f o r each node ∈ inodes do node.itime = ts
f o r each node ∈ dnodes
node.dtime = ts
Add node to the appropriate EBR limbo list
Remove all announcements in announce p
return res
updateWrite(addr, newval, inodes, dnodes)
Announce all of the nodes in dnodes in announce p
retries = 0
retry :
while (L.isExclusiveLocked()) do wait
retries = retries + 1
XBEGIN(f allback)
i f (L.isExclusiveLocked()) then XABORT()
ts = T S
∗addr = newval
XEND( )
goto f inish
f allback :
i f retries < MAX HTM ATTEMPTS then goto retry
else
L.acquireShared()
ts = T S
∗addr = newval
L.release()
f inish :
f o r each node ∈ inodes do node.itime = ts
f o r each node ∈ dnodes
node.dtime = ts
Add node to the appropriate EBR limbo list
Remove all announcements in announce p

// Jump to fallback label on abort

// Read TS atomically with CAS

// Jump to fallback label on abort

// Read TS atomically with write

Figure 6.5: HTM-based range-query provider, variable definitions and operations executed
by updaters.
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type DCSSdes :
{ADDR1 , EXP1 , ADDR2 , EXP2 , NEW2 }

50

DCSS(a1 , e1 , a2 , e2 , n2 )
des := new DCSSdes(a1 , e1 , a2 , e2 , n2 )
f des := f lag(des)
loop
r := CAS(a2 , e2 , f des)
i f r is flagged then DCSSHelp(r)
e l s e e x i t loop
i f r = e2 then DCSSHelp(f des)
return r
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29
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DCSSRead(addr)
loop
r := ∗addr
i f r is flagged then DCSSHelp(r)
e l s e e x i t loop
return r

68

DCSSHelp(f des)
des := unf lag(f des)
a1 := des. ADDR1
i f ∗a1 = des. EXP1 then
CAS(des. ADDR2 , f des, des. NEW2 )
else
CAS(des. ADDR2 , f des, des. EXP2 )
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type DCSSdes :
{ADDR1 , EXP1 , ADDR2 , EXP2 , NEW2 , STATE, PAYLOAD}

DCSS(a1 , e1 , a2 , e2 , n2 , payload) by thread p
des := new DCSSdes(a1 , e1 , a2 , e2 , n2 , ONGOING, payload)
Announce des in descriptorsp
f des := f lag(des)
loop
r := CAS(a2 , e2 , f des)
i f r is flagged then DCSSHelp(r)
e l s e e x i t loop
i f r = e2 then res = DCSSHelp(f des)
e l s e return hDCSS FAILED ADDR2, ri
i f des. STATE = SUCCEEDED then
return hDCSS SUCCESS, e2 i
else
return hDCSS FAILED ADDR1, e1 i
DCSSRead(addr)
loop
r := ∗addr
i f r is flagged then DCSSHelp(r)
e l s e e x i t loop
return r
DCSSHelp(f des)
des := unf lag(f des)
a1 := des. ADDR1
state = FAILED
i f ∗a1 = des. EXP1 then
state = SUCCEEDED
res = CAS(&des. STATE, ONGOING, state)
i f (res = ONGOING and state = SUCCEEDED) or
res = SUCCEEDED then
CAS(des. ADDR2 , f des, des. NEW2 )
else
CAS(des. ADDR2 , f des, des. EXP2 )
DCSSTryHelp(des)
f des := f lag(des)
a2 := des. ADDR2
i f ∗a2 = f des then
DCSSHelp(f des)
return des. STATE
DCSSUnannounceDescriptor() by thread p
descriptorsp . PAYLOAD = h∅, ∅i
DCSSGetDescriptor(id)
return descriptorsid

Figure 6.6: On the left: Code for the DCSS algorithm of Harris et al. [50]. On the right:
Modified DCSS code for the lock-free range-query provider
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updateCAS(addr, oldval, newval, inodes, dnodes) by thread p
Announce all of the nodes in dnodes in announce p
while true do
ts = T S
hstatus, vali = DCSS(&T S, ts, addr, oldval, newval, hinodes, dnodesi)
// The descriptor is announced inside DCSS
i f status = DCSS SUCCESS then
f o r each node ∈ inodes do node.itime = ts
f o r each node ∈ dnodes
node.dtime = ts
Add node to the appropriate EBR limbo list
Remove all announcements in announce p
DCSSUnannounceDescriptor()
return val
e l s e i f status = DCSS FAILED ADDR2 then
Remove all announcements in announce p
DCSSUnannounceDescriptor()
return val
updateWrite(addr, newval, inodes, dnodes) by thread p
Announce all of the nodes in dnodes in announce p
while true do
oldval = ReadAddr(addr)
ts = T S
hstatus, vali = DCSS(&T S, ts, addr, oldval, newval, hinodes, dnodesi)
i f status =DCSS SUCCESS then
f o r each node ∈ inodes do node.itime = ts
f o r each node ∈ dnodes
node.dtime = ts
Add node to the appropriate EBR limbo list
Remove all announcements in announce p
DCSSUnannounceDescriptor()
return val
traversalStart(low, high) by thread p
resultp = ∅ ; lowp = low ; highp = high
timep = fetchAndAdd(&T S, 1)

Figure 6.7: Lock-free range-query provider, code for updateCAS, updateWrite and traversalStart.
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tryAdd(node, annptr, source) by thread p
i f node.key ∈
/ [low, high] then return
// Check when the node was inserted
itime = node.itime
i f itime 6= ⊥ and node.itime ≥ timep then return
i f itime = ⊥ then
f o r each thread q 6= p do
des = DCSSGetDescriptor(q)
hinodes, dnodesi = des. PAYLOAD
i f node ∈ inodes then
state = DCSSTryHelp(des)
i f state = SUCCEEDED then
i f des. EXP1 ≥ timep then return
// EXP1 is the value of T S
e l s e break
i f node.itime 6= ⊥
i f node.itime ≥ timep then return
e l s e break
// At this point we know that node was inserted before the range query
// Check if/when node was deleted
i f source = FromDataStructure then
do nothing
// node was not deleted when range query was linearized
else
// We merge the cases for FromLimboList and FromAnnouncement for readability
dtime = node.dtime
i f dtime 6= ⊥ and node.dtime < timep then return
i f dtime = ⊥ then
f o r each thread q 6= p do
des = DCSSGetDescriptor(q)
hinodes, dnodesi = des. PAYLOAD
i f node ∈ dnodes then
state = DCSSTryHelp(des)
i f state = SUCCEEDED then
i f des. EXP1 < timep then return
e l s e break
i f node.dtime 6= ⊥
i f node.dtime < timep then return
e l s e break
add (node.key, node.value) to resultp

Figure 6.8: Lock-free range-query provider, code for tryAdd.
1
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traversal(low, high)
s = empty stack
s.push(root)
while not s.isEmpty()
node = s.pop()
i f node 6= ⊥ then
nodekey = node.key
i f low ≤ nodekey ≤ high then visit(node)
i f low < nodekey then s.push(node.lef t)
i f high ≥ nodekey then s.push(node.right)

Figure 6.9: Citrus DFS-based traversal procedure.
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Figure 6.10: Experiment 1: one thread performs range queries. Total operations per
microsecond (y-axis) are plotted versus the number of threads performing insertions and
deletions (x-axis).
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Figure 6.11: Experiment 2: overhead caused by range queries. Total operations per
microsecond (y-axis) are plotted versus the number of threads performing range queries
(x-axis).
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Figure 6.12: Experiment 3: varying RQ size. Updates per microsecond (y-axis) versus
size of range (x-axis).
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versus size of range (x-axis).
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Chapter 7

Performance Analysis of
Concurrent Binary Search Trees
This chapter aims to understand the performance of modern concurrent BSTs. We wish
to find whether performance is driven by algorithmic design choices or by implementation issues. Our analysis provides methodologies to identify, understand and address
performance anomalies that occur due to interaction of BSTs with system software and
hardware.
Many systems rely on optimistic concurrent search trees for multi-core scalability. (For
example, in-memory databases [88], key/value stores [66], and OS virtual memory subsystems [28].) Optimistic search trees seem to have a simple performance story, based
on the observation that to scale well a workload must contain sufficient high-level parallelism (e.g., operations should not all modify the same key [53]). Optimistic search trees
therefore strive to avoid synchronization contention between operations that do not conflict semantically, such as updates to different keys. In particular, optimistic trees use
read-only searches, which do not lock or otherwise write to traversed nodes, with writes
to shared memory occurring only to modify the data structure [19, 66]. This design is
considered key to search tree performance [33, 46].
We show, however, that realizing the full performance benefits of optimistic tree designs
is far from simple, because their performance is affected by subtle interactions with systems
software and hardware subsystems that are hard to identify and solve. To demonstrate
this issue, consider the problem faced by systems designers who need to reason about
data structure performance. Given that real-life search tree workloads operate on trees
with millions of items and do not suffer from high contention [10, 62, 88], it is natural to
assume that search performance will be a dominating factor. (After all, most of the time
will be spent searching the tree, with synchronization—if any—happening only at the end
of a search.) In particular, we would expect two trees with similar structure (and thus
similar-length search paths), such as balanced trees with logarithmic height, to perform
similarly.
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Figure 7.1: Unexpected BST performance results: Aggregated throughput (BST operations/second) of a 64-thread read-only (100% contains) workload on 1 M-item tree executed on a 64-core AMD machine.
In practice, however, this expectation turns out to be false. We test the above reasoning
on optimistic binary search trees (BSTs), since there are BST designs with various tree
structures [5, 19, 37, 39, 55, 56, 75, 80]. We find significant performance differences between
BSTs with similar structure and traversal techniques. The left side of Figure 7.1 depicts
examples of such anomalies. (We show a read-only workload, consisting only of lookups, to
rule out synchronization as a cause. We detail the studied BSTs and experimental setup in
Section 7.1.) For instance, one unbalanced internal BST (edge-int-lf ) outperforms other
BSTs with the same tree structure (log-int and Citrus). There is even a significant
difference between two implementations of the same BST algorithm (occ-avl and occ-avl2 ).
The goal of this work is to explain and solve such unexpected performance results.
We perform a detailed performance analysis of 10 state-of-the-art optimistic BST implementations on large scale x86-64 hardware, in which we uncover the root causes of the
observed anomalies. Using microbenchmarks, we find that performance anomalies are
caused by multiple performance-degrading interactions of BSTs with systems software
and hardware subsystems, mostly related to cache effects. These cache effects are due
either to cache-unfriendly implementation oversights or, more interestingly, to memory
layout pathologies that are caused by interactions between the BST and the memory allocator. To determine whether our observations are only artifacts of micro benchmarking,
or whether similar issues appear in more complex software, we deploy the BSTs as the
index structure in DBx1000, an in-memory database [12, 63, 92, 93]. We find that similar
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anomalies exist in DBx1000 as well. Most importantly, we find that a simple approach of
segregating BST-related allocations, so that BST data is not mixed with application data,
improves performance of the BSTs by up to 20% and of the overall application by up to
10%. The right side of Figure 7.1 demonstrates part of our results.
Our work underlines the gap between the theory and practice of multi-core performance. As we show, it is non-trivial to understand a search tree’s performance, and
specifically, whether performance is due to fundamental algorithmic factors or to implementation issues. While we focus on BSTs, the effects we uncover are relevant to other
optimistic concurrent data structures, as they stem from general principles of memory
allocator and systems design. (But we leave such analysis for future work.) Our results
therefore call for further research to help bridge the gap between the principles and practice
of multi-core performance, to simplify the task of deploying a concurrent data structure
and reasoning about its performance.

7.1

Scope and experimental setup

We analyze C implementations of eight BST algorithms, two of which have a pair of
independent implementations, for a total of ten implementations. Table 7.1 lists the implementations studied. This set of BSTs spans the known points in the BST design space,
covering combinations of synchronization techniques, tree types (internal and external),
and balancing choices (unbalanced and self-balancing algorithms, such as an AVL tree).
All BSTs except int-lf feature read-only traversals; in int-lf , a traversal might synchronize
with a concurrent update. BSTs appear in Table 7.1 in the order of their expected relative performance in workloads where search time dominates performance: all else being
equal, one expects self-balancing BSTs, which maintain logarithmic height, to outperform
unbalanced BSTs; and internal BSTs, which store an item in every node, to outperform
external BSTs, which store items only in leaf nodes.
The algorithms implement the standard dictionary operations, contains, insert and
delete. Two implementations [75, 80] originally implemented set semantics, storing keys
instead of key/value pairs, but we modify them to hold values as well.
The original implementation of two of the BSTs [19, 37] is in Java. We choose, however,
to evaluate third-party C implementations of these BSTs, to obtain an apples-to-apples
comparison and to simplify the analysis.
We perform experiments on two multi-socket x86 platforms, by AMD and Intel. Table 7.2 details the hardware characteristics of these platforms. Both machines are NUMA
platforms, configured so that DRAM is equally divided between the NUMA nodes. When
running experiments, we use the standard practice of interleaving the benchmark’s memory pages across the system’s NUMA nodes (using the numactl command) to prevent any
NUMA node from becoming a bottleneck.
We compile the benchmarks with gcc v4.8, and use a scalable memory allocator
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name

synchronization
technique

tree
type

selfbalance?

occ-avl [19]

fine-grained locks

part.
ext

3

[55]

3
lock-free
fine-grained locks
fine-grained locks
lock-free
lock-free

int
int
int
int
ext

fine-grained locks
lock-free

ext
ext

ASCYLIB
authors
ASCYLIB
authors
ASCYLIB
authors
ASCYLIB
authors
ASCYLIB

occ-avl-2
edge-int-lf [80]
log-int [37]
Citrus [5]
int-lf [56]
edge-ext-lf [75]
edge-ext-lf-2
ticket [33]
ext-lf [39]

impl.
source†

Table 7.1: BST implementations studied (ordered by the expected performance of
searches). † authors refers to original authors’ implementation, and ASCYLIB to the implementation
in the ASCYLIB library [33].
system name

abu-dhabi

haswell

processors

4× AMD Opteron 6376
(Abu Dhabi)
16 (2 dies w/ 4 modules,
2 cores per module)
2.3 GHz
16 KiB, 4-way
2 MiB, 16-way (per mod.)
2 × 8 MiB, 64-way
(shared, per die)
6.4 GT/s HyperTransport
(HT) 3.0
128 GiB Sync
DDR3-1600 MHz

2× Intel Xeon E7-4830
v3 (Haswell)
12 (24 hyperthreads)

# cores/proc
core freq.
L1d cache
L2d cache
last-level cache
(LLC)
interconnect
memory

2.1 GHz
32 KiB, 8-way
256 KiB, 8-way
30 MiB, 20-way
(shared)
6.4 GT/s QuickPath
Interconnect (QPI)
128 GiB Sync
DDR3-1600 MHz

Table 7.2: Hardware platforms.
(jemalloc [41] as in prior work) to prevent memory allocation from becoming a bottleneck.

7.2

BST performance in isolation

We begin by analyzing BST performance in the standard microbenchmark approach used
in the concurrency literature [5, 19, 29, 37, 55, 56, 75, 80]. The benchmark consists of
a loop in which each thread repeatedly performs a random BST operation on a random
integer key, and its performance metric is the obtained aggregate throughput of BST
operations. We find that several implementations make simple oversights that lead to inefficient BST searches, but that fixing these problems still leaves many unexpected results
(Section 7.2.1). These remaining anomalies occur due to cache behavior differences due
to BST memory layout (Section 7.2.2) and due to subtle interactions with the prefetching
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name

bloated nodes

scattered fields

heavy traversals

occ-avl
3
3
†
occ-avl-2
3
@
edge-int-lf
3
log-int
3
3
Citrus
3
int-lf
3
edge-ext-lf
edge-ext-lf-2
3
ticket
3
ext-lf
3
3
† occ-avl-2 has a search field not at the start of the node, but this does not cause extra cache
misses, as the nodes are cache line-sized.

Table 7.3: BST implementation issues.
units (Section 7.2.3).

7.2.1

BST implementation issues

Most of the BST implementations contain one or more of three implementation oversights that negatively impact the performance of BST searches. Table 7.3 summarizes our
findings, which we discuss next:
Bloated nodes Unnecessarily bloating the tree nodes, reduce the amount of the tree
that can fit in each level of the cache hierarchy. Some lock-based implementations
use pthread mutex locks, which occupy 40 bytes, instead of pthread spin locks,
which occupy 4 bytes. Other implementations pad BST nodes to cache line size,
presumably to avoid false sharing.
Scattered fields Fields commonly read by traversals (key/left/right, as well as fields
related to detecting concurrent tree modifications) should be located first in the
node structure, to minimizes the chance that a search accesses two cache lines when
traversing a node. The exception to this rule are cache line-sized nodes that are
exactly aligned to the beginning of a cache line. Since such nodes always occupy
exactly one cache line, an access to any of the fields cannot trigger an additional
cache miss.
Heavy traversals edge-int-lf and ext-lf base all operations on one shared traversal method,
and so end up burdening contains operations with the book-keeping required only
for updates, such as maintaining pointers to the parent/grandparent of the current
node.
We fix the above implementation issues by replacing pthread mutex locks with spin
locks, removing padding and reordering node fields in the affected implementations, and
evaluate the impact of these fixes.
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Our benchmarks are parameterized by the distributions that the operation types and
keys are chosen from, the size of the key space, and the number of items (key/value pairs)
initially present in the tree. Following the practice in the concurrency research literature,
we (1) choose operation keys uniformly at random; (2) perform insert and delete with
equal probability throughout the benchmark; and (3) initialize the BSTs (using concurrent
insert operations) with U/2 random items, where U is the size of the key space. We report
averages of five 3-second runs on an otherwise idle system.
Figure 7.2 shows the performance impact of our changes on trees that initially contain
1 M and 10 M items, to model realistic working sets. We show results from read-only
(100% contains) workloads so that we can reason about search performance and remove
synchronization effects as a confounding factor. We have, however, verified that readonly workloads are a good proxy for read-dominated workloads on this benchmark: e.g.,
in workloads with 90% contains operations, the relative performance order of the BSTs
matches that of the read-only case almost perfectly and most comparison points remain
similar even at a 70% contains rate.
We show results from executions with the maximum number of threads on each platform, as all BSTs scale with the amount of concurrency. On the 1 M-item tree, our fixes
improve the throughput of the BSTs by up to 86% on abu-dhabi and by up to 43% on
haswell , with a geometric mean improvement of 11% on abu-dhabi and 23% on haswell .
Moreover, reducing occ-avl ’s node size brings its performance to the level of occ-avl-2 .
Several unexpected results remain even after fixing the BST implementation issues,
and we uncover their cause in the remainder of this section:
• Why does decreasing node size hurt the 10 M-item tree throughput of int-lf , ticket and
ext-lf on abu-dhabi ?
• Why does int-lf benefit from a reduction of 64-byte nodes to 48-byte nodes much more
than ticket on haswell ?
• Why does log-int perform worse than the other unbalanced internal BSTs?
• Why does edge-ext-lf outperform other external BSTs, when they all have the same tree
structure?
• Why do occ-avl and occ-avl-2 , self-balancing BSTs, behave differently on abu-dhabi
and haswell ? On abu-dhabi they significantly outperform unbalanced trees (as expected),
whereas on haswell they no not.

7.2.2

Memory layout issues

We trace most of the anomalies to memory layout issues that lead to different cache
behaviors between the BSTs. These memory layout issues result from subtle interactions
between the BST’s allocation pattern and the policies of the memory allocator, particularly
the use of segregated free lists [59] for satisfying allocations.
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Figure 7.2: Impact of fixing BST implementation issues. Numbers on top of the bars show
the BST node size.
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Segregated free list allocation
At a high level, scalable memory allocators [16, 41, 44] avoid contention by providing each
thread with its own heap. These heaps are implemented as a set of free lists [59], one for
each possible size class. Free lists are generally implemented as superblocks, which contain
an array of blocks. To satisfy an n-byte allocation request, the allocator rounds n up to
the nearest size class, s, and returns an s-byte block obtained from the relevant free list. In
the jemalloc memory allocator we used for our experiments, the size classes used for allocations of up to 1 KB are 8, 16, 32, 48, 64, 80, 96, 112, 128, 192, 256, 320, 384, 448, 512, and
1024. In addition to size classes, allocators differ in the structure and size of superblocks,
the algorithm for mapping a block to its superblock, policies for allocating and releasing
superblocks, and synchronization schemes. The important point in our context is that we
can model the behavior of the memory allocator as satisfying allocations of size s from an
array of blocks of size s.
Crossing cache lines
In the BSTs we study, the fields accessed by a contains operation (key, child pointer,
and any fields used to synchronize with concurrent updates) fit in one cache line. Thus,
visiting a node should in principle incur at most one cache miss. We find, however, that
the memory allocator might place a node in memory so that these search fields straddle a
cache line boundary, causing a visit to the node to incur two cache misses.
Consider, for example, a BST whose searches access the first 24 bytes of a node (8-byte
key and 8-byte left and right child pointer). If its node size is 48 bytes and the memory
allocator’s block array is cache line-aligned, then nodes will start at offsets 0, 16, 32,
and 48 within cache lines. For the nodes at offset 48, the last 8 bytes of these searched
fields extend into the next line, possibly leading to a cache miss. Such a miss occurs with
probability 1/8, as one in four nodes straddles a cache line boundary, and a search reads
each next pointer with probability 1/2.
Originally, int-lf , ticket and ext-lf do not experience such cache line crosses, as they
have padded 64-byte nodes that the memory allocator allocates from a size class of 64-byte
blocks. Decreasing their node size introduces this issue, whose performance impact is a
trade-off that depends on the workload. At one end of the spectrum, if a smaller node size
allows the entire tree to fit into the LLC, then one can eliminate cache misses altogether.
At the other end, if the workload is such that almost every node traversed incurs a cache
miss, then it is better to increase the node size to avoid crossing cache lines, as otherwise
the expected number of cache misses per search increases by the expected number of nodes
whose search incurs an extra miss (e.g., by 1 18 × for 48-byte nodes).
In our workloads, we observe a 17% (geometric mean) throughput degradation on
the 10 M-item tree on abu-dhabi , but negligible overhead on the 1 M-item tree. We did
not observe this anomaly on haswell because it has as adjacent-line prefetcher [89] that
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effectively doubles the cache line size and hides the effect of misses caused by cache line
crossings.
Underutilized cache sets due to allocation pattern
We find that BST allocation patterns can lead to cache set underutilization,1 in which the
workload uses some cache sets more than others, thereby leading to increased associativity
misses on the overused cache sets. We identify two causes for underutilized cache sets.
First, the memory allocator might place allocated nodes in memory so that they map to
just a subset of the cache sets. More insidiously, even if the nodes cover all cache sets but
are allocated in a way that their adjacent cache lines contain useless data, then prefetching
of this data evicts useful nodes from the cache.
We demonstrate cache set underutilization that occurs in int-lf and log-int.
int-lf analysis We observe an anomaly on haswell , in which int-lf benefits from a
reduction of 64-byte nodes to 48-byte nodes much more than ticket. We focus on the 1 Mitem tree experiment. While performance counter data shows that int-lf ’s throughput
improvement with smaller nodes is correlated with reduced LLC miss rates, the 1 M-item
tree should almost fit into haswell ’s 30 MiB LLC even with bloated nodes. This points to
a cache set underutilization problem, in which int-lf effectively runs as if it has a smaller
cache. We verify this hypothesis by computing the cache set indexes of each node,2 finding
that the original int-lf implementation uses only 50% of the L2 and LLC sets. Next, we
analyze int-lf ’s allocation pattern to find the cause for this problem.
Like many lock-free algorithms, int-lf uses operation descriptors so that threads can
help each other to complete their operations. A descriptor contains a description of the
memory modification that an operation needs to perform. An update operation allocates
a new descriptor, installs it (using CAS) in a special field of the node it intends to update,
and proceeds to perform the described memory operations. When another operation
encounters a pointer to a descriptor, it uses the information therein to help the descriptor’s
owner complete its operation.
Each thread’s allocation pattern during the BST initialization is thus N DN DN D . . . ,
as each insert operation allocates a new node of size N and a descriptor of size D. The size
of both descriptors and int-lf ’s original padded nodes is 64 bytes, the cache line size. Both
allocation types are thus satisfied from the same allocator size class, and consequently,
nodes occupy only even (or only odd) cache set indexes, utilizing only 50% of the available
cache sets. (We note that int-lf intentionally does not free descriptors, to avoid an ABA
1

An n-way associative cache of size 2C bytes with 2l cache lines groups its slots into sets of size 2C−l−n .
Bits l + 1, . . . , C − n + 1 of an address determine its set index.
2
We compute LLC set indexes using the physical addresses of the nodes, as the LLC is physically
indexed. We use the techniques of [68, 91] to reverse engineer the mapping from physical address to
haswell LLC cache sets.
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int-lf
variant
64 b node
64 b node, w/ allocs
64 b node, w/ allocs,
no prefetching
40 b node

ops/sec
42.5M
42.5M
60.0M

unused
L1 sets
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%

unused
L2 sets
50.8%
1.6%
1.6%

unused
L3 sets
50.8%
1.6%
1.6%

60.0M

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

Table 7.4: int-lf on haswell LLC cache set usage (1 M-item BST).
problem3 on the descriptor-pointer field in the nodes. The idea is that if the content of
this field only changes from one descriptor to another, an ABA problem cannot occur.)
Fixing cache set underutilization Shrinking int-lf ’s node size as part of fixing its
implementation oversights has the serendipitous effect of segregating node and descriptor
allocations. As nodes and descriptor allocations become satisfied from different size classes,
nodes occupy all cache sets. Moreover, only nodes are allocated from their size class, and so
no prefetching of useless data occurs. To prevent cache set underutilization in a principled
way, we propose to explicitly segregate BST nodes by allocating them from a dedicated
memory pool; see Section 7.3 for details.
It remains to show that cache set underutilization is not only caused by mapping nodes
to a strict subset of the cache. To this end, we modify the microbenchmark to add allocation calls of random sizes between BST operations. These random allocations break
the benchmark’s regular allocation pattern, causing int-lf nodes to map to all cache sets.
Nevertheless, unless we additionally disable prefetching,4 int-lf still obtains poor performance. Table 7.4 shows the result of our experiments. Fixing cache set underutilization
improves throughput by 40% on the 1 M-item tree.
log-int analysis We find that log-int’s poor performance stems from an interaction with
the internal memory layout policies of the memory allocator, which lead to poor cache
underutilization for the BST. Here, we describe this analysis.
Examination of performance counter data shows that log-int exhibits an increased
amount of L2 and LLC misses. We perform cache set analysis (as in int-lf ’s analysis) by
computing the cache sets the tree nodes map to after the benchmark completes, and find
that log-int uses only ≈ 2/3 of the L2 and LLC sets.
Curiously, log-int has 96-byte nodes, and so the model of the allocator satisfying
objects from an array implies that it should have perfect cache set coverage, as depicted
in Figure 7.3. The left illustration in the figure shows a 384-byte memory block (6 cache
lines) and the layout of consecutive 96-byte nodes in this block. We use two colors to
3

An ABA problem occurs when a thread reads the same value (A) from a location twice, interpreting
this to mean that the location has contained (A) at all times between the two reads, whereas in between
the two reads, other threads update the location to a different value (B) and then back to (A).
4
Specifically, the L1 data cache prefetcher.
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Figure 7.3: Memory allocation pattern of different sized nodes.
Algorithm
log-int
log-int-128
log-int-192

L1 unused sets
1.6%
50.0%
1.6%

L2 unused sets
34.4%
50.8%
1.6%

L3 unused sets
34.4%
50.8%
1.6%

Table 7.5: Cache set usage of log-int node sizes (haswell ).
represent different nodes. Patterns represent the fields of a node that are accessed by
traversals (24 bytes). Blank lines are never accessed by a search, which seemingly explains
using only 2/3 of the cache.
However, 96-byte nodes occupy the same number of cache lines as would 192-byte (3
lines) nodes, depicted on the right illustration of Figure 7.3. Because 3-line allocations
start on cache lines of the form 3k, and the number of sets is a power of 2, 3-line allocations
will eventually map to every set (as gcd(2, 3) = 1) [2]. In contrast, 128-byte (2 line) map
only to even cache sets and thus utilize half the cache (see the middle illustration).
We evaluate variants of log-int that have 128-byte and 192-byte nodes. Table 7.5 shows
their cache set coverage, and Figure 7.4 shows the correlated throughput. The results for
192-byte nodes match the allocator model, but the original 96-byte results do not.
We trace this discrepancy to the internal structure of the memory allocator. The
jemalloc superblock (called a run) starts with a 2-line book-keeping header, followed by
an array of blocks (as per our model). Runs are cache line-aligned but are sized differently,
depending on the block size: runs of 96-byte blocks are two pages, and runs of 192-byte
blocks are three pages. As runs are themselves allocated from larger chunks of consecutive
pages, a similar explanation to the one described above applies. Three-page runs will
eventually cover every possible page-aligned set in the cache, whereas two-page runs will
not. We thus address the log-int anomaly by increasing its node size to 192 bytes.
Collocated children
We find that the high throughput obtained by edge-ext-lf compared to the other external
BSTs is due to a fortunate allocation pattern, which causes many leaves to be collocated
on the same cache line with their parent. This allocation pattern arises from edge-ext-lf ’s
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Figure 7.4: Throughput of log-int, varying node size.
properties: It is an external BST with immutable 32-byte nodes. An insert operation
whose search completes at leaf u allocates a new internal (routing) node v and a new leaf
node (with the inserted item) w, which is a child of v. It then replaces u with v. The
memory allocator satisfies 32-byte node allocations from a superblock of 32-byte blocks.
Therefore, v and w might be collocated on the same cache line.
We analyze the node addresses in the evaluated trees and find that 75% of the internal
nodes that have a leaf child are also collocated in the same cache line with one of their
children. (This collocation can only occur for leaves. Whenever edge-ext-lf extends a path,
it breaks the previous parent/child collocation.)
To evaluate the performance impact of the collocation property, we implement shifted
versions of edge-ext-lf , where we add one 32-byte allocation before the initialization of the
tree. This shifts the cache line offsets of all later allocations, moving the child nodes to a
different cache line (Figure 7.5). As expected, we find that in the shifted implementations,
in 75% of internal nodes that have a leaf child, the child is located on the adjacent cache
line. On a 1 M-item BST, we observe throughput slowdowns of 14% on abu-dhabi and
11% haswell .
The reason that prefetching does not hide this problem is again due to the allocation
pattern. We examine the node addresses and find that 100% of the nodes that have a
leaf child in the next cache line are themselves located on an odd cache line (Figure 7.5).
The adjacent-line prefetcher on haswell “fetches the cache line that comprises a cache line
pair” [89]. This appears to imply that cache pairs start with an even cache line and that
access to an odd cache line triggers a prefetch of the previous line.

7.2.3

Prefetching issues

Bronson et al.’s relaxed balance AVL BST [19] (occ-avl and occ-avl-2 ) is considered as one
of the fastest BSTs. While on abu-dhabi the AVL tree indeed outperforms the other BSTs
by a geometric mean of 40% in both tree sizes, on haswell it is not the best performer on
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Figure 7.5: Node collocation in edge-ext-lf and its shifted version.

the 1 M-item tree experiment. We trace this anomaly to a subtle interaction of the BST’s
optimistic concurrency control (OCC) and the machine’s L2 prefetcher, which is exposed
after removing a different bottleneck in the algorithm’s OCC implementation.
The algorithm uses versioning, an OCC implementation technique, to detect concurrent tree modifications during searches. Each child pointer has an associated version
number that increases when the pointer is updated. Thus, if this version has not changed
in some time interval then the pointer has not changed as well. Searches validate their
traversal using these version numbers. Each time a search goes through a node u it validates that the inbound pointer to u and the outbound pointer to the next node on the
path were valid together at the same point in time.
When the validation at some node u fails, the search starts ascending along the traversed path, revalidating at each node, until it returns to a consistent state from which it
resumes the search. Both occ-avl and occ-avl-2 use recursive calls to visit nodes, thereby
recording this book-keeping data on the stack. This information, however, is used only if a
search encounters a concurrent update, which is expected to be a rare event. We therefore
change occ-avl-2 to restart the search from the root whenever a validation fails, yielding
the occ-avl-2 -ret implementation.
In the 1 M-item tree experiment, occ-avl-2 -ret outperforms occ-avl and occ-avl-2 by
17% on haswell . We observe, however, that it generates many L2 prefetch misses. Our
workload does not benefit from hardware prefetching, since the next cache line a BST
search visits is random. Prefetching thus hurts BST throughput, as it evicts potentially
useful tree nodes (e.g., nodes at the top of the tree) from the cache.
We find that reading the version stored in the nodes triggers an L2 prefetch. While
reading twice from the cache line (key and next pointer) does not trigger prefetching, any
additional read from the node does. To evaluate the impact of prefetching, we implement
a variant of the algorithm without the version reads, occ-avl-2 -unsafe. This variant is safe
to run only in a read-only workload; we use it just to estimate the performance lost due to
prefetching. Figure 7.6 shows the results: On a 1 M-item tree, occ-avl-2 -unsafe improves
a further 12% over occ-avl-2 -ret, for an overall 31% improvement over occ-avl-2 ; its total
improvement over occ-avl-2 on a 10 M-item BST is 21%.
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Figure 7.6: Impact of OCC changes in occ-avl-2 (haswell ).

7.2.4

Discussion

Our analysis explains unexpected differences in BST performance, and also provides algorithmic insights. For example, algorithms can be designed to explicitly fit parent and a
child node into one cache line, instead of this happening by chance. The findings about
OCC (Section 7.2.3) can similarly be applied when designing optimistic algorithms.

7.3

BST performance within an application

The next logical step is to ask whether these performance issues are simply artifacts of
microbenchmarking, or whether similar issues appear in more complex software. To this
end, we study an in-memory database management system called DBx1000 [92] (henceforth, simply DBx), which is used in multi-core database research [12, 63, 92, 93]. In this
section, we focus on the haswell machine (we omit DBx results on the abu-dhabi machine
since they were unstable.)
DBx implements a single relational database, which contains one or more tables, each
of which consists of a sequence of rows. It offers a variety of different concurrency control
mechanisms for allowing processes to access tables and rows. We use its 2-phased locking
option, which locks individual rows of tables, and has been shown to scale on simulated
systems containing up to one thousand cores [92].
Each table can have one or more key fields and associated indexes. Each index allows
processes to query a specific key field, quickly locating any rows in which the key field
contains a desired value. Any thread-safe data structure can serve as an index in DBx,
as long as it implements a multimap. A multimap represents a set of keys, each of which
maps to one or more values (pointers to rows of a table), and offers three operations:
contains(key), insert(key, value) and delete(key, value). contains(key) returns all of the
values to which key maps in the multimap. insert(key, value) adds a mapping from key
to value. If key maps to value, then delete(key, value) removes the mapping from key to
value, and returns true. Otherwise, it simply returns false.
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We replace the default index implementation in DBx with each of the BSTs that we
wish to evaluate. To do so, we had to overcome a minor complication: each of these BSTs
implements a map, not a multimap. That is, each key maps only to a single value. DBx
uses the following transformation from maps into multimaps. Instead of storing keys and
pointers to rows in the map, each key maps to a linked list that is protected by a lock.
Then, to perform insert(key, value) on the multimap, where value is a pointer to a row,
we simply insert row into the appropriate linked list in the underlying map.
To analyze the performance of the various BST implementations in DBx, we use the
well known Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB), and the Transaction Processing
Performance Council’s TPC-C benchmark. The relatively simple transactions in YCSB
comprise a read-mostly workload on a large table with a single index. TPC-C has more
complex transactions, many indexes, and many writes.
In all of our experiments, we measure the number of committed transactions, the
number of index operations performed, the time needed to perform all transactions (total
time), and the time spent accessing the index(es) (index time). Timing measurements were
performed using x86-64 RDTSC instructions. The overall performance of a benchmark is
measured in terms of transaction throughput, the total number of committed transactions
divided by total time. We define dbx time as the time in an execution that is not spent
accessing the index(es) (i.e., total time−index time).

7.3.1

Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB)

Following the approach in [92], we run the following YCSB benchmark. The benchmark
consists of a single table containing ten million rows. Each thread performs a fixed number
of transactions (100,000 in our runs), and the execution terminates when the first thread
finishes performing its transactions. Each transaction accesses 16 different rows in the
table, which are determined by index lookups on randomly generated keys. Each row
is read with probability 0.9 and updated with probability 0.1. The keys are generated
according to a Zipfian distribution following the approach in [47].
Segregating tree data When we use a BST implementation as the index in YCSB, we
are effectively merging the memory address space of YCSB with the address space of the
BST. In doing so, we may change the memory layout of objects in YCSB (for example,
by interleaving nodes with table rows in YCSB), which can have a significant impact on
performance. We can isolate and study these memory layout changes, and selectively
eliminate them, by using segregation to effectively separate parts of the address spaces for
the BST and YCSB.
One way to ensure that different object types are segregated is to resize objects so they
belong to different size classes (and, hence, are allocated from different superblocks). This
method has some downsides. Most notably, in real applications, where there are many
allocations from many different size classes, it may be difficult to find an unused size class
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that does not require very large changes to object sizes (wasting memory and decreasing
cache utilization).
Instead, we implement segregation by using several separate instances of the memory
allocator: one for YCSB, and one for each type of objects we would like to segregate from
other object types. In our case, this means one for BST nodes, one for BST descriptors,
and one for other implementation-specific tree data. Consequently, when we segregate
tree data, nodes are allocated consecutively in each page, descriptors are not interleaved
with nodes (avoiding the performance problem with int-lf that we described in 7.2.2), and
tree data is not interleaved with YCSB data. This segregation technique introduces some
overhead, mainly memory overhead caused by unused space in some size-classes and loss
of locality. We believe that the added overhead has negligible impact on the benchmarks,
since segregating tree data never impaired performance, in any YCSB run.
Comparing YCSB with the microbenchmark
We first address the question: to what degree do the results of YCSB match our microbenchmark results? We compare with microbenchmark results for trees containing 10
million keys, since this is approximately the size of the index in YCSB. The top of Figure 7.7 contains the results of running the microbenchmark for all of the BSTs we studied,
after fixing all of the performance issues described. To make the results easier to understand, we sort the BSTs by performance and group them into the following equivalence
classes: (occ-avl , occ-avl-2 ), (log-int, edge-int-lf , Citrus, int-lf , edge-ext-lf-2 , edge-extlf ), (ticket), (ext-lf ). Within each of these equivalence classes, the performance differences
are not significant.
The results of our YCSB experiments appear in the bottom Figure 7.7. The BSTs are
listed in the same order as they appear in the microbenchmarks. Without segregation,
there are several differences between the YCSB results and the microbenchmark results.
First, log-int performs about as well as occ-avl and occ-avl-2 , which were significantly
faster than log-int in the microbenchmarks. All three appear to be in the same equivalence
class. Second, edge-ext-lf-2 is significantly slower than edge-ext-lf , whereas they have
the same performance in the microbenchmark. Third, ticket and ext-lf have the same
performance, whereas ticket is significantly faster in the microbenchmark. As the graph
on the right shows, in each of these cases, segregating the tree data restores the original
behaviour observed in the microbenchmark.
Memory layout issues
In our analysis of YCSB, we found several memory layout issues that were similar to the
issues we found in our microbenchmarks. We give details for a few key examples.
Underutilized cache sets due to allocation pattern When we add all of our BST
implementations to YCSB, several of them exhibit very poor cache set utilization. We
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Figure 7.7: Microbenchmark results for BSTs containing 10M items compared to DBx
YCSB resutls
find that their nodes map to only third of the L3 cache sets, rendering two-thirds of the L3
cache unusable for the purpose of storing nodes. These implementations include occ-avl
and occ-avl-2 , which have 64-byte nodes.
Since we did not observe this behaviour in the microbenchmarks, we hypothesize it is
the result of adding these trees to YCSB (more specifically, merging each tree’s memory
space with the memory space of YCSB). We analyze the allocations performed by YCSB,
and find that it allocates a large number (millions) of objects in size classes: 8, 32, 48, 64,
128, 192 and 384. In the 64-byte size class, it allocates only row and row wrapper objects.
In particular, it always allocates a row, followed by a row wrapper, and then inserts
the row into the index (BST). In the BSTs that exhibit this memory layout problem,
index insertion allocates one 64-byte node. Thus, the allocation pattern in memory is
RWNRWNRWN... where R is a row, W is a row wrapper, and N is a node. Consequently,
rows have addresses satisfying addr = 0 (mod 192), row wrappers have addresses satisfying
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addr = 64 (mod 192) and nodes have addresses satisfying addr = 128 (mod 192). That
is, each object type has a 192-byte stride.
This pattern turns out to have a pathological interaction with the processor’s internal
hash function that maps physical addresses to LLC cache sets, resulting in an execution
where rows, row wrappers and nodes each map to only third of the L3 cache sets. (This
is similar to the memory layout anomaly of int-lf with a 128-byte stride in 7.2.2.) In
contrast, if a particular object type appears with a 256-byte stride, the L3 hash function
will map objects approximately uniformly over all cache sets.
We break up this allocation pattern by segregating the tree data, which results in a
significant speedup for these data structures, since it allows nodes to occupy the entire
cache. For example, in occ-avl , it reduces index time from 121 to 108 seconds (a 13 second
difference), and total time from 188 to 178 seconds (a 10 second difference). Note, however, that it increases dbx time by 3 seconds. Further timing measurements demonstrate
that the increase in dbx time is due to added contention on row locks. These row locks
protect concurrency control meta-data used during transaction data access. Thus, faster
indexes, increase the frequency of threads acquiring these locks, which in turn increases
the contention on these locks. In fact, we find that in all of our experiments with YCSB,
increased dbx time caused by segregation is due to such added contention on row locks.

Accidentally fixing a memory layout problem. Previously, we saw how merging
two address spaces can cause a memory layout issue. In this section, we see how merging
two address spaces can fix a preexisting memory layout issue.
When adding BSTs with 48-byte nodes to YCSB, and experimenting to see how much
segregation helps, we find that segregating tree data for these BSTs caused significant
increases in dbx time. For example, segregation increases dbx time for edge-int-lf by 9
seconds, from 58 to 67. Analyzing executions of YCSB, we find that approximately ten
million row locks (implemented with pthread mutexes) and 4,000 other miscellaneous
objects are allocated in the 48-byte size class (in addition to any 48-byte nodes).
If there are no 48-byte node allocations, then these 48-byte row locks experience false
sharing. Since the locks are smaller than a cache line, and they are allocated consecutively,
a single cache line contains parts of two different locks. Thus, write contention on one
lock additionally creates write contention on another lock. This is exacerbated by the
adjacent line prefetcher, which effectively causes accesses to a lock to contend with the
(three to four) locks stored in two cache lines. By merging the address space of a BST
with 48-byte nodes with the address space of YCSB, we accidentally eliminated this false
sharing, by interleaving row locks with nodes. Of course, this unfairly favours the BSTs
with 48-byte nodes over the other BSTs. Thus, we fix this problem in a more principled
way by padding the row locks to eliminate false sharing. (The same effect was seen, and
fixed, in TPCC.)
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Unnecessary page scattering So far, we have seen that segregation can improve performance by breaking up deleterious memory layouts, and generally improving cache behaviour. Our results have thus far suggested that we can reasonably expect to see some
change in performance due to segregation whenever nodes are allocated from the same
size class as some other objects. However, it turns out that segregation can improve
performance, even when nodes are the only allocations performed from a given size class.
Once the row locks in YCSB are padded, YCSB only performs about 4,000 miscellaneous allocations from the 48-byte size class. Thus, in BSTs with 48-byte nodes, nodes
are the only significant source of allocations in their size class. We were quite surprised
to find that segregation significantly improved performance for these trees.
One interesting difference caused by segregation is a substantial reduction in the TLB
miss rate for algorithms with 48-byte nodes. This improvement comes from an interaction
between huge pages and the allocator. When huge pages are enabled in Linux, pages
occupy 2MB instead of 4096 bytes. This generally improves TLB miss rates, since a
program’s working set can be represented using fewer pages.
However, we found that the allocator jemalloc divides each huge page into 512 chunks
of 4096 bytes each, and distributes these into different size classes. More specifically,
during its initialization, jemalloc allocates a bank of chunks for each thread. Each thread
distributes these chunks on-demand to its individual size classes. Whenever a thread runs
out of space in the current chunk for one of its size classes, it fetches one (or more) chunks
from its bank, and assigns them to this size class. In our experiments, we observed that
threads fetch one chunk at a time for the 32-, 48- and 64-byte size classes.
In YCSB, this has the following effect. Before performing an insertion on a BST, a
transaction allocates a 64-byte row, followed by 128 bytes of data, a 64-byte row lock, a
192-byte (padded) pthread mutex, and a 32-byte value. Thus, for each node allocated
by an insertion operation, several objects are allocated in several different size classes.
Consequently, each thread regularly takes chunks from its bank and assigns them to these
size classes, almost in round-robin fashion, but with more chunks going to the size classes
that exhaust them more quickly.
As a result, in the small size classes used for nodes, the chunks often do not have
consecutive addresses. For example, in a variant of edge-int-lf with 48-byte nodes, we
found that threads would allocate full 4096-byte chunks of nodes, but would only store
nodes in approximately one out of every 10 chunks that it allocated. As another example,
in occ-avl-2 , which has 64-byte nodes, threads would use up to three consecutive chunks
to store nodes, and then the next chunk used to store nodes would typically appear five
or six chunks later in the address space. Figure 7.8 visualizes the actual layout of chunks
used to store nodes in an execution of YCSB with occ-avl-2 .
We now consider what happens when the tree data for occ-avl-2 is segregated. Figure 7.9 shows the resulting layout of chunks used to store nodes. The difference is striking.
Since the nodes are allocated by a separate instance of jemalloc, each thread uses its en116
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Figure 7.8: Layout of huge pages without segregation: showing all chunks used to store
nodes by occ-avl-2 in YCSB (haswell ).
tire bank of chunks to store nodes. Consequently, the chunks allocated for nodes almost
always have consecutive addresses. This significantly reduces the number of pages needed
to store the tree, and results in far fewer TLB misses. In YCSB with occ-avl-2 , the average number of TLB misses per YCSB transaction decreases from 412 to 161 (a 61%
reduction). Segregation reduces TLB misses in all of the BSTs we studied.

7.3.2

Transaction Processing Performance Council - Type C (TPC-C)

TPC-C simulates a large scale online transaction processing application for the order-entry
environment of a wholesale supplier. According to the Transaction Processing Performance
Council, it represents the business activity of “any industry that must manage, sell, or distribute a product or service.” At a high level, TPC-C assumes that business operations are
organized around a fixed number of warehouses, which each service a number of districts.
For each warehouse and district, the database stores information about customers, orders,
payments, items for sale, and warehouse stock. TPC-C features complex transactions over
nine tables with widely varying row types and population sizes, and with varying degrees
of non-uniformity in the data. These tables are indexed by up to three different indexes
on different key fields.
Our implementation of TPC-C executes a representative subset of the TPC-C transactions. In particular, we include the new-order and payment transactions, which comprise
88% of all transactions executed in the full TPC-C benchmark. This same approach was
taken in [92].
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Figure 7.9: Layout of huge pages with segregation: showing all chunks used to store nodes
by occ-avl-2 in YCSB (haswell ).
The new-order transaction represents a new order placed by a customer. It first gathers
relevant data from the customer, district and warehouse tables, and inserts rows representing the order into the orders and new-orders tables. TPC-C specifies that each order
is to purchase k items, where k uniform in [5, 15], so the transaction then reads k rows
from the item table, reads and updates the k relevant stock counts in the stock table, and
inserts k new rows into the order-line table.
The payment transaction represents a payment made by a customer for a particular
order. It first reads and updates year-to-date revenues for the customer’s warehouse and
district in the warehouse and district tables. Then, it retrieves all customers with a
given last name from the customer table, retrieves the median customer, and updates
this customer’s row in the customer table (storing large data, up to 500 bytes per field).
Finally, it inserts a row into the history table.
Note that payment transactions contend on the customer’s warehouse. Consequently,
concurrency in TPC-C is limited by the number of warehouses. Thus, it is common to
run with at least as many warehouses as there are concurrent threads in the experimental
system. We run with 48 warehouses.
Segregating tree data As in YCSB, we segregate the tree data in TPC-C by using
several allocator instances: one for TPC-C, one for BST nodes, one for descriptors, and
one for other implementation-specific tree data. All indexes share the same set of allocator
instances. So, for example, all indexes use the same allocator for nodes. Thus, nodes for
all indexes are interleaved with one another, but not with TPC-C data.
Impact of improved BST performance on TPC-C
We now present an experiment that demonstrates the impact of our improvements to
the BSTs on the performance of TPC-C. The results appear in Figure 7.10. We obtain
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Figure 7.10: TPC-C performance: baseline vs. improved BST implementations.
each data point by dividing the throughput of TPC-C when the final BST implementation is used for indexes (with segregation) by the throughput when the baseline BST
implementation (without segregation) is used for indexes.
By improving the BST implementations, we obtain an overall improvement of up to
7.6%. Initially, this improvement might seem somewhat small, but TPC-C is a large,
complex workload that takes over 200 seconds to run, and allocates over 30 GiB of memory. Accesses to the indexes comprise a relatively small part of the work, and Amdahl’s
law limits the improvement we can see, so a 7.6% overall improvement is actually fairly
substantial.
Source of the improvement Let us drill down into the details of where this improvement comes from. As an example, we consider occ-avl (which obtains the full 7.6%
improvement). With the baseline implementation of occ-avl , the total time to run TPC-C
is 249 seconds. This breaks down into 108 seconds of index time and 141 seconds of dbx
time. If we follow the recommendations in 7.2, then total time decreases by 9 seconds to
240. This breaks down into 105 seconds of index time and 135 seconds of dbx time. If
we additionally segregate tree data, then total time further decreases by 8 seconds to 232.
This breaks down into 95 seconds of index time and 137 seconds of dbx time.
Interestingly, segregation causes a slight increase in dbx time. It turns out that, when
the indexes in DBx speed up significantly, a new bottleneck appears. This manifests as
increased contention on row locks. However, this is not the only component of the increase
in dbx time. DBx and TPC-C are quite complex, and there is an additional component
that we are unable to identify. We leave it as future work to perform additional profiling
of DBx.
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Impact of segregation on TPC-C
We now study the effect of segregation on the other BSTs. Figure 7.11 shows the breakdown of TPC-C total time into index time and dbx time both with and without segregation of tree data. The BSTs that are not shown in the graph do not experience significant
changes in either index time or dbx time.
As we saw above, segregation improves the index time of occ-avl by 10 seconds, and
hurts its dbx time by 2 seconds. That is, it helps index time much more than it hurts
dbx time. In contrast, consider edge-ext-lf , for which segregation improves index time by
10 seconds, but hurts dbx time by 6 seconds, negating most of the benefit. In this case,
approximately 2 seconds of the change in dbx time is due to increased contention on row
locks.
Although the benefit of segregation is somewhat limited in Figure 7.11, it is important
to remember that we are starting from optimized implementations that follow the recommendations in 7.2. Different implementations will interact with TPC-C’s memory layout
in different ways, and may see more significant benefits. For example, we ran TPC-C with
a variant of int-lf that has 64-byte nodes and 112-byte descriptors, instead of 48-byte
nodes and 64-byte descriptors. For this BST, segregation does increase dbx time by 5
seconds from 135 to 140, but it greatly improves index time by 16 seconds from 113 to 97.
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Figure 7.11: Impact of segregation on TPC-C.
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Chapter 8

Related Work
8.1

RCU and Predicate RCU

The RCU synchronization mechanism was added to the Linux kernel in 2002 as an alternative to traditional locking [73]. RCU is mainly suitable for synchronization under
read-intensive workloads and explicit memory reclamation [72, 69]. A formal semantics
for RCU appears in [45, 48]. RCU originally exploited kernel features to support zero
overhead on readers. Subsequent implementations increased readers overhead [70], resulting in similar overheads as in user space implementations [5, 64, 35], requiring readers to
post their arrival in memory and issue a memory fence.
Relativistic programing is a methodology for concurrent programming using RCU,
which does not assume sequentially consistent memory. It instructs readers to access
items in the data structure in an order that is reverse to the order that updates modify
them, but it does not deal with concurrent updates. Relativistic programming was employed in a concurrent hash table [85, 86] in which a lock protects each bucket. Relativistic
programming was also used in a red-black tree [55], which allows only one concurrent writer
to the tree, optimistically enforced by transactional memory [52]. RCU was used in a different way in Bonsai, a balanced tree algorithm [28]. Inspired by functional programming,
Bonsai never modifies the tree in place, creating instead a new instance for the changed
data structure.
Read-Log-Update (RLU) is a synchronization mechanism that aims to reduce the programing difficulty associated with RCU programming while maintaining read-update concurrency and scalability [67]. Unlike previous RCU based synchronization mechanisms,
RLU provides explicit update synchronization, supporting read-only traversals concurrently with multiple updates. It uses a log-based mechanism, similar to the ones used by
software transactional memory [36, 81]. Unfortunately, RLU ease of use comes at a price,
updates must execute expensive wait-for-readers operation after each high level operation
in order to ensure linearizability. This inherent overhead makes RLU suitable only for
read-intensive workloads.
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The use of predicates in order to maintain consistency was originally suggested for
databases. A predicate lock enables a transaction to lock all the tuples that satisfy the
predicate [40]. Since predicate locks are used to enforce mutual exclusion, the main difficulty in implementing them is the need to efficiently determine if two predicates agree
on a common value, i.e., conflict, as conflicting locks cannot be held at the same time. In
contrast, we use predicates to manage synchronization between updates and concurrent
reads. In PRCU, conflicting predicates imply that two wait-for-readers calls need to wait
for common readers and so require no special handling.

8.2

Concurrent search trees

Many concurrent search trees were presented in recent years, several of them using finegrained locks, e.g., [3, 19, 29, 37]. Other trees are nonblocking, e.g., [18, 22, 39, 43,
56, 75, 80]. The nonblocking algorithms typically use compare&swap primitives, and in
some cases, even stronger primitives on several shared variables, like multi-word compare&swap [43] or the customized LLX, SCX and VLX primitives [22]. Both [39] and
[56] use a similar technique, creating record objects for coordination between updates
and inserting them into the updated node using a compare&swap operation. A different
approach was used in [75, 80]. These algorithms mark edges instead of nodes, enabling
insertion without helping and helping deletions without an additional record object.
Some trees, e.g., [37, 43, 56, 80], are internal, storing in all the nodes. Others, e.g.,
[22, 33, 39, 75], are external, storing keys only at the leafs. A major challenge in designing a
concurrent internal search tree is removing a node with two children while maintaining the
correctness of contains operations. One solution is to validate the search and restart the
operation if a concurrent removal is detected [56, 80]. This validation needs to check only
the last node for which the right child link was followed. A different solution was used by
[37], where successor and predecessor links are maintained in every node. When a search
using only the tree structure fails to find the key, the operation traverses the predecessor
or successor links. These traversals are resilient to concurrent structural changes, such
as using the successor to remove a node with two children, as well as tree rotations due
to balancing. A third solution is to avoid physical removal of nodes with two children,
resulting in a partially external tree [19, 29]. In such trees, deleted nodes with two children
are marked as removed, but remain in the tree as routing nodes. These routing nodes are
either physically removed once the number of children reduces, due to additional deletions,
or reused by an insert operation.
A summary of modern concurrent binary search trees is provided in Table 8.1.
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Algorithm
Bronson et al. [19]

Lock based

Part. external

Ellen et al. [39]

Lock free

External

Howley and Jones
[56]
Crain et al. [29]

Lock free

Internal

Lock based

Part. external

Brown et al. [22]

Lock free

External

Drachsler et al. [37]

Lock based

Internal

Natarajan and Mittal [75]
Ramachandran and
Mittal [80]
David et al. [33]

Lock free

External

Lock free

Internal

Lock based

External

Comments
Relaxed balanced AVL tree. Uses
hand-over-hand optimistic validation
to traverse the tree, meaning that a
search might be blocked by ongoing update.
Uses three CAS operation for insertion
and four CAS operations for deletions.
Helping is performed during traversal
in all operations.
A relaxed balanced tree that decouples the operations that modify the abstraction from operations that modify
the tree structure itself.
Implements a chromatic tree, a relaxed
variant of a red-black tree.
Maintains successor and predecessor
nodes to maintain correctness of lockfree traversals.
Reduces contention by marking edges
rather than nodes.
Reduces contention by marking edges
rather than nodes.
Updates use ticket locks to acquire a
specific version of the lock and detect
contention while traversals are lockfree.

Table 8.1: Concurrent search trees.

8.3

Concurrent range queries

A small selection of data structures have been carefully designed with support for range
queries [13, 83] or iteration [14, 19, 78]. Their respective techniques are closely tied to the
underlying data structures, and it is difficult to see how they could be generalized. Our
technique, on the other hand, aims to be a general technique for adding range queries to
an existing concurrent data structure.
One easy way to implement range queries is to use transactional memory (TM). TM
allows blocks of code to be executed as transactions that either commit and take effect
atomically, or abort and have no effect on shared memory. TM can be implemented in
software (STM) [31, 36] or hardware (HTM) (on recent Intel and IBM processors). STM
currently has high overhead, and HTM has limitations that make transactions more likely
to abort as they access more memory (making large range queries exceedingly likely to
abort).
Another simple way to implement range queries is to use the Read-log-update (RLU) [67]
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synchronization technique. In RLU, readers see a snapshot of the data structure, so range
queries are easy. However, like RCU, updates incur a high overhead, since every update
must invoke wait-for-readers, which waits for all concurrent operations to finish. (The authors suggest accelerating updates by deferring wait-for-readers calls, but this makes all
operations non-linearizable.)
One can also implement range queries by explicitly taking a snapshot of the data
structure, and then collecting keys from the snapshot. Several techniques have been
proposed for taking snapshots of an array [1, 11, 58].
Petrank and Timnat [77] generalized the approach of Jayanti [58] to take a snapshot
of a concurrent set, and implemented an iteration operation. They also gave correctness
and progress proofs, and demonstrated their technique on a linked list and a skip-list.
At a high level, they introduced a Snap-collector object, which multiple threads can use
to collaboratively build a snapshot of the data structure. The Snap-collector is essentially
a collection of reports, each of which represents the insertion or deletion of a key during an
iteration operation. Whenever there is an active iteration operation, updates that change
the data structure must report their changes, and searches and other updates must also
report changes they observe (to facilitate a complex linearization argument).
The Snap-collector has a few significant downsides. (i) It can only be used with data
structures in which deletions mark nodes as logically deleted before physically deleting
them, and are linearized when the node is marked. (ii) It is not clear how the transformation could be applied to data structures that offer group updates, which insert/delete
many keys atomically, or to balanced trees and other, more complex data structures. (iii)
The Snap-collector creates many small auxiliary objects, including reports, wrappers for
reports, and wrappers for nodes. This increases its space complexity and adds allocation and reclamation overhead. (iv) It assumes the existence of a data structure traversal
procedure, but the authors do not explain what such a procedure should guarantee. We
believe that the Collect property defined in Section 6.1 is also the correct property for
traversals used in the Snap-collector.
Recently, the Snap-collector was extended to support more efficient range queries [25].
However, this extended algorithm causes all updates and searches to suffer additional
overhead for each concurrent range query.

8.4

Evaluation of concurrent BST

Several studies compare the performance of concurrent data structures, including BSTs [33,
46]. David, Guerraoui, and Trigonakis [33] evaluate 22 concurrent data structures, including five BSTs, to determine the efficacy of their asynchronized concurrency (ASCY) design
paradigm. The ASCY paradigm is based on four programming patterns that aim to reduce
memory accesses and in particular writes to shared memory, therefore, reducing cache coherence traffic. Indeed, their results show that on relatively small data structures, that fit
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into cache, following these programming patterns improve performance, regardless of the
synchronization technique that is used. In contrast, Gramoli [46] evaluates 31 concurrent
algorithms, eight of which are BSTs, focusing on the different synchronization techniques.
He concludes that synchronization based on CAS primitive, such as lock-free implementations, leads to the best performance. Both of these studies consider only small sized data
structures in their analysis, thus, their results are more sensitive to cache coherence related overheads. Additionally, these works do not analyze the root causes of performance
anomalies, and they do not consider application benchmarks.
Previous works suggested segregated allocations to improve performance. Regionbased memory management [49, 82] allocates each object type from a dedicated memory
pool, and thus would effectively segregate BST node allocations. However, the motivation
for region-based allocation is to speed up memory allocation and freeing, not to improve
cache and TLB utilization. Lattner and Adve [61] propose a compiler algorithm for segregating distinct instances of data structures into separate pools. Their approach does not
segregate allocations within a data structure, which may be required to avoid underutilizing cache sets. Moreover, they do not perform a similar analysis to ours on the cache
impact of their segregation.
Some of the memory layout issues we find are reported in other contexts, but no previous work considers the combination of all factors and their effect on BST performance.
For example, (1) cache set underutilization due to regular placement of objects in memory
has been observed in the context of memory allocation research [2, 65], but this work did
not identify that prefetching can also lead to underutilized cache sets; (2) earlier research
proposed compiler and library techniques for improving cache utilization by careful placement of objects in memory [24, 27], but these techniques are not available on deployed
systems and it is thus not clear whether they would address the anomalies we consider;
and (3) Wu and Martonosi [90] find intra-application interferences caused by hardware
prefetching, but they do not analyze the applications to determine the root causes of this
interference.

8.5

The sensitivity of experimental evaluation

Previous work established that experimental evaluation is sensitive to the experimental
setup. Mytkowicz et al. [74] demonstrated that experimental setups are often biased and
can lead to incorrect conclusions. Their examples considered two sources of measurement:
the UNIX environment size and linking order. Changes to the UNIX environment size
change the location of the call stack which in turn affects the alignment of local variables;
changes to the linking order affect code and data layout. Their experiments show that both
types of changes could significantly slow down or speed up performance, meaning that a
seemingly irrelevant change has a significant effect. Further, by running the experiments
on different architectures they discovered that the best configuration on one machine is
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different from the best configuration on another machine, and hence, results from one
machine cannot predict the behavior on another machine. The authors suggest to use
causal analysis, experimentally affirming the cause of the observed effect, in order to
confirm experiments’ conclusions and using setup randomization to avoid measurement
bias.
Similar sensitivities were also found in architectural simulations of multi-threaded
workloads. Alameldeen and Wood [4] has shown time variability that occurs when a
workload exhibits different characteristics during different phases of a single run, and can
cause errors when the measured phase does not represent the workload’s typical behavior.
Similarly, space variability occur when small variations in timing cause runs starting from
the same initial condition to follow widely different execution paths, and can cause errors when minor timing differences between two configurations result in widely divergent
execution paths. The authors show that both variabilities can lead to incorrect conclusions by examining the impact of variability on cache design. They show that on OLTP
benchmark there is a 31% chance to reach the incorrect conclusion that 2-way associative
cache decreases runtime compared to a 4-way associative cache, if only one simulation run
is executed. They suggest using random perturbations and classical statistics techniques,
such as confidence intervals and hypothesis testing, for coping with variability.
A position paper highlights a different difficulty of performance evaluation [17]. It argues that the fast changing environment requires adaptation of methodologies for experiments to remain sound and relevant. They show that managed languages introduce at least
three new degrees of freedom to to experimental evaluation, heap size, non-determinism
due to adaptive optimization and sampling, and system warm-up required for just-in-time
compilation. However, many programming languages researchers have not evolved their
methodologies to address these additional degrees of freedom. Manged languages are given
as an example, though the broader problem is widespread and growing, including domains
such as multiprocessor architectures and concurrent programming models.
In recent years, researchers have developed tools and methodologies for sound performance evaluation e.g., [30, 34, 42, 87].
Input Shaking is an approach to overcome the problem of simulation variability, suggested by Tsafrir et al. [87]. The idea is to execute multiple simulations under small
perturbations to the input workload trace, in order to create multiple data points. The
shaking methodology has two important attributes: the parameters to shake, and the
amount and percentage of perturbation, called the shaking degree. The authors examined
their approach on scheduling algorithms, by shaking the interval time, i.e. the time between two consecutive jobs. The degree of shaking was a combination of the maximum
delta of the interval time and the percentage of jobs shaken. They conclude that for
scheduling algorithms a minimal percentage of 10% and at least 60 seconds on the interval time are sufficient shaking attributes. Extending the shaking methodology to other
domains requires different shaking attributes.
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Oliveira et al. [34] present a benchmarking infrastructure, called DataMill, for performance evaluation. DataMill enables testing an innovation on various platforms, thus
varying software and hardware factors. It also emplioyes factor manipulation on each
platform, including compiler flags, link order, address space randomization and more.
Curtsinger and Berger [30] presented Stabilizer, a compiler and run-time system for
sound performance evaluation on modern architectures. Stabilizer applies memory space
sampling by repeatedly re-randomizing layouts of code, stack and heap objects at runtime,
while maintaining low overhead. The repeated re-randomization enables performance
analysis using parametric statistical tests. Stabilizer was used on the SPEC CPU2006
benchmark and revealed that, for this benchmark, the o3 compiler optimization does not
yield statistically significant improvement over o2.
The performance evaluation studies and tools described above focus on sequential systems. The multiprocessor domain and in particular, concurrent data structures, have their
own sources of measurement bias. A recent extensive study on synchronization in multiprocessor systems [32] established that scalbility of synchronization mainly stems from the
low-level details of underlying hardware, e.g., the cache-coherence protocol. A position
paper from the Dagstuhl Workshop on Multicore Software Performance Engineering [60]
argues that making correct performance observations is the main challenge of measurements in multiprocessor systems, requiring tools that will provide shared experimental
environments.
An exception to the sequential tools described in above is Thread-Tranquilizer
developed by Pushkuri et al. [79]. Thread-Tranquilizer is an automatic technique
for reducing performance variation and improving performance in multiprocessor applications. It is aimed as a solution to performance variance of parallel processing applications,
servers and databases, demonstrated on TATP, SPECjbb2005, PARSEC and SPECOMP
benchmarks. These benchmarks show performance variance even when the environment
remains unchanged. Thread-Tranquilizer dynamically chooses appropriate memory
allocation and process scheduling polices aiming to reduce cost of thread migrations. It
monitors cache misses and context switches, treating the program as a black box, without
changing the programs’ actual allocation patterns. Thread-Tranquilizer improves performance of memory intensive programs by choosing random allocation policy, spreading
memory across as many memory banks as possible and preventing any single component
from becoming a performance-limiting hot spot.
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Chapter 9

Discussion
This thesis studies several core issues of concurrent BSTs including efficient implementations, functionality and sound performance evaluation. First, we have shown that epochbased synchronization can be used to implement and enhance concurrent BSTs. Next,
we presented an in-depth analysis of concurrent BSTs highlighting the subtle, multilayer
interactions that drive multi-core performance.
The first part of this thesis focuses on epoch-based synchronization, which is traditionally used for memory reclamation purposes. We have shown that an innovative use of
two epoch-based synchronization techniques, RCU and EBR, can solve complex synchronization problems in the domain of concurrent BSTs.
Chapter 4 presents Citrus, the first RCU-based concurrent data structure that supports truly concurrent updates. The use of RCU leads to a simple design that greatly
resembles sequential BST implementation. Chapter 3 introduces PRCU, an RCU variant
that allows an update to wait only for reads whose consistency it affects. PRCU thus
significantly reduces update overheads, making it highly useful for algorithms with concurrent RCU-based updates such as Citrus. We believe that it is unlikely to find natural
applications for PRCU in existing RCU-based algorithms, since RCU was almost exclusively used as a memory reclamation scheme which requires waiting for all pre-existing
readers. However, we have shown that it is possible, and even relatively simple, to use
RCU as a general synchronization building block. We hope that this will open the door
for new RCU-based algorithms that can take advantage of the reduced update overhead
provided by PRCU.
Chapter 5 concludes the discussion on RCU by describing and evaluating several PRCU
implementations, highlighting trade-offs between read overhead and short wait-for-readers
time. Understanding these tradeoffs is interesting future work: can one devise PRCU
algorithms with short wait-for-readers time with less read overhead, or is this provably
impossible?
Chapter 6 shows how EBR can be used to add range query support to existing concurrent dictionaries. We presented three variants of this algorithm using locks, HTM and
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lock-free techniques. We demonstrated the use of our algorithms by applying them to six
different data structures, including three that cannot be used with previous approaches.
Our experiments have shown that our algorithms impose low overhead on update operations, and thus outperform previous approaches in a variety of workloads. Unfortunately,
this comes at the expense of range query performance. While our range queries are significantly faster than previous approaches that have similar update overhead, they are
considerably slower than a simple traversal of the range. It would be interesting to investigate whether it is possible to design truly fast linearizable range queries, that have
comparable performance to traversals, without sacrificing update performance.
The last part of the thesis, presented in Chapter 7, aims to understand the performance of concurrent BSTs. Our analysis of ten state-of-the-art BSTs reveals multiple
performance-degrading interactions of the BSTs with memory allocators and hardware
mechanisms. We also show that a simple approach of segregating BST-related object allocations from each other and from the rest of the application avoids these performance
degradations, which enables us to demonstrate that the performance of a concurrent BST
depends, in large part, on its search performance.
This part highlights the subtle, multi-layer interactions that affect the performance of
multi-core programs. Our results call for increased attention to careful evaluation in concurrency research, and suggest that algorithm designers should place greater emphasis on
understanding and optimizing for the cache behavior of searches. Future research should
therefore concentrate on tools and techniques for finding, mitigating and/or avoiding the
kinds of performance anomalies that we explored.
A straightforward approach is to design a type-aware scalable memory allocator that
provides type-based segregation with low overhead. This approach would provide a simple
solution to many of the issues uncovered by our analysis, however, it is unlikely to be useful
in detecting any new anomalies.
A different approach would be to focus on memory layout randomization in order to
avoid pathological allocation patterns. One possible option is to extend Stabilizer [30]
for concurrent use. This will require dealing with the sources of measurement bias that are
specific to the domain of concurrent data structures. These include, but are not limited
to, node size, order of fields and nodes alignment in cache. An interesting question is
whether randomization would make performance stable, but lower than optimal, and if
that can be avoided.
Another option is to use randomization in order to approximate the optimal configuration of a data structure and detect memory layout anomalies by sampling. A sampling
tool can provide performance benefits or be extended to an environment for fair comparison of data structures, were each implementation is configured to its best (or worst).
Fair comparison is critical to prevent cases were an algorithm is accidentally evaluated
in a “sweet spot”, a configuration that is particularly good (or bad) for it, leading us to
incorrect conclusions.
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התחום של עצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים אינו חף מהטיית מידה .לדוגמא ,כדי לשפר ביצועים ,עצי
חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים נמנעים מתחרותיות סנכרון בין פעולות שאינן מתחרות מבחינה סמנטית,
כגון פעולות על מפתחות שונים .בהינתן שעומסי עבודה ראליים מתחזקים עצים גדולים (למעלה
ממיליון מפתחות) ואינם סובלים מתחרותיות גבוהה ,ניתן להניח שלחיפוש המפתח תהיה השפעה
דומיננטית על הביצועים .אחרי הכל ,רוב זמן הריצה משמש למעבר על העץ בחיפוש אחר המפתח,
ופעולות סנכרון (אם בכלל) יבוצעו רק בסוף חיפוש זה .עם זאת ,הספרות בנושא סותרת השערה זו
ומציגה הבדלים משמעותיים בביצועים של עצי חיפוש בינאריים בעלי מבנה וטכניקת חיפוש דומה.
החלק האחרון של חיבור זה שואף להבין לעומק את הגורמים המשפיעים על ביצועים של עצי חיפוש
בינאריים מקביליים .אנו מעוניינים לגלות האם (ואילו) חריגות ביצועים מייצגות הבדלים
משמעותיים בין אלגוריתמים שונים או בעיות מימוש ניתנות לתיקון .למטרה זו ,ביצענו ניתוח מעמיק
של עשרה מימושים שונים של עצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים .השתמשנו בטכניקות ליצירת פרופיל
ריצה ,כגון מוני חומרה וניתוח מערך הזיכרון ,עבור מידוד ( )benchmarkמלאכותי ומידוד מבוסס
אפליקציות.
התוצאות שלנו מחזקות טענות שהועלו בעבודות קודמות ומראות שגם התחום של מבני נתונים
מקביליים רגיש לסביבת ההרצה .הניתוח שלנו מגלה מספר אינטראקציות בין עצי חיפוש בינאריים
מקביליים ,מערכת ההפעלה והחומרה אשר משפיעות לרעה על הביצועים של עצים אלו.
אינטראקציות אלו נעות בין מערך זיכרון פתולוגי ושימוש חלקי בזיכרון המטמון לתכונות
אלגוריתמיות החושפות הבדלים פונדמנטליים בין עצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים .בהמשך אנו
מסיקים הנחיות אשר מונעות בעיות אלו ,אשר מאפשרת לנו להמחיש כי ביצועים של עצי חיפוש
בינאריים מקביליים מושפעים בעיקר מחיפוש המפתח.
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לכן ,שחרור זיכרון מבוסס תקופות היא שיטת שחרור זיכרון נפוצה עבור שפות תכנות ללא ניהול
זיכרון מובנה כגון שפת .C
בשחרור זיכרון מבוסס תקופות ,התקופה הנוכחית מיוצגת ע"י מונה תקופות גלובלי .כאשר צומת
נמחק ממבנה הנתונים הוא מועבר לרשימת מחוקים המשויכת לתקופה בה הוא נמחק .כאשר המונה
הגלובלי מקודם ניתן לשחרר למערכת ההפעלה את כל הצמתים שנמחקו לפני שתי תקופות .תכונה
יוצאת דופן של שחרור מבוסס תקופות היא ששיטה זו מממשת באופן יעיל אלגוריתם השומר את כל
הצמתים שנמחקו בזמן פעולה כלשהיא .ניתן להשתמש בתכונה זו כדי לממש שאילתות טווח ,פעולה
המחזירה את כל המפתחות המוכלים בטווח מסוים ונמצאים במבנה הנתונים.
חיבור זה מציג טכניקה כללית להוספת תמיכה בשאילתות טווח עבור מבני נתונים מקביליים קיימים,
הנעזרת בשחרור זיכרון מבוסס תקופות .בטכניקה זו פעולת שאילתת טווח מתחילה במעבר על מבנה
הנתונים ושמירה של כל המפתחות שהוכנסו למבנה הנתונים לפני ששאילתת הטווח התחילה .לאחר
מכן ,שאילתת הטווח עוברת על הצמתים ברשימות המחוקים כדי למצוא צמתים שהיא פספסה בזמן
המעבר על מבנה הנתונים בעקבות פעולות מחיקה שפעלו בזמן מעבר זה.
אנו מציגים מספר מימושים של הטכניקה להוספת שאילתות טווח ,מימושים אלו משתמשים
בטכניקות מגוונות כדי לסנכרן בין פעולות המעדכנות את מבנה הנתונים ושאילתות הטווח .בנוסף,
אנו מדגימים את הישימות של טכניקה זו ע"י יישום הטכניקה במספר מבני נתונים כולל עץ-הדר,
עץ בינארי חיצוני ועץ חיפוש שאינו בינארי .שיערוך ניסויי מראה כי שאילתות הטווח הנגזרות
מהטכניקה שלנו הן מהירות ומכתיבות תקורה נמוכה על הפעולות המקוריות של מבנה הנתונים.
עץ-הדר והטכניקה למימוש שאילתות טווח מדגימים כי סנכרון מבוסס תקופות ניתן לשימוש עבור
פתרון בעיות מגוונות ולא רק עבור שחרור זיכרון .בכך אנו מציגים את היכולת הטמונה בסנכרון
מבוסס תקופות .דוגמאות אלו מראות כי הבנה עמוקה של תכונות עשויה להוביל להבחנות מעמיקות
ולמימושים פורצי דרך.
מספר מודלים לסיבוכיות של אלגוריתמים מקביליים הוצעו בעבר .בניהם מודל סיבוכיות של גישות
זיכרון מרוחקות ,בו הסיבוכיות נקבעת ע"פ מספר גישות הזיכרון המרוחקות ,ומודל התחרות ,בו
הסיבוכיות נקבעת ע"פ מספר הגישות לזיכרון והעיקובים הנובעים מתחרות על גישות אלו .מודלים
אלו יעילים עבור אומדן ביצועים של אלגוריתמים פשוטים ,כגון מניעה הדדית ,אך הם דלים
בהבעתיות עבור אלגוריתמים מורכבים .אי לכך ,עצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים אינם ניתנים
להבחנה תחת מודלים אלו.
בשל זאת ,אומדן ביצועים של עצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים נעשה על פי רוב ע"י שיערוך ניסויי,
בו מחשבים את התפוקה של האלגוריתם ,מספר הפעולות שבוצעו ביחידת זמן ,תחת מספר עומסי
עבודה .חיסרון בולט של שיערוך ניסויי הוא התלות במספר רב של גורמים שאינם קשורים
לאלגוריתם ,כגון פרטי המימוש ,סביבת ההרצה והפרמטרים של החומרה .למשלMytkowicz ,
ואחרים הראו כי גודל סביבת הריצה וסדר הקישור בין חלקי התוכנה יכול להשפיע באופן ניכר על
ביצועיי התוכנית .הטיית המידה באה לביטוי באופן חריף יותר כאשר הניתוח ההסתברותי לוקה
בחסר ,ויכולה להוביל למסקנות שגויות.
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שיטת הסנכרון הראשונה ,קריאה-העתקה-עדכון ,הוצעה במקור כפתרון אלטרנטיבי לסנכרון ע"י
מנעולי קריאה-כתיבה .בשונה ממנעולי קריאה-כתיבה ,בשיטה זו פעולות קריאה יכולות לפעול
במקביל לפעולות כתיבה המעדכנות את אותו המידע .נטל שימור הנכונות ,והתקורה הנובעת ממנו,
נופל על פעולות הכתיבה שצריכות להבטיח שפעולות קריאה מבחינות רק במצבים עקביים .על מנת
להבטיח תכונה זו ,לכל פעולת קריאה מוגדר קטע קריאה קריטי .פעולות כתיבה משתמשות
בפרוצדורה המאפשרת להן להמתין עד אשר כל פעולות הקריאה שהתחילו את קטע הקריאה הקריטי
שלהן קודם לכן הסתיימו.
שיטת קריאה-העתקה-עדכון אינה מספקת אמצעים כדי לסנכרן בין פעולות כתיבה .מבני נתונים
מבוססי קריאה-העתקה-עדכון אינם מאפשרים פעולות כתיבה מקביליות ע"י שימוש במנעולים
גלובליים או טרנזקציות תוכנה .לעיתים ,מבנה הנתונים מחולק למקטעים ,כגון דליים בטבלת ערבול,
כל מקטע מוגן ע"י מנעול כך שלא ניתן לבצע פעולות כתיבה מקביליות בתוך מקטע מסוים.
חיבור זה מציג את עץ-הדר ,עץ חיפוש בינארי מקבילי מבוסס קריאה-העתקה-עדכון .עץ-הדר הוא
מבנה הנתונים הראשון המבוסס קריאה-העתקה-עדכון אשר מאפשר פעולות כתיבה מקביליות
המסונכרנות ברמת הצמתים .השילוב של סנכרון ע"י קריאה-העתקה-עדכון עם מנעולים ברמת
הצמתים מאפשר מימוש פשוט ,הדומה למימוש הסדרתי ,עם הוכחת נכונות פשוטה (יחסית).
עץ-הדר משתמש בקריאה-העתקה-עדכון כדי להתגבר על מכשול מסובך במימוש עצי חיפוש
בינאריים מקביליים פנימיים ,מחיקה של צמת פנימי עם שני בנים .מחיקה של צמת מסוג זה דורשת
החלפה של הצמת עם הצמת העוקב בעץ .במקום לבצע החלפה זו ,עץ-הדר מחליף את הצמת עם
עותק של הצמת העוקב ,ממתין לסיום כל קטעי הקריאה הקרטיים ,ורק לאחר מכן מוחק את העותק
המקורי של הצמת העוקב .בכך עץ-הדר מבטיח שפעולות חיפוש לעולם לא יפספסו את הצמת העוקב,
שכן הן יכולות למצוא אותו במיקום הישן או במיקום החדש.
חיסרון בולט של שיטת הסנכרון קריאה-העתקה-עדכון ,בפרט כאשר עדכונים מתבצעים במקביל,
הוא האופי הגלובלי שלה ,בו פעולת עדכון חייבת להמתין לכל קטעי הקריאה הקרטיים .למשל ,בעץ-
הדר ,ניתן היה לייעל את האלגוריתם אם עדכונים היו ממתינים רק עבור פעולות קריאה שמחפשות
את הצמת העוקב .חיבור זה מציג גרסה מעודנת של קריאה-העתקה-עדכון הנקראת קריאה-העתקה-
עדכון מבוססת פרדיקטים .גרסה זו מאפשרת לפעולת עדכון להמתין רק לפעולות קריאה המושפעות
ממנה ,פעולות אלו מצויינות ע"י פרדיקט המסופק ע"י המשתמש.
אנו מציגים מספר מימושים עבור קריאה-העתקה-עדכון מבוססת פרדיקטים ,המדגימים את שקלול
התמורות בין זמן ההמתנה של פעולות עדכון והתקורה על פעולות קריאה .בנוסף ,אנו מציגים כיצד
ניתן לממש את עץ-הדר ע"י שימוש בקריאה-העתקה-עדכון מבוססת פרדיקטים .שיערוך ניסויי
מראה כי השימוש בקריאה-העתקה-עדכון מבוסס פרדיקטים מקטין באופן משמעותי את הזמן
שפעולות כתיבה ממתינות עבור פעולות קריאה ,ובכך משפרות את הביצועים של עץ-הדר באופן
ראוי לציון.
שיטת הסנכרון השניה ,שחרור זיכרון מבוסס תקופות ,היא שיטה לשחרור זיכרון הניתנת לשימוש
ע"י כל מבנה נתונים .שימוש בשיטה אינו דורש מאמץ רב מצד המתכנת ומוסיף תקורה מינימאלית.
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תקציר
עם התפתחותם של מחשבים מרובי ליבות ,כתיבת קוד מקבילי יעיל היא בעלת חשיבות עליונה
לביצועים של תוכניות ושירותים .עצי חיפוש מקביליים הם אבן בניין מרכזית באפליקציות מקביליות
כגון מסדי נתונים ,מאגרי אחסון מפתח-ערך ,וניהול מרחב הכתובות של מערכות הפעלה .בשנים
האחרונות הנושא של תכנון עצי חיפוש מקביליים ,ובפרט עצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים ,זכה
לתשומת לב רבה מהקהילה האקדמית .החשיבות של עצי חיפוש בינאריים מחייבת מימושים יעילים
ומתודולוגיה להערכת הביצועים שלהם .חיבור זה עוסק בשני היבטים אלו .ראשית ,נראה כיצד ניתן
להשתמש בטכניקת סנכרון חדישה הנקראת סנכרון מבוסס תקופות על מנת לממש עצי חיפוש
בינאריים מקביליים פשוטים הניתנים להוכחה ובנוסף להרחיב את הפונקציונליות שלהם .שנית ,נציג
אנליזה מעמיקה של עצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים תוך כדי הדגמה כיצד עצים אלו מושפעים
מאינטראקציות עדינות עם מערכת ההפעלה והחומרה.
עצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים מודרנים ממומשים ע"י טכניקות סנכרון מגוונות כגון מנעולים,
סנכרון ללא מנעולים וטרנזקציות תוכנה .סנכרון מבוסס תקופות היא שיטת סנכרון חדישה ,אשר
בה ריצת התוכנית מחולקת לתקופות כך שבכל תקופה כל תהליך פעיל נמצא לפחות פעם אחת במצב
שקט ,מצב בו התהליך אינו מחזיק במצביעים לזיכרון המשותף .בהקשר של מבני נתונים ,תהליך
נמצא במצב שקט כל עוד הוא אינו מבצע צעדים בפרוצדורות של מבנה הנתונים .לדוגמא נניח ש
 Qהיא פעולת חיפוש ברשימה מקושרת ו  Dהיא פעולת מחיקה ברשימה זו ,אשר מתבצעות במקביל.
לאחר ש  Dמנתקת את הצמת  vמהרשימה עליה לשחרר את הזיכרון של  vלמערכת ההפעלה ,מצד
שני ,ייתכן כי פעולות חיפוש ,כגון  ,Qעדיין מחזיקות מצביעים ל  .vלכן ,ניתן לשחרר את הזיכרון
של  vרק לאחר שכל פעולה אחרת במבנה הנתונים עברה במצב שקט ,כלומר ,עברו לפחות שתי
תקופות.
קריאה-העתקה-עדכון ושחרור זיכרון מבוסס תקופות הן שתי שיטות סנכרון מבוססות תקופות .שתי
שיטות אלו משמשות בעיקר עבור ניהול ושחרור זיכרון .חיבור זה מציג שתי דוגמאות לבעיות סנכרון
מורכבות בעצי חיפוש בינאריים מקביליים שניתנות לפתרון ע"י שימוש לא קונבנציונלי ,אך פשוט,
בשיטות סנכרון מבוססות תקופות.
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המחקר בוצע בהנחיית פרופסור חגית עטיה ,בפקולטה למדעי המחשב בטכניון ודוקטור אדם
מוריסון ,בבית הספר למדעי המחשב ע"ש בלווטניק ,אוניברסיטת תל אביב.

תודות

אני מודה לטכניון ,לקרן הלאומית למדע ,ולמכון האסו פלאטנר על התמיכה הנדיבה במשך
השתלמותי.
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שיטות תאורטיות וניסיוניות עבור עצי
חיפוש מקביליים

חיבור על מחקר

לשם מילוי חלקי של הדרישות לקבלת התואר
דוקטור לפילוסופיה

מיה רביב

הוגש לסנט הטכניון – מכון טכנולוגי לישראל
חשון ה'תשע״ט חיפה אוקטובר 2018
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שיטות תאורטיות וניסיוניות עבור עצי
חיפוש מקביליים

מיה רביב
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